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This annex describes the criteria and assumptions made by Wardell Armstrong
International in estimating the accessible economic resource potential in each subregion. This assessment was carried out as part of the Revision 2020 project to
establish regional targets for renewable electricity to 2020.
The following renewable energy technologies were considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wave power – offshore and shoreline
Tidal stream
Tidal barrage
Small-scale hydro power
Solar photovoltaic (PV)
Biomass – woodlands, energy crops and straw
Centralised anaerobic digestion (CAD)
Landfill gas (LFG)
Energy from waste (EfW)
Onshore wind
Offshore wind

A GIS based desktop analysis was used, very similar to that used in the REvision
2010 project23, the principal difference being a much greater emphasis on offshore
technologies. The resource data was sourced in some cases directly from existing
reports or extrapolated from regional data. Where variations to 2020 in yields,
efficiency, costs, policy or legislation, etc, would have significant effects, the resource
was re-computed from first principles. This process started with an assessment of the
technical resource, e.g. land area available and efficiency, yields, etc., and then
excluded designated areas like Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs),
National Parks and Heritage Coasts. A range of other practical constraints such as
urban areas, inter-visibility limits, buffer zones around dwellings, roads etc were also
applied where appropriate. Finally, some assumptions about the economic viability
and maturity of each technology were used to estimate the accessible resource
potential available within the 2020 time frame. What was left was an estimate of the
maximum resource that could be exploited, if all the individual power plants
concerned could get planning permission, operating permits, capital finance,
electricity supply contracts and be built by 2020.
The following pages summarise each technology in terms of
•
•
•
•

Data sources and technical resource
Constraints
Assumptions used to estimate the accessible resource
Accessible resource for the region as MW installed and as a percentage of a
regional 20% by 2020 renewable energy target of 1247 MW (Scenario 2b)

Also, where relevant, the results of any discussions with sector experts over key
issues are presented. This is not an exhaustive list, and only key points for certain
technologies are included.
23

See links to documents at http://www.gosw.gov.uk/page.asp?pid=146
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Onshore wind
The data used in determining the GOSW (Government Office for the South West)
accessible wind resource included the UK wind atlas and the Ordnance Survey
“Strategi” data set. The notional turbine used was a 3rd generation 3MW, 100m
diameter, 80m hub height unit. The 25m agl wind speed data were adjusted to 80m
turbine hub height and four scales of development were considered, large (>30 MW),
medium (<30, >15 MW) small (<15 MW) and single turbines.
A number of constraints were applied in reaching the conclusions. These included
that there should be no development in National Parks, AONBs or on Heritage Coast,
no development closer than 600 metres to urban/village habitations as indicted by
the Ordnance Survey “Strategi” data set and no developments closer than 150
metres to major roads, i.e. B class and above. In addition, the minimum distance
between large/small developments should be not less than 10km.
Further constraints on onshore wind development are that there should be practical
access to sites, landowner willingness for development to go ahead, political will, the
time to complete planning procedures and an economic distance to the nearest
appropriate electricity grid connection. None of these constraints were considered in
estimating the available resource.
For the purposes of this assessment it was considered that: 6.5 m/s at 80m agl is a
minimum economic wind speed; there should be maximum economic use of the
resource in line with previous constraints; there is a maximum capacity of 3 x 3MW
turbines per sq km of available land and that the distribution grid capacity would not
be a significant constraint for the 2020 targets
The extent of the accessible onshore wind resource was further refined in the light of
the findings by Land Use Consultants (LUC) in relation to landscape sensitivity (see
Annex 3 & 4).
Landscape Character
The impact of wind farms on landscape character was taken into account based on
two factors. These were firstly preference for the size of wind farm in relation to
landscape scale and secondly the overall sensitivity of the landscape to wind farm
development. Preference for wind farm size was based on four sizes of development:
single turbine; <15MW; <30, >15 MW and >30 MW. Within each landscape
character area, exclusion of certain sizes of development was recommended from
certain character areas based on the scale of landform within that area. All the
potential wind farms within each landscape area were then ranked 1 to 5 according
to preference, where 1 represents the most preferred option. A table of all the wind
farm locations was then ordered according to the preference ranking. The ordered
table was then passed through a culling process, taking the largest acceptable wind
farm in terms of landscape scale and culling out all those within 10km. This process
resulted in a new table of wind farm locations which were all at least 10km from any
other wind farm and resulted in an overall resource of 3,726MW.
At this stage the second factor, overall landscape sensitivity, was taken into account.
Based on a narrative description the sensitivity of the landscape to wind farm
development, each landscape character area was ranked 1 to 5, where 1 represents
the least sensitive landscapes. This sensitivity value was then used to reduce the
initial installed capacity of the wind farm within a particular landscape character area.
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The effect of this process is equivalent to increasing the cull distance. The algorithm
used to apply the sensitivity ranking is shown in equation 1.

⎛ 5 − Sensitivit y ⎞
Reduced Capacity = ⎜
⎟ × Installed Capacity …………equation 1
4
⎝
⎠
The total reduced capacity for the region was then calculated for single, small,
medium and large wind farms. On this basis the accessible resource was estimated
at 1344 MW, i.e. 108 % of a 20% regional target.
Base Scenario assumptions
Although the landscapes in the South West are more sensitive to the larger turbines,
the higher hub height and economies of scale mean that the minimum economic
wind speed could be reduced from 7.0m/s to 6.5m/s. This opens up large areas of
previously unusable land particularly in the east and north of the region for these
turbines. See figure 17 at end of annex.
A significant increase in potential installed capacity was found (1344 MW as opposed
to approx 800MW in REvision 2010) even after discounting higher levels of resource
as a result of the increased landscape sensitivity. However, the energy available was
proportionally less than that for 2010 as there were fewer wind farms in higher wind
speed areas (due to higher landscape sensitivities and greater separations) and
those in the new lower wind speed areas (6.5m/s) produce less energy.
A key assumption is therefore that, although a few large ‘3MW style’ wind farms may
be built beyond 2010, they will be limited by landscape sensitivity issues and
commercial considerations such as construction access. The vast majority of new
turbines will be built within the 2010 accessible resource utilising the smaller scale
turbines. So whilst the maximum level proposed within scenario 3 is 800 MW, it is
likely that in reality this level of development will not be possible as a result of
planning constraints.
The main distinguishing factor between Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 is the level of
institutional support and planning success achieved within the region.
Cumulative impact is not likely to be a problem in scenario 1 however there will be
increasing pressure on ‘good’ sites in Devon and Cornwall post 2015 in Scenario 2
and post 2010 in Scenario 3.
Grid connectivity is unlikely to be a problem in Scenario’s 1 and 2 however some reenforcement will be needed post 2015 in Scenario 3.
There are not expected to be any significant efficiency/price performance gains after
2010, however turbines are expected to become quieter as direct drive machines
become more common.

Offshore wind
The offshore wind resource data is based upon the European Wind Atlas. There is a
very large resource but its development is constrained in that offshore site licensing
is by central Government, with no local authority control; all current licensed sites are
outside the region and there is deep water off much of the South West coast
presenting large technical and financial risks.
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It has been assumed there will be further licensing of offshore sites for wind and that
one of these will be for one approximately 50MW site in the Bristol Channel
comprising circa 25 x 2 MW turbines (TORE report)
On this basis the GOSW accessible resource will be 50MW, i.e. 4% of a 20%
regional target.
Base Scenario assumptions
Scenario 1 assumes that no offshore wind development will take place, whereas
scenarios 2 and 3 assume that the one development, maybe in the Bristol Channel
will occur.

Biomass
Two fuel sources are considered for electricity generation: energy crops (Miscanthus
and short-rotation coppice (SRC)) and straw.
A number of constraints were identified which limit the use of forestry residues for
electricity production. These included the existing markets and uses for byproducts/residues and that within the 2020 timeframe wood fuel production is
restricted to existing woodlands. Other issues include the limited accessibility of
valley woods, woodland management costs and the high cost of the resulting wood
fuel, currently circa £35/dte. In addition 1MW requires 4000 hectares = 40 km2 of
sustainably managed woodland and there is a general scarcity of large woodlands in
region. The forest residue resource is therefore considered only for renewable heat
production (see Annex 2).
Energy crops (Miscanthus & short rotation coppice (SRC))
Yield data for Miscanthus was derived from data prepared by ADAS and for SRC
from the Cornwall Renewable Energy Study, undertaken by the Renewable Energy
Office Cornwall (REOC). Economic data was drawn from Nix’s Agricultural Handbook
(2001) and agricultural land classification data from the Department for Environment,
Food & Rural Affairs (DEFRA).
Constraints upon the growth and use of energy crops for power production include
possible reluctance of farmers to plan energy crops in place of conventional crops
and potential other uses for set-aside. In addition, there are issues regarding the
acceptability of combustion/generation plant and monocultures, planning and
permitting, transportation issues and the question of alternative markets for
Miscanthus and SRC.
A number of assumptions have been made in estimating the potential contribution
towards the Southwest’s electricity generation by energy crops. It was assumed that
the acceptable cost to the power generator would be approx £25/dte (Miscanthus or
SRC), that only agricultural land classification grades 1, 2 and 3 are suitable for
energy crops, that set-aside may be used and that establishment grants for energy
crops will persist.
Further, it was assumed that Miscanthus has roughly twice the yield (16-18dte/ha) of
SRC (8-10t/ha) and that therefore Miscanthus would the preferred crop where either
will grow. However, Miscanthus was assumed to be only viable in less exposed
locations and was excluded from areas with annual mean wind speeds over 7m/s at
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10m agl. This left only a small percentage of the potential growing area for SRC
production.
It is assumed that of the total available land area suitable for growing energy crops,
see figure 19 at end of annex, 10% would be taken up, i.e. approximately the same
area as set aside. This is twice as much as that used in the REvision 2010
assessment. This resulted in 45,284 ha for SRC and 942,258 ha for Miscanthus,
producing 36,227 dte/y and 1,455,874 dte/y respectively. Landscape sensitivity was
not considered to be a significant effect on the size of the energy crop resource as it
would be a very small proportion of the total land area being farmed and therefore
alternative sites would be available. Issues relating to transportation of the fuel to the
power plant are significant and it was assumed the financially viable and otherwise
acceptable capture radius for a biomass power plant was no greater than 40km.
In assessing the accessible resource, two sizes of power plant were considered
(5MW and 20MW). It was assumed that forestry residues would contribute to these
plants alongside energy crops, particularly during the initial few years of operation.
For small plant (approx 2 MW), it was assumed that 1MWe plant would require
8,000dte/y of fuel. Larger plants, e.g. combined cycle gas turbines, with higher
efficiencies would require more like 4500dte/y to 5,000dte/y per MWe.
On this basis it was estimated that energy crops might produce 187 MW of installed
capacity, i.e. 15% of a 20% regional target.
Straw
The data for straw production was derived from DEFRA production data. There are a
number of constraints limiting the use of straw as fuel for power generation within the
Southwest. There is a large existing demand for agricultural use, resulting in a
current market price of circa £40 tonne, which is expected to persist to 2020. The
acceptable cost of dry biomass fuel to generators is currently circa £25 tonne. In
addition, some counties are net importers of straw (for agricultural purposes) and so
unlikely to be able to commit any of the current production to power generation.
For the purposes of the study it was assumed 10% of the resource was available as
fuel and that 8000 t/y fuels 1 MW installed capacity. It was also assumed that special
plant would be needed due to the combustion and ash characteristics of straw. On
this basis the accessible resource of straw could provide 7MW, i.e. 0.6% of a 20%
regional target.
The study concluded the total biomass accessible resource (forest residues, energy
crops and straw) was 196.5 MW, i.e. 15.8% of a 20% regional target.
Base Scenario assumptions
All scenarios assume that the straw resource is not large enough to justify the
construction of the dedicated straw combustion plant required to exploit the resource
available.
Scenario 1 assumes that little biomass development will occur due to poor
economics beyond a few demonstration projects.
Scenario 2 assumes biomass generation technology proves commercially viable, but
the growing of energy crops is limited to a planted area of 5% of the available land.
The constraint is due to lack of enthusiasm from farmers, due to marginal economics
of growing energy crops, and availability of other more profitable land uses.
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Scenario 3 assumes planted area increases to 10% of agricultural land grades 1-3
outside of designated areas (national parks, AONBs and heritage coast). Farmers
are more enthusiastic, due to improved varieties leading to higher yields and hence
greater margins for growing energy crops.
Results of consultation with sector experts
Discussions were held with the South West NFU representative. This raised the
following points:
•
•
•
•

NFU broadly happy with assumption of up to 10% land take for energy crops
Raised the point that a key issue will be to overcome reluctance of farmers to
take a new crop and in particular to lock in to long term supply contracts
Did not feel that there would be a conflict for land use with biofuels for transport.
Proposed 350,000 tonne / annum Wessex Grain biofuel production facility will
take existing cereal crops as feedstock
As we move towards 2012, due to CAP reform, and the new single payment
system, historic percentages of set aside land will become less relevant, and all
land will receive the same payment for the growing of energy crops. This will
mean the hectarage of energy crops will not be restricted to the historic levels of
set aside.

Energy from waste – combustion and thermal treatment
Data on waste arisings and waste arisings inflation was taken primarily from the
Regional Waste Strategy (RWS) for the South West 2004-2020, “From Rubbish to
Resource”. Municipal solid waste (MSW) figures have been updated from this report
with figures up to 2010 being taken from previous returns by WPA's and then the
declining growth model from the RSW being applied to calculate the 2010 to 2020
figures.
It is assumed that for MSW the entire waste stream predicted to be destined for
treatment or thermal recovery, after recycling, composting and inert landfill fractions
have been removed, would be utilised for energy production. For industrial and
commercial waste it was assumed that all of the waste destined for landfill, minus
food waste (which it was assumed would be re-directed to AD) would be available for
combustion and thermal treatment. The percentage of food waste was based on an
Environment Agency survey of some 20,000 businesses in 1998-99 and is assumed
to remain static.
From this, the maximum amount of waste available for secondary treatment is as
follows:



Municipal solid waste (MSW), 2110 kt/ year
Industrial and commercial waste, 935 kt/year

giving a total available for secondary treatment of just over 3 million tonnes per year
(3045 kt/year) by 2020.
Secondary treatment may involve any of the following technologies:
1. mechanical and biological treatment (MBT)
2. incineration
3. advanced thermal treatment (ATT) (pyrolysis/ gasification)
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At present, only (3) is eligible as a renewable energy. Therefore, ATT will be
competing with these other two options for the waste resource and its success will
depend on its relative commercial viability, as well as confidence in the technology.
The different scenarios for uptake reflect this. In favour of ATT (advanced thermal
treatment) is that it may be more politically acceptable than mass burn incineration,
as it allows smaller scale plants and is not yet burdened with negative public
perceptions.
The RWS assumes a declining growth model for MSW, resulting in zero waste
growth after 2015.
In order to comply with EU and UK government requirements, the RWS assumes
30% recycling, 15% composting and 55% secondary treatment of MSW by 2020.
Therefore, there is no conflict between the resource for EfW (energy from waste) and
any recycling and composting targets.
For the purposes of this study it has been assumed that; recycling is maximised, that
33% of the overall MSW and commercial and industrial waste arisings are available
for EfW purposes, that approximately 10,000t/y is required per 1 MW and therefore
each 30,000 tonnes of arisings has the potential for 1 MW of capacity.
On this basis there is a total of 304 MW of capacity available, i.e. 24.4% of a 20%
regional target
Base Scenario Assumptions
Scenario 1 assumes one third of the waste available for secondary treatment goes
for advanced thermal treatment; the remainder goes for either incineration or MBT
(therefore not eligible as renewable).
Scenario 2 assumes two thirds of the waste available for secondary treatment goes
for advanced thermal treatment (ATT); the remainder goes for either incineration or
MBT. It also assumes a greater uptake of ATT due to proven commercial viability,
lower costs due to faster learning rates, and impact of support for renewable heat, as
ATT schemes likely to be combined heat and power (CHP)
Scenario 3 assumes either: advanced thermal treatment of waste (pyrolysis/
gasification) proves to be commercially viable and is the dominant energy from waste
technology and/or there is a re-classification of what is eligible under the
Renewables Obligation, to include the combustion of Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF)
from MBT plants. This further assumes that combustion of the RDF will happen in the
South West. As a result the South West is able to utilise practically all of the available
resource.
Results of consultation with sector experts
Result of discussion with waste expert at Environment Agency:
• Felt that assumptions behind scenarios reasonable
• Feels that levels of waste available for secondary treatment reasonable, and
would not conflict with recycling targets
• Feels that assumption of 50% for bio-degradable fraction reasonable
Result of discussion with Compact Power representative
• To achieve scenario 2, the key decision makers must be made fully aware of the
relative benefits (Envtl, social and economic) of ATT (more local, distributed
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energy generation approach) versus MBI (More centralized, large scale,
conventional energy generation).
Feels that assumption of 50% for biodegradable fraction reasonable

Centralised Anaerobic Digestion
Two sources of “fuel” material were considered, animal wastes and food processing
wastes, with resource estimates based on DEFRA animal population statistics and
Environment Agency food waste arisings statistics. Animal population figures were
converted to tonnages of slurry/waste and information from British Biogen’s
“Anaerobic Digestion – Best Practice Guidelines” used to convert the slurry/waste
data to an installed capacity estimate.
As with other technologies a number of constraints apply, restricting potential power
production. These include the farmers’ willingness to supply wastes, the need to
utilise a high (50:50) food to animal waste mix to maximise gate fees (the Holsworthy
CAD plant proved to be economically unviable at 20:80), the practical limit due to a
shortfall of food waste, acceptable storage and transport solutions and acceptable
means of disposal of the residues of the CAD process.
For the purposes of the assessment it has been assumed that 20% of the animal
population waste may contribute to AD plants and that slurry will only be collected for
50% of the year. It was assumed 30 cows produce 1 tonne of slurry per day, 275 pigs
produce 1 tonne of slurry per day, that 1 tonne of slurry equates to 25m3 of biogas
and that 1m3 of biogas equates to 1.7kWh of electricity (assuming 30% conversion
efficiency).
Further it is assumed that all the commercial and industrial food waste is available to
be used and that the total accessible resource is likely to be limited by the availability
of food waste rather than animal slurry.
On this basis there is an accessible resource of 11,510,636 t/y of animal slurries and
130,263 t/y of food waste (43,471 t/y if some diverted to composting, etc). At a ratio
of 50:50, the total available for CAD would be 260,526 t/y giving an installed capacity
of 1.9 MW, i.e. 0.15% of a 20% regional target.
Base Scenario Assumptions
All scenarios assume that the CAD resource is fully utilised.

Poultry litter
Two sources of poultry litter were considered, laying hens and broilers. Resource
estimates by county were produced from DEFRA animal population statistics based
on information obtained from British Biogen’s “Anaerobic Digestion – Best Practice
Guidelines”. Annual tonnage figures were converted to a potential installed capacity
based on operational data from Fibropower’s plant at Eye in East Anglia.
As with other technologies a number of constraints apply, restricting potential power
production. These include the farmers’ willingness to supply wastes, the economic
and practical feasibility associated with the individual source, i.e. smaller more
remote poultry operations are less likely to be included in an energy scheme.
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For the purposes of the assessment, it was assumed that 25% of the bird population
would contribute to the resource. It was assumed that 10,000 birds produce 365
tonnes of material per year and that 12,000 tonnes per year equates to 1MW of
installed capacity.
On this basis, there is a potential installed capacity of 14 MW, i.e. approximately
1.1% of a 20% regional target. However, due to the physical characteristics of the
fuel, power production is best achieved using a conventional steam boiler and
turbine. This limits the minimum size of a power plant to something over 10MW. As a
result, it likely that some of the more dispersed litter resource will not be an economic
fuel. Therefore, the 1.1% value may be optimistic and will certainly be influenced by
the geographical distribution of the feedstock. It may be possible to use small
amounts of poultry litter in a CAD system in combination with other AD feedstocks.
Base Scenario assumptions
All scenarios assume that no dedicated poultry plant is constructed within the region.

Landfill gas
Predicted total waste tonnage to landfill in the Southwest for 2010, 2013 and 2020
were obtained from the Environment Agency’s recent Strategic Waste Management
Assessment report.
It was assumed that LFG is only available from landfill sites containing putrescible
materials, the UK and EU waste policy against further landfill development will persist
and therefore the future LFG resource will be restricted to current sites and that LFG
output will decline over time.
On this basis it was estimated that there was an accessible resource of 30 MW, i.e.
2.4% of a 20% regional target.
Base Scenario assumptions
All scenarios assume the same level of landfill gas production representing the
maximum 30 MW accessible resource.

Wave power
The offshore wave energy resource estimate was taken from Metoc’s recent Wave
Power report for Regen SW, see figure 20 at end of annex. The technical resource is
some 38kW/m of wave front (annual average) at the 50m depth contour. The total
resource is therefore very large (>10GW) but is limited by the number of devices that
can be deployed. Metoc estimates the accessible resource to 2020 to be in the
range 83-285 MW.
The shoreline wave energy technical resource is approximately 20 kW/m on the
North Cornwall coast, leading to an estimate of 4.5 GW for the SW coastline.
However, because of its ecological and visual impacts, very little of it is expected to
be exploited. The accessible resource for shoreline wave energy is therefore only
expected to around 4MW.
There are a number of constraints currently limiting wave power utilisation. These
currently include the limited availability of proven technology, the unproven financial
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viability of wave power projects, various environmental protection and associated
planning issues, access to the onshore electricity grid and uncertain construction
times.
In estimating the likely contribution to the 2020 target from wave power it has been
assumed that; there will be moderate research grants for experimental and prototype
technologies (e.g. current DTI proposals for 25% capital grants and 15p/kWh prices
for wave & tidal projects for 3 years), the Wave Hub project will be implemented
before 2010 giving developers shared access to the grid for prototype proving, an
offshore Strategic Environmental Assessment for the region will be undertaken by
2012, the technology will be commercially mature by 2015 and onshore grid
connections will not be a significant constraint to development.
These criteria and assumptions lead to an estimated accessible resource of:
• Offshore wave 83 - 285 MW = 6.7% – 22.9% of a 20% regional target
• Shoreline wave 4 MW = 0.3% of a 20% regional target
Base Scenario assumptions
Strategic Environmental Assessments (SEA) for wave and tidal in UK will not be
completed until 2010, so this will limit the size of deployment before then to
demonstrators (<30MW)24
Wave hub will be deployed by 2007, and will have a maximum capacity of 20MW,
with option to upgrade to 30MW. Demonstrator capacity connected by 2010 was
assumed to be 20MW under Scenarios 2 and 3.
Demonstrator units plugged into wave hub will continue to generate to 2020
Due to grid connection constraints, the size of individual wave farms will be limited to
40MW. According to the Seapower Review25, the grid will not be a constraint up to
levels of installed capacity envisaged for 2020, as long as generation comes from a
number of single sources, (each no greater than 40MW) then the existing 33kV and
132kV distribution network should suffice. However early discussions with Western
Power Distribution suggest that some grid strengthening may be necessary to
accommodate the level of offshore connections to the 132KV line envisaged within
scenario 3.
After 2010, a large wave farm (40MW) would be deployed as soon as possible.
For scenario 2, maximum installed capacity by 2020 is as Metoc low figure. For
scenario 3, installed capacity by 2020 is as for Metoc high figure.
Results of consultation with sector experts
Discussions were held with Western Power Distribution (WPD) around grid
connection issues. A summary of this is given in Annex 8.

Tidal stream
The offshore tidal stream resource estimate was taken from Metoc’s recent Wave
Power report for Regen SW, see figure 20 at end of annex. There potential sites with
24

The first phase of SEA, data collection, is due to be completed by 2008
Metoc study: Seapower SW Review, Resources, Constraints, and Development Scenarios for Wave and Tidal
Stream Power in the South West of England: January 2004, SW RDA

25
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high average current speeds in the Bristol Channel, off N Devon, around the Cornish
coast and off Portland Bill
It was assumed that; moderate research grants for experimental/prototype
technologies will be available, commercially viable technology is unlikely before 2010
and the technology will be commercially mature by 2015.
The Metoc report estimates an accessible resource of 60 – 122 MW by 2020, i.e.
4.8% - 9.8% of a 20%regional target.
Base Scenario assumptions
For Scenario 2, maximum installed capacity by 2020 is as Metoc low figure. For
Scenario 3, installed capacity by 2020 is as for Metoc high figure.

Tidal barrage
Potential sites for tidal barrages were identified from the TORE, SWEB and Cornwall
renewable energy studies. The potential installed capacity is determined by the tidal
range and area of enclosed water behind the barrage. This data indicated a total
technical resource of 314 MW, excluding the Severn Barrage which is considered a
national resource.
There are number of constraints to development of tidal barrage schemes, notably
environmental protection and it is expected that the Environment Agency would
strongly object to development of most sites. Other constraints include planning
issues, construction time and financial viability.
It is assumed that there might be a maximum of one project within the 2020
timeframe, on the river Camel in Cornwall. This would lead to a maximum installed
capacity of 28 MW, 2.2% of a 20% regional target.
Base Scenario assumptions
Scenarios 1 & 2 assume that no tidal barrage schemes are developed. Scenario 3
assumes that the one development, possibly on the River Camel will occur.

Small-scale hydro
A number of potential sites were identified from the Terence O’Rourke/ETSU report,
Cornwall RE studies and Regen SW’s latest survey of RE projects in the South West.
Constraints upon the use of these sites includes; the seasonality of water flows,
financial viability of projects, the willingness of landowners and riparian rights owners
to advance projects. However the major constraint is environmental issues and the
need for Environment Agency acceptance and permitting.
For the purposes of this study “Small-scale” is taken to mean plants under 10 MW
and it was assumed there would be no opportunities for large-scale hydro in the
region to 2020. It is estimated there are circa 50 small-scale sites and a large
number of micro-hydro sites leading to a maximum resource of 15.58 MW. In view of
the constraints, the assumption has been made that not more than 5% of this
resource could be utilised, producing 15 MW i.e. 1.2% of a 20% regional target.
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Base Scenario assumptions
Scenario 1 – assumes no significant increase in capacity in addition to 9MW currently
installed in SW
Scenarios 2 and 3 – assume further innovations in low-head hydro technology (less
than 5m) to enable the cost-effective utilisation of the large number of former water
mill sites in the South West that still have weirs intact. This would build on the
projects currently going ahead on mill sites in South Somerset and Mendip districts.
This scenario assumes this would lead to a total installed capacity of 15MW by 2020.

Building-integrated renewable (BIR) electricity
Currently, there are two main commercially available and proven BIR electricity
technologies, namely:
•

Solar PV – primarily grid connected; either roof mounted or roof integrated for
residential developments; for non-residential, additional use of PV for cladding or
glass/glass laminates for glazed canopies, atria, etc.

•

Small-scale free standing grid connected wind turbines (typical size 2.5-15 kW),
typically supplying non-residential buildings such as schools.

For the purposes of scenario building, the modelling has focussed on the use of
these two technologies.
Solar PV is assumed to make up the lion’s share of the installed capacity in the
scenarios. The availability of sunlight is ubiquitous and therefore the technical
resource is huge however the practical resource is limited to buildings with suitable
south facing roofs.
The major constraints impacting on solar PV are high installation and storage or grid
connection costs. However, the price/performance of PV is expected to improve
significantly by 2020.
It has been assumed that solar PV is uneconomic for large scale power generation
and that small scale implementation is more likely. Future solar PV development is
expected to be primarily driven by the 10% generation requirement in PPS22.
Although, ongoing UK grant aid still is expected to promote new installations in
private households and retro-fits. Information from relevant suppliers and
associations indicates a cost of £5,000 per kW (peak) installed. This is expected to
fall to £2,500 per kW (peak) installed by 2014 and to £1700 per KW by 2020. This is
based on learning rates of 20% for PV – i.e. cost of modules drops by 20% with
every doubling of global production. It assumes a growth in annual global production
of PV modules of 25%.
Longer term there is potential for the following BIR electricity technologies:
•

Roof mounted wind turbines

Micro-scale roof-mounted turbines are now being developed to cope better with lower
wind speeds and higher turbulence, whilst operating with minimal noise and vibration.
Owing to the early stage of development, choice is currently limited with such rooftop devices. Two examples of Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines (HAWTs) at ‘near
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market’ status pitched at the domestic sector are the SWIFT device (1.5kW) and
WINDSAVE (power output 1kW). The former is currently registered under “Clear
Skies”.
Novel designs in roof-top Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWTs) are currently in
development although little information currently exists on their status. The ‘Wind
Dam’ is one such device that incorporates a directional wind concentrator to increase
the relative wind speed. Development is still at the prototype stage at time of writing.
More ambitious designs for building-integrated wind power involve enhancing wind
flows by virtue of the building design itself.
Due to the large number of unknowns around this technology, roof mounted turbines
have not specifically been included in the installed capacity estimates. The key
unknowns are:
•
•
•
•
•

Whether or not the roof-mounted turbines will be approved as “permitted
development” by ODPM. If not, obtaining planning permission is likely to be a
major constraint for installation growth
Whether the anticipated cost reductions from mass production will be realised
Whether the low-cost grid integration units proposed will be approved by grid
regulators
Long term reliability of systems, when operating in highly turbulent air in rooftop
environments
Whether noise and vibration from systems (in terms of environmental health) will
be within acceptable limits for urban areas

However, micro-wind has the potential to be more cost-effective than PV for domestic
applications, even allowing for the low annual average wind speeds and turbulent
wind flows in urban areas. It seems likely that, if they prove viable, roof mounted wind
turbines would occupy the market share for PV. Therefore, the total installed capacity
for PV can be taken to represent a combined total for PV and roof mounted turbines,
should the latter prove to be viable.
•

Small scale biomass CHP (<100kW)

This would use a small-scale gasifier to convert wood chip or pellets to a gas and
then combust the gas to run a gas or stirling engine or air turbine to generate
electricity and harness the waste heat. To date, such systems have not proven to be
technically or economically viable on a small-scale, although they may prove to be in
future.
Base Scenario Assumptions
Scenario 1 – assumes that levels of grant funding currently coming to the SW are
maintained. As capital cost of PV falls, the level of capacity that can be supported
rises accordingly. Systems are primarily installed on new private houses and retro-fit,
as well as for non-domestic “exemplar” buildings. Based on PV grants programme
data, current level of installation in the South West is approximately 0.14 MWp per
year. With falling PV cost, this is estimated to increase to 0.3 MWp per year by 2015
and 0.42 MWp per year by 2020. This gives a total installed capacity by 2020 of 5
MWp.
For the sake of comparison, this is equivalent to 2500 homes in the South West
being fitted with, typically, 2 kWp PV arrays.
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Scenario 2 – assumes a target for 10% of energy in new build to come from
renewable energy is in place. This leads to a significant installed capacity in both
residential and non-residential new build developments, in addition to the installations
in scenario 1. The assumption is that 90% of all major developments will comply with
the target from 2010 onwards. The detailed assumptions for this are given in annex
7. It is estimated that this will lead to an additional 46MWp of capacity, made up of
3MW of small scale wind and 43MW of PV. Together with the 5MWp under scenario
1, this gives a total installed capacity under this scenario of 51MWp by 2020.
Scenario 3
This assumes that 3rd generation PV technology, (e.g. semi-conducting polymers and
dye sensitised glass cells) becomes commercially available before 2020, leading to
cost reductions faster than those that could be achieved with conventional learning
rates. This would lead to the cost of electricity generated from PV to become
competitive with domestic electricity prices, after 2015. The assumption is that this
would double the installed capacity of PV to 96MWp by 2020, driven by greater
uptake in domestic retro-fit, as well as uptake in new build over and above a
requirement for 10% of on-site energy generation. Including the 3MW of small scale
wind in scenario 2, this give a total installed capacity of 99MW by 2020.
An alternative version of Scenario 3 is that roof-mounted wind turbines prove viable,
and the issues around their deployment (principally with regard to planning
permission) are resolved. This could see the same increase of installed capacity as
above, but split between roof mounted wind and PV. 25MW of roof mounted wind
would be equivalent to 25,000 homes having such a device fitted, assuming a typical
size of 1kW.
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Figure 17: Wind speeds in the South West

Note:
Red areas indicate windspeeds of greater than
7 m/s at 65m agl. Green areas indicate
additional areas with wind speeds of greater
than 6.5 m/s at 80m agl. Difference in heights
take into account impact of increased hub
heights of larger turbines.
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Figure 18: Forestry in the South West
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Figure 19: Potential growing areas for energy crops in the South West

Note:
Shaded areas assume potential land available
for growing energy crops, outside designated
areas and on land grade 1, 2 or 3. Resource
assessment then assumes either a 5% or 10%
take of the shaded area.
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Figure 20: Wave and tidal resource around the South West coast

Note:
Data taken from the Metoc, Seapower SW review
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ASSUMPTIONS – HEAT

ASSESSMENT

ANNEX 2

AND

BASE

SCENARIO

This Annex describes the criteria and assumptions made by CSE in estimating the
accessible economic resource potential for renewable heat in the region.
The following renewable heat technologies were considered:
•
•
•
•

Solar water heating
Wood fuel heating
Heat pumps
Heat from renewable CHP

Of these technologies, only wood fuel heating and heat from renewable CHP are
significantly resource constrained. The maximum quantity of renewable heat from
CHP is set by the resource identified in annex 1. For wood fuel heating, the quantity
of forest residues available was estimated using a GIS based desk top analysis, as
well as a desktop review of the quantity of other possible sources of woodfuel
available.
This section also presents the result of the GIS mapping of off-gas areas, and the
identification of key off-gas wards with the highest heat load. These wards, and the
off-gas maps are presented at the end of this annex.

Solar water heating
Base Scenario assumptions
Scenario 1 - the installation of solar water heating under this scenario is assumed to
continue at the current installation rate (based on grants data from Clear Skies) of
about 1600kWth per year. The peak thermal output of 1m2 of panel is assumed to be
0.7kW. An average size of domestic collector is assumed to be 3m2 giving 2.1kW per
domestic installation. Therefore, 1600kWth per year equates to about 760 domestic
installations, or 2286m2 of collector area. This gives a total of 13MW installed by
2010 and 29MW installed by 2020.
Scenario 2 and 3 – in addition to the installation rate of scenario 1, additional
installed capacity will be driven by the requirement for developers to meet a 10%
target for on-site renewable energy generation in new build.

Heat pumps
The heading of heat pumps applies to air, ground and water source heat pumps. The
technology can be used for either space heating, providing hot water or both. In
recent years in the UK, most installations have been ground source heat pumps.
However, there is currently increasing interest in the potential application of air
source heat pumps in the UK.
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Base Scenario assumptions
Scenario 1
This scenario assumes that growth in heat pumps is driven by off-gas boiler
replacement retro-fit and new build. The growth in heat pumps is assumed to be
driven by the domestic market, with an annual boiler replacement rate of 6.7%.
The assumed market penetration rates are summarised below. This gives the
percentage uptake within the boiler replacement market i.e. the heat load available
from boiler replacements only.
Table 27: Assumed domestic penetration rates for heat pumps in off-gas sector [%]
Retro-fit
Housing
Sector
Owner
occupier
Private
rented
Social
housing

New Build

2010

2020

2010

2020

1

2

3

6

0

0

0

0

3

6

10

20

The assumption that there would only be installations in the retro-fit domestic sector
was used for the purposes of modelling only. It is recognised that there are examples
where retrofit heat pumps are used for the non-domestic sector, especially for water
heating applications, as opposed to space heating.
The choice of % penetration rates was in part based on recent analysis carried out
for the market for domestic micro-CHP in the UK26. This assumed a level of market
penetration of 3% by 2010 and 6% by 2020 into the domestic market, for a base
case, assuming low initial market growth with barriers to overcome. This was taken
as the basis for the social housing market penetration in this scenario.
Scenarios 2 and 3
The market penetration rates for retro-fit are assumed to be double those for
scenario 1. The levels of installed capacity for new build are taken to be those
resulting from the implementation of the on-site generation policy. The full details of
this are given in Annex 8. The resulting installed capacity is 21MWth by 2010 and
107 MWth by 2020.

Wood fuel heating
Resource assessment - Forestry residues
The woodland resource was mapped using data for managed woodlands from
English Nature and the Forestry Commission. This is recognised as not totally
accurate: it is not advisable to use the data to evaluate the type of woodland, only
location and area. However this was the only such data available and was
considered sufficiently accurate to provide meaningful base data. All woodland areas
26

“MicroCHP – delivering a low carbon future”, SBGI, September 2003, see
http://www.sbgi.org.uk/index.php?fuseaction=sbgi.articleDetail&con_id=8010453
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were treated as the same woodland type and the total south west area of managed
woodlands was calculated as 93,144 ha. This compares to a total woodland area of
around 212,000 ha.
The woodland resource is assumed to include brashings only (early thinnings, and
‘lop & top’) from ongoing management of the woodland. A sustainable yield of 2
odt/ha was assumed, with 25% of this recoverable and available for fuel use. This
results in an available resource of 46,572 odt/yr.
Other estimates of the wood fuel resource vary considerably. The Forestry
Commission puts the total south west forestry resource at 491,067 odt/yr27 including
stemwood and brash from both thinning and felling operations. A report for the
Forestry Commission, Countryside Agency & SWERDA (South West of England
Regional Development Agency)28 estimate that 100,000 – 135,000 odt/yr of this is
potentially available for woodfuel. Another report29 suggests a ‘conservative’ estimate
of available woodfuel resource of around 49,000 odt/yr, which excludes brash and
larger diameter wood.
The available resource used in this study would therefore seem to be at the lower
end of current estimates. In practice, this figure could increase considerably from the
‘backlog’ of wood available from under-managed woodlands.
Resource Assessment - other sources of wood fuel
Other types of wood waste, such as arboricultural resides, primary processing waste
and untreated recycled wood residues may also significantly increase the resource.
The table below lists recent estimates of quantities potentially available:
Table 28: Potential sources and quantities of wood waste
Wood Category

Annual Resource
[odt/yr]

Information Source

Arboricultural: stem &
branch wood, woodchip

34,000

BRL report (see footnote
23)

Sawmill residues

27,204

BRL report (see footnote
23)

Packaging & pallets

100,000

BRL report (see footnote
23)

Clean recycled wood
Waste

50,000 (in Devon &
Somerset)

Footnote 30

Some of the resources listed above may also be available for wood pellet production.
Currently Western Wood Pellets Ltd. operate a plant in Shepton Mallet with a
27

www.woodfuelresource.org.uk
Developing the Wood Fuel Industry in the South West – Renewable Heat & Power Ltd. Jan 2004 (Unpublished
Draft)
29
Small scale wood fuel heat and CHP options for South West England - Bio-Renewables Ltd. Sept 2004
28

30

Introducing Wood Pellet Fuel to the UK – Renewable Heat & Power Ltd. ETSU B/U1/00623/REP 2001
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capacity of 2,000 tonnes/yr. Although outside the region, Welsh Biofuels also operate
a plant in Bridgend capable of producing 50,000 tonnes/yr.
As well as the sources listed above, there is also the potential for using energy crops
for biomass heating. The assumption used for modelling is that all energy crop
production will go for electricity generation. In reality, it is likely that some energy
crops will also be grown for biomass heat only generation, and some forest residues
will be used for electricity production.
Base Scenario assumptions
Scenario 1
As with heat pumps, this scenario assumes that growth in installed capacity is driven
by off-gas boiler replacement retro-fit and new build. An annual boiler replacement
rate of 6.7% is assumed for both domestic and non-domestic sectors. For biomass,
the domestic market is assumed to be limited to pellet stoves and boilers, plus some
wood chip boiler community heating applications – 50% of the social housing
installed capacity is assumed to be community heating.
The growth in the non-domestic sector is assumed to be highest in those sub-sectors
that can take a whole life approach to costs (spend to save).
The market penetration rates assumed for the domestic sector are shown in the table
below.
Table 29: Assumed domestic penetration rates for wood fuel heating in off-gas sector
[%]
Retro-fit
Housing
Sector
Owner
occupier
Private
rented
Social
housing

New Build

2010

2020

2010

2020

0.5

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

1

2

5

10

The market penetration rates assumed for the non-domestic sector are shown in the
table below.
Table 30: Assumed non-domestic penetration rates for wood fuel heating in off-gas
sector [%]
Sub-sector
Retail
Hotels &
catering
Public admin
Education
Health &
social
Agriculture
Other
Average

Retro-fit
2010
2020
2
4
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New Build
2010
2020
3
6

3

6

3

6

10
10

20
20

n/a
10

n/a
20

5

10

10

20

10
1
3

20
2
6

n/a
3

n/a
6
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This scenario results in 24MWth of wood fuel heating by 2010 and 116MWth by
2020.
Scenarios 2 and 3
The market penetration rates for retro-fit are assumed to be double those for
scenario 1. The levels of installed capacity for new build are taken to be those
resulting from the implementation of the on-site generation policy. The full details of
this are given in Annex 8. This results in an estimated installed capacity of 47MWth
by 2010 and 247 MWth by 2020.
Work by BRL31 has indicated that all sizes (from 150kW to 1MWth) of wood heating
systems would be more cost-effective than oil for higher heat loads (2500 full load
equivalent running hours) in off-gas areas if oil prices were to rise by 20% above
current values (from 1.79 to 2.15p/kWh32) without grant aid. This indicates that a level
of revenue support of about 0.4p/kWh would be required to support biomass heating
if oil prices do not rise at this level for the long term.
DTI estimates suggest that long term oil prices, to 2010 and 2020, are not expected
to rise above the current 10-15 year average. This is despite recent considerable
short-term fluctuations in oil price. Work on predictions for future oil prices (as well as
other fossil fuels) was carried out as part of preparing the Energy White Paper, which
updated the price projections in Energy Paper 6833. Subsequent work was carried out
by DTI as part of baseline projections for the EU Emissions Trading Scheme national
allocation plan34. The projections in the latter assume a central case scenario that
long run crude oil prices, for 2010 and 2020, will move around $20/bbl (2003 prices).
This level reflects the average oil price levels over the past 15 years. The analysis
assumes a low scenario of $15/bbl (-25%) and a high scenario of $25/bbl (+25%).

Heat from renewable Combined Heat and Power
The quantity of renewable heat available from electricity CHP is assumed to be 3
times the electrical output, i.e. every 1MW of installed renewable electricity CHP will
also provide 3MWth of renewable heat. Of the renewable electricity technologies
given in the scenarios of section 4, the following are assumed to be CHP:
•
•
•

Energy crops/ forest residues
Anaerobic digestion
Energy from waste (RO eligible)

All of the capacity of the above is assumed to be CHP, apart from 20MW of energy
crops under scenarios 2 and 3, as there is assumed to be one large 20MW combined
cycle gasification plant that would not be CHP based.
Landfill gas is excluded because all of the capacity shown is currently in place, and
therefore it does not provide the same opportunity for installing heat mains.

31

“small scale wood fuel heat and CHP options for South West England”, for Regen SW, Sep 2004
this equates to a range of 19p/litre to 23p/litre delivered, assuming 10.85kWh per litre for 35sec heating oil (gas oil)
33
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/inform/energy_projections/index.shtml
32

34

see http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/sepn/euetsprojections.pdf
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The resulting maximum amounts of renewable heat that would be available from
these sources under the various scenarios are summarised in the table below:
Table 31: Heat production from CHP for each scenario

2010

2020

2010

2020

2010

2020

2010

2020

2010

2020

Scenario 3
MW elec
MW heat

2020

Energy crops/
Forestry residues
Energy from
waste (RO
eligible)
Anaerobic
Digestion
Totals

Scenario 2
MW elec
MW heat

2010

Scenario 1
MW elec
MW heat

0

5

0

15

10

80

30

240

53

180

159

540

15

30

45

90

35

100

105

300

35

150

105

450

2

2

6

6

2

2

6

6

2

2

6

6

17

37

51

111

47

182

141

546

90

332

270

996

Base Scenario assumptions
Scenario 1 – this assumes that there is no utilisation of heat from large scale
renewable CHP, which is the current situation.
Scenario 2 – the uptake under this scenario is driven by the implementation of a 10%
target for on-site renewable energy generation in new build. The full details of this are
given in annex 8. This scenario assumes that community heating from renewable
CHP would be used extensively in new build social housing, as well as in nonresidential new build, but that there would be retro-fit to existing buildings. This is due
to the additional cost to retro-fit heat mains compared to installation as part of new
build.
Under this scenario, the uptake of heat from CHP amounts to 8MWth by 2010 and
42MWth by 2020.
Scenario 3 - this scenario assumes that the use of heat from renewable CHP is
extended to existing buildings as well as new build, such that 25% of the available
heat from CHP under electricity scenario 3 is utilised. This results in an uptake of
68MWth by 2010 and 246MWth by 2020. The majority of this uptake is in the form of
retro-fitting heat mains to existing buildings/ heat users.
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Map showing areas of high off-gas heat load in the South West
The maps on the next two pages show the results of:
•
•

mapping the extent of the gas network in the SW combined with the geographical
coverage of existing managed woodlands and forestry
the concentration of domestic heat load in off-gas areas

How these maps can be used:
•

the aim is that they can be used as a tool to enable policymakers to target
programmes and funds to support the uptake of renewable heat. It identifies
those wards that have the greatest potential for making use of renewable heat by
virtue of having relatively large numbers of off-gas heat load. Such wards are also
likely to have significant numbers of hard-to-treat homes, with householders
either in, or at risk of fuel poverty.

•

the map of woodland resource can be overlaid on the map of high heat load
wards to identify the match between heat load and available wood fuel resource.
For those areas where there is limited woodland coverage but significant heat
load, such as Cornwall, this indicates a possible need in future to explore and
develop the potential for wood fuel from non-woodland sources – e.g. by
harnessing recycled wood waste, and/or the growing of energy crops.

Table 32 shows the list of the 28 wards that have the highest concentration of off-gas
domestic heat load. From this, it may be assumed that these wards also potentially
have the highest non-domestic off-gas heat loads (although this may not be the case
if there are large off gas industrial heat loads in some areas).
These wards were compared with the Fuel Poverty Indicator for the SW, to determine
the degree of correlation with the incidence of fuel poverty, and hence the potential
for the use of renewable heat for tackling fuel poverty.
The wards with the top 28 heat loads in the South West had an average level of fuel
poverty of 21.9% in 1996 which is similar in magnitude for that for the South West
and England of 22.5% and 23.2%. However, the range of fuel poverty scores was
considerably narrower than that for the South West and England i.e. 13.7% to 28.9%
in comparison to 9.1% to 39.5% and 7.4% to 51.9%. In total 14 of the 25 wards
(56%) with valid totals had levels of fuel poverty above the average for the South
West.
The top 28 had 5 wards within the upper quartile of fuel poverty for the South West
with four from Cornwall and 1 from Devon35. The ward with the highest proportion of
fuel poverty, Morvah, Pendeen and St. Just (28.9%) was also in the upper quartile for
England.
The degree of fuel poverty in England has changed dramatically since 1996 which is
for the most part due to falling fuel prices. The DTI’s fuel poverty indicators derived
from the 2001 English Housing Conditions Survey could be used to estimate the
reduced levels of fuel poverty in individual wards; however, in reality this would be
extremely inaccurate due to the variation of change between wards. CSE is currently
35

these 5 are Morvah, Pendeen and St. Just / Rock / Porthleven and Sithney / Duloe, Lansallos and Pelynt /
Holsworthy
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working with Bristol University to update the predicted level of fuel poverty in wards;
the new data should be available in early 2006.
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Figure 21: Areas of high off-gas heat load in the South West
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Figure 22: Extent of gas network and woodland cover in the South West
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Table 32: Summary of top 28 Wards in the South West with highest heat loads, including fuel poverty rankings

Ward

St. Stephen
Morvah, Pendeen and St. Just
Rock
Blackmoor Vale
Mylor
Abbey Meads
Camelot*
Breage and Crowan
St. Day, Lanner and Carharrack
St. Cleer and St. Neot*
Roseland
Mevagissey
Coker
Treverbyn
Perranporth*
Constantine, Gweek and Mawnan*
Ashton Keynes and Minety*
Porthleven and Sithney*
Tisbury and Fovant*
St. Agnes
Duloe, Lansallos and Pelynt
St. Minver
Brinkworth and The Somerfords*
Till Valley and Wylye*
King's Isle
St. Buryan
Pewsey
Holsworthy
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District

Restormel
Penwith
Restormel
South Somerset
Carrick
Swindon
North Cornwall
Kerrier
Kerrier
Caradon
Carrick
Restormel
South Somerset
Restormel
Carrick
Kerrier
North Wiltshire
Kerrier
Salisbury
Carrick
Caradon
North Cornwall
North Wiltshire
Salisbury
Sedgemoor
Penwith
Kennet
Torridge

Heat Load
(kWh/yr)
31,306,240
28,469,112
28,151,158
26,793,739
25,778,732
25,570,839
25,546,381
24,763,725
24,372,397
24,225,649
24,225,649
23,491,909
22,660,337
21,902,139
21,571,956
21,425,208
21,327,376
21,290,689
21,143,941
20,862,674
20,789,300
20,642,552
20,141,163
19,945,499
19,798,751
19,664,232
19,236,217
18,930,492
Totals

Annual CO2
emissions
No.of Off Gas
Total FP
from fossil
% in FP
Households
Households
fuel heating
(tonnes)
11,181
2,560
23.9%
515
10,168
2,328
28.9%
532
10,054
2,302
24.9%
428
9,569
2,191
19.1%
332
9,207
2,108
20.9%
484
9,132
2,091
−
−
9,124
2,089
23.5%
374
8,844
2,025
21.6%
277
8,704
1,993
23.3%
488
8,652
1,981
20.1%
329
8,652
1,981
22.6%
310
8,390
1,921
23.5%
356
8,093
1,853
17.1%
347
7,822
1,791
24.8%
496
7,704
1,764
22.7%
461
7,652
1,752
20.9%
427
7,617
1,744
13.7%
206
7,604
1,741
24.1%
503
7,551
1,729
21.1%
324
7,451
1,706
23.6%
654
7,425
1,700
24.1%
155
7,372
1,688
22.1%
202
7,193
1,647
14.6%
189
7,123
1,631
19.3%
374
7,071
1,619
−
−
7,023
1,608
23.6%
307
6,870
1,573
20.7%
239
6,761
1,548
24.1%
266
−
230,010
52,664
9575

SW FP
Rank

English
FP Rank

195
52
144
457
330
−
213
302
222
387
255
213
572
150
249
335
n/a
181
n/a
208
179
284
n/a
n/a
−
209
n/a
183
−

2542
1173
2221
4716
3700
−
2700
3409
2755
4118
2991
2694
5934
2254
2955
3711
7835
2471
3622
2654
2468
3197
7433
4566
−
2655
3829
2473
−
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Assumptions for CO2 emissions:
•
•
•

assume use of oil for heating
average boiler efficiency 70%
CO2 emission factor for oil 0.25 kg/kWh

Note - The levels of fuel poverty displayed in Table 32 are based on CSE’s Fuel Poverty Indicator (based on 1991 Census data and 1996
English Housing Condition Survey Data). However, ward boundaries have changed twice since the fuel poverty indicator was developed
(1998 and 2001), which means that fuel poverty has been estimated for certain wards. These estimations are based on the summation
of data for wards that have been amalgamated. The wards with estimated figures are marked with an asterix and their subsequent
ranking is based on wards with a similar percentage. CSE is currently updating the fuel poverty indicator and plans to update this table
when new data is available.
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ANNEX 3: LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
Introduction
1. Land Use Consultants (LUC) was commissioned by the Government Office for the
South West (GOSW) to undertake a broad brush landscape character appraisal of
the South West Region to provide information on the sensitivity of different landscape
character areas to wind turbines to provide a layer in the target setting exercise for
sub-Regions across the South West. This work was initially carried out as part of the
REvision 2010 project and was based on a reference 1.3MW turbine.
2. Since 2003 there have been considerable advances in technology and the
landscape sensitivity assessment now needs to take account of the new generation
turbines. The largest turbine the South West is likely to see by 2020 is a three bladed
3MW machine with a rotor diameter of approx 90-100m and a hub height of 80m
(125-130m to blade tip). Although larger machines already exist, e.g. 4-5 MW at
112-120m diameter, they are very unlikely to be deployed in the south west because
of access problems therefore they have not been considered as part of this
assessment.
3. As part of the REvision 2020 project LUC have now updated the landscape
sensitivity assessment outlined within annex 3 to include the larger 3 MW reference
turbine.
4. It is important to note that this assessment has been undertaken for the
purposes of target setting. It is not intended to provide an indication of likely
planning consent for any given proposal. For example, the variation found within
each Countryside Character Area may enable a specific development to be suitable
in a landscape generally deemed to have a high sensitivity or, conversely, for a
development to be unsuitable in a landscape generally deemed to have a low
sensitivity to turbines. In accordance with PPS 22, each application for a wind turbine
development should be assessed on the basis of its individual characteristics. This is
particularly important in respect of considerations of cumulative effects.

Methodology for assessing the sensitivity of landscape character areas
to accommodate types of energy generation
5. Our approach to assessing the sensitivity of landscape character areas to
accommodate types of energy generation has drawn from guidance provided in the
recently published Landscape Character Assessment guidance36 that is promoted by
the Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage. The sensitivity of landscape
character areas to wind turbines is unrelated to statutory landscape designations and
is based on an assessment of landscape character using carefully defined criteria.
Definitions of `landscape character' and `sensitivity' have been drawn from the
Countryside Agency's landscape character assessment guidance.
Landscape Character
6. The Countryside Character Initiative was developed by the Countryside Agency
because it was recognised that there was a need for a new approach to landscape
assessment which would look at the whole of England's countryside, rather than just
36
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specific designated areas, and provide a consistent framework for assessing impacts
on the landscape.
Landscape character means the distinct and recognisable pattern of
elements that occurs consistently in a particular type of landscape, and how
these are perceived by people. It reflects particular combinations of geology,
landform, soils, vegetation, land use and human settlement37.
7. The Countryside Agency has mapped the whole country into 159 separate,
distinctive character areas. This involved both desk work and field study across the
whole of the UK. The characteristics of each area are recorded in individual
descriptions which were published in a series of books in 1999. These contain
detailed information on physical influences, historical and cultural influences,
buildings and settlement, land cover, and landscape character (including perceptions,
scale, enclosure etc.) as well including information on forces for change and shaping
the future. Colour photographs also help illustrate landscape character - these are an
invaluable source of information.
8. The use of the Countryside Agency's character areas is suitable for a regional
scale assessment. The level of information provided in the published books is
detailed and based on both desk study and field survey. The inclusion of colour
photos and detailed information means the assessor can gain a good understanding
of the landscape through work already undertaken to prepare these publications.
9. The Countryside Agency's Countryside Character Initiative identifies forty-three
geographically distinct landscape character areas that lie within the South-West
region. Where landscape character areas fall only partially within the South West
region they have been described as a whole - more detailed studies will need to be
undertaken to determine the sensitivity of the particular area falling within the South
West region.
Criteria for determining sensitivity to wind energy
10. Landscape attributes that may indicate the suitability of a landscape to
accommodate wind turbines are as follows:
Landform - the scale and form of the landscape is an important criterion in the case
of wind development, indicating where a landscape could accommodate large
structures such as wind turbines and how these structures would relate to the overall
`shape' and form of the physical landscape. It can also indicate what scale of wind
farm or turbine cluster may be appropriate.
Landscape pattern - landscape pattern may indicate landscape sensitivity to large
scale structures. This aspect of landscape character will also be important to take
into account in more detailed work to provide guidance for accommodating wind
turbines into the landscape in the most suitable configuration.
Sense of enclosure - the sense of enclosure provided by topography or vegetation
may indicate the ability of the landscape to accommodate the low level features
associated with wind developments. It may also inform the acceptable density of
wind turbines in any given landscape.

37
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Sense of tranquillity/remoteness - the sense of tranquillity/ remoteness and sense
of movement within a landscape can provide an insight into the sensitivity of a
landscape to built elements and moving turbines.
Settlement pattern/transport network - this will help to indicate the extent of
human impact on the landscape and therefore sensitivity to additional man-made
elements.
Skyline - the character of the skyline will indicate where new elements could provide
new interest, where they might threaten existing interest or where they may result in
visual clutter;
Inter-visibility - it will be important to consider views from adjacent sensitive
landscapes to understand the sensitivity of the landscape in visual terms;
Sensitive/rare landscape features - the density of sensitive and/or rare landscape
features can provide an insight into the potential sensitivity of a landscape and can
indicate constraints that are likely to arise in more detailed site selection studies.
11. Listing key characteristics under each of these topic headings may indicate the
sensitivity of each landscape character area to wind turbines. Therefore, in
describing the key characteristics of each area we have used the above headings to
ensure we have covered all aspects of the landscape without bias. It is important to
note that we conducted this study as a desk based exercise using the Countryside
Agency's Countryside Character Volume 8: South West and aerial photographs. No
field visits were undertaken.
Definition of Landscape Sensitivity
12. Broad landscape sensitivity of each landscape character was determined using
the above criteria in order to provide a `sensitivity layer' that could be used in setting
draft targets for each landscape character area.
13. Landscape sensitivity has been defined in the Countryside Agency's landscape
character assessment guidance as:
Landscape sensitivity is the degree to which a particular landscape
character type or area can accommodate change without unacceptable
detrimental effects on character38.
Landscape Sensitivity in relation to Wind Energy Development
14. Sensitivity to wind energy is assessed in terms of the landscape's physical
landform shape and scale, landscape pattern, its visual environment/enclosure, its
sense of remoteness or tranquillity, presence of man-made features, its skyline, its
inter-visibility with adjacent sensitive landscapes and the presence of sensitive or
rare landscape features.
15. In relation to the country as a whole, landscapes in the south-west are of a
relatively small scale. However, within the region there is a great variety in landform
shape and scale and landscape pattern and these are the key criteria that determine
the sensitivity of the landscape to different turbine sizes. In large scale landscapes,
such as the upland landscapes, sensitivity to a 95m turbine or a 130m turbine is
38
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unlikely to differ dramatically. In fact fewer large turbines may fit better into largescale or relatively featureless landscapes where multitudes of small ones would look
discordant39. Small scale landscapes, such as the landscapes of west Cornwall, are
likely to have a high sensitivity to both 95m and 130m turbines. It is therefore the
medium scale landscapes that are most likely to show differences in sensitivity to
95m and 130m turbines. However, all landscapes were assessed based on their
individual characteristics.
Assumptions
16. In assessing landscape sensitivity to wind development the assessment uses
reference wind turbines as examples, including a 1.3 MW turbine with a hub height of
65m with a blade radius of approximately 30m and a 3 MW turbine with a hub height
of 80m and a blade radius of 45m.
Table 33: Levels of landscape sensitivity to wind development
Wind Energy
These landscapes are likely to have strong landform, a strong sense of
enclosure that reduces visual sensitivity, are likely to be already
affected by man-made features, have reduced tranquillity, are likely to
have little inter-visibility with adjacent landscapes and exhibit a low
density of sensitive landscape features.
Moderate-low These landscapes are likely to have strong landform with some
enclosure, may already be affected by some man-made features, have
sensitivity
little inter-visibility with adjacent landscapes or exhibit a moderate-low
density of sensitive landscape features.
These landscapes are likely to have a moderately strong landform and
Moderate
may have some enclosure, or be affected by some man-made features,
sensitivity
or have little inter-visibility with adjacent landscapes and exhibit a
moderate density of sensitive landscape features.
These landscapes may not have strong landform; they may be open or
Moderateexposed and have few man-made features. They are often inter-visible
high
with adjacent landscapes and exhibit a moderate-high density of
sensitivity
sensitive landscape features.
These landscapes may not have strong landform, may be open or
High
exposed with a remote character and an absence of man-made
sensitivity
features. They are often highly visible from adjacent landscapes and
exhibit a high density of sensitive landscape features.
Low
sensitivity

Scales of wind turbine development
17. Scales of wind energy development considered in the target setting task have
been defined as:
•
•
•
•

Large turbine clusters (groupings of over 10 turbines);
Medium sized turbine clusters (5-10 turbines);
Small turbine clusters (2-4 turbines); and
Single turbines

18. It is worth noting that a typical wind farm in many other parts of the UK will be
much larger than the large turbine clusters defined above, where landscapes may not
be as compact and the settlement patterns not quite so dispersed as in the South
West.

39
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19. For the purposes of target setting, for some areas we have recommended
discounting certain scales of development, based on the scale of landform within that
area. For example, where landform scale is small or moderate we have
recommended that large wind farms be discounted from this character area. It is
worth noting that at a more detailed scale of assessment the most suitable scale of
wind turbine development in any given landscape will be dependent upon other
factors such as landscape pattern and enclosure. For more information on how
this sensitivity assessment has been used within the process of target setting
see Annex 1.

Cumulative impact and `visual clutter'
20. The acceptable density of wind turbines in any given landscape will be dependent
upon the sense of enclosure/exposure provided by topography and vegetation. For
example, landscapes that are open and exposed with flat landform are likely to
require a larger distances between adjacent clusters to avoid inter-visibility.

Turbine configuration
21. This assessment does not attempt to provide guidance on the location of
configuration of turbine developments within the landscape. As such it is important
that this assessment is not used to guide the location of individual
developments. More detailed county and district level studies should be undertaken
to provide guidance on suitable locations for wind energy development and to
provide guidance on the most appropriate configuration and layout of turbines.
22. Landscape pattern will be crucial in determining turbine configuration. For
example, a geometric, regimented landscape may be most suited to regular rows or
lines of turbines whereas a landscape that has an amorphous landscape pattern (for
example, moorland) may be more suited to a more random configuration of turbines.
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ANNEX 4: LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY ASSESSMENT - SUMMARY MAPS AND TABLES
Figure 23: Landscape sensitivity by character area relative to a 1.3MW wind turbine

Note: These maps were used to discount the wind energy resource in the light of
landscape sensitivity. See annex 3 for more detail on the methodology for carrying
out the landscape sensitivity assessment and annex 1 for information on how this
assessment was incorporated within the onshore wind energy resource
assessment.
As such these maps are not appropriate for use to guide site search or
individual planning applications, as landscape sensitivity will vary considerably
within any one character area. As an example, more detailed guidance for site
search in Cornwall can be found in the Cornwall County Council’s planning
guidance, see http://www.csep.co.uk/page39g.html. However, even more detailed
site specific analysis would need to support individual planning applications.

Low

High
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Figure 24: Landscape sensitivity by character area relative to a 3MW wind turbine
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Assessment of sensitivity of landscape character areas to wind turbines
Table 34: Landscape sensitivity to wind turbines - all character area

Countryside character area 104: South Herefordshire over Severn (sub area Woolhope over Severn)
(only the eastern extremity of the South Herefordshire over Severn landscape character area falls within the South West region)
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform - ridges, valleys and a wide rolling plain, drained by a dendritic drainage
pattern and making a transition to the Severn and Avon Vales - variable landform scale.

Moderate
This landscape has a
variable landform scale.
The wide rolling plain
may in theory provide
opportunities to
accommodate turbines.
The low density of
sensitive landscape
features further reduces
sensitivity to turbines.
However, the intervisibility with the
Malvern Hills and the
deeply rural character of
the area increase
landscape sensitivity.

Moderate
The variable landform
scale indicates that
different turbine sizes
may be suitable in
different places.
Therefore, for this
purpose of this strategic
exercise it is assumed
that the landscape is no
more sensitive to 3MW
turbines than to 1.3MW
turbines.

Landscape pattern - landscape pattern is a mosaic of large and small fields and
woodland.
Sense of enclosure - although the landscape is largely open in arable areas, a sense of
enclosure is provided in pastoral areas by hedgerows and woodland.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - a deeply rural area with tranquillity eroded locally
around the M50 corridor.
Settlement pattern/transport network - a rural landscape of farmsteads and hamlets
linked by winding, single track lanes. The M50 provides a fast route across the
landscape.
Skyline - the skyline is not prominent in this vale landscape, although Glasshouse Hill is
a prominent skyline feature.
Inter-visibility - Long views into the area from the Malvern Hills.
Sensitive/rare landscape features - there is a low density of sensitive landscape
features. These include orchards, woodlands, meadows and landscaped parks.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage due to the varied
landscape scale.
The semi-enclosed nature of the landscape means that inter-visibility between adjacent turbine clusters should not be a critical issue.
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Countryside character area 105: Forest of Dean and Lower Wye
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform scale – strong landform of an undulating plateau of ridges and valleys
Landscape pattern – extensive forestry plantations on the plateau; small-medium scale
fields with strong field boundaries in the valleys and edges. In the south and west is an
agricultural landscape of medium-sized fields with hedge boundaries.
Sense of enclosure – well-wooded plateau with strong sense of enclosure and a selfcontainment. Surrounding farmland has a semi-enclosed character.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – strong sense of identity through being remote and
self-contained, bound by two rivers and heavily wooded.
Settlement pattern/transport network – scattered and sprawling settlements and small
holdings retaining the feel of clearances from the forest. Sporadic development give
disorganised feel to settlements, but often follows the roads. Narrow lanes twist through
woodlands.
Skyline – the skyline of the plateau is dominated by woodland. On the edges skylines
are variable, but churches often form important components of views.
Inter-visibility – the skylines of this character area is visible from the South
Herefordshire and Over Severn character area (LCA 104) to the north and from the
Severn and Avon Vales (LCA 106), across the Severn to the south.
Sensitive landscape features – there is a moderate density of sensitive landscape
features including industrial archaeology (remnant of iron ore workings), oak woodland,
historic sunken lanes, Offa's Dyke, castles and Cistercian Abbeys,

Moderate
This landscape has a
strong structural form
that could accommodate
large scale features. It
also has a great sense
of enclosure and much
woodland to screen low
level elements
associated with wind
turbine development.
However, it is a remote
area with a strong sense
of identity, and a
moderate density of
sensitive landscape
features that could form
constraints to
development. The
central plateau would be
more suitable than
surrounding smaller
scale landscape on the
edges.

Moderate
Since the landform scale
is large and landscape
pattern on the plateau
extensive, this
landscape could
potentially
accommodate 1.3MW or
3MW turbines. The most
constraining
characteristics in this
landscape are the sense
of remoteness /
tranquillity and the
presence of historic
landscape features.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
Although woodland provides some enclosure long views across the plateau and from surrounding landscapes means that spacing
between turbine clusters should generally be larger than 7km (for 1.3MW turbines) or 10km (for 3MW turbines) to avoid `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 106: Severn and Avon Vales
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform - expansive, gently undulating, lush clay vale containing the broad river
valleys of the Severn and Avon.

Moderate-low
This landscape has a
large scale landform and
no prominent skyline. It
could therefore
accommodate some
vertical features. It is a
landscape characterised
by settlement and built
features and it has a low
density of sensitive
landscape features these characteristics
lower its sensitivity.
However, its intervisibility with adjacent
sensitive landscapes
raises its sensitivity to
built development.

Moderate-low
Since the landform scale
is expansive and
landscape pattern
simple, this landscape
could potentially
accommodate 1.3MW or
3MW turbines.

Landscape pattern - large scale rectilinear 18th and 19th century enclosures dominate
the landscape with large oak and ash woodlands and the remains of large parks on high
ground between the floodplains.
Sense of enclosure - absence of hedgerow trees and intermittent hedgerows results in
an open character across most of the area.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - this is an active landscape with many towns, villages
and transport routes.
Settlement pattern/transport network - many towns and nucleated villages are
scattered across the fertile vales with manor houses set within small parks. Settlements
are linked by a dense network of major roads, including the M5. The area also includes
the industrial complexes of Avonmouth.
Skyline - the skyline is not prominent in this vale landscape. However Cotswold outliers
such as Robinswood Hill and elegant spired churches are landmark features.
Inter-visibility - There are long views into the vale from enclosing high ground (Malvern
Hills, Forest of Dean, Mid Severn Sandstone Plateau, Arden, Cotswolds, and the Bristol,
Avon Valleys and Ridges).
Sensitive/rare landscape features - there is a relatively low density of sensitive
landscape features. These include unimproved meadows, neutral grasslands in the
floodplains, calcareous grassland, orchards, woodlands and landscaped parks.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
The sense of openness across the vale means that spacing between adjacent turbine clusters should be larger than the minimum of
7km to ensure that inter-visibility between adjacent clusters does not result in `visual clutter.'
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Countryside character area 107: Cotswolds
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform scale – moderate-large scale high wold plateaux with a steep scarp and long,
rolling dip slope cut by numerous rivers and streams.
Landscape pattern – the plateau is characterised by large-scale rectilinear fields with
smaller field units in valleys and on slopes.
Sense of enclosure – open plateaux of the high Wolds with enclosed valleys.
Woodland provides a sense of enclosure.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – the area combines a remote quality of the open
plateau with activity within the valleys and around the towns, particularly related to
tourism.
Settlement pattern/transport network – limestone villages with high quality domestic
architecture, often along the spring line. Main settlements of Bath, Stroud and
Cirencester linked by major roads. Higher ground is sparsely populated with fewer roads.
Skyline – and attractive and imposing skyline broken by tree clumps, hill forts, and
beech woods.
Inter-visibility – the escarpments are prominent and visible from the Severn and Avon
Vales to the north-west. There may be some views from the Upper Thames Clay Vales
that lie to the south-east.
Sensitive landscape features – high density of sensitive features including beech
woods, outstanding landscape parks, prehistoric monuments, dry stone walls, tree
clumps, semi-natural grassland, Iron Age hill forts, water meadows, streams, limestone
villages and willow carr.

Moderate-High
Although the moderatelarge scale plateaux
have strong landform
and simple skylines that
could in theory
accommodate large
scale structures, this
landscape is a tranquil,
rural landscape that has
high inter-visibility with
adjacent areas
(particularly from the
north-west) and a high
density of sensitive
landscape features.
Woodlands on the
plateau could provide
some screening at a low
level.

High
The areas with largest
landform are the
moderate-large scale
plateaux. However,
these plateaux are more
sensitive to 3MW
turbines than 1.3MW
turbines because of the
combination of their
variable landform scale
and pattern.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large turbine clusters have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
The sense of exposure on the plateau means that spacing between turbine clusters should generally be larger than 7km (for 1.3MW
turbines) or 10km (for 3MW turbines) to avoid `visual clutter'.
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Countryside Character Area 108: Upper Thames Clay Vales
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform - expansive, gently undulating, lowland clay vale containing the broad river
valley of the Thames.

Moderate-low
This vale landscape has
a large scale landform
that could, in theory,
accommodate some
large scale features.
Any vertical element
would be highly visible.
However, lush
hedgerows and
scattered woodlands
would provide some
screening at ground
level. The presence of
major roads already
brings movement to the
landscape and the
relatively low density of
sensitive landscape
features means that this
landscape is not highly
sensitive. Overlooked by
sensitive landscapes.

Moderate-low
Since this area has a
large scale landform and
large, open skies, this
landscape could
potentially
accommodate 1.3MW or
3MW turbines.

Landscape pattern - a uniform landscape dominated by a well ordered field pattern
divided by lush hedgerows and scattered with small woods.
Sense of enclosure - woodlands are generally scarce although lush hedgerows provide
some sense of enclosure and restrict views within the open vale.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - this is a remote, rural landscape although the M40
and other major roads bring movement to the landscape.
Settlement pattern/transport network - settlement pattern is typically scattered 19th
century farmhouses and nucleated villages linked by a network of rural lanes. However,
larger towns include Aylesbury, Thame, Didcot, Bicester and part of Swindon are linked
by main roads.
Skyline - vertical elements are prominent - pylons and church towers form landmark
features.
Inter-visibility - Overlooked by the Cotswolds to the north and the Chilterns and
Berkshire & Marlborough Downs to the south. The narrow limestone outcrop of the
Midvale Ridge stands out in the centre of the Vale.
Sensitive/rare landscape features - there is a relatively low density of sensitive
landscape features. These include unimproved hay meadows in the floodplains, ridge
and furrow field systems, flooded gravel pits, historic parklands, woodlands and
pollarded willows.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
The sense of openness across the vale means that spacing between adjacent turbine clusters should be larger than the minimum of
7km (fro 1.3MW turbines) and 10km (for 3MW turbines) to ensure that inter-visibility between adjacent clusters does not result in `visual
clutter.'.
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Countryside character area 109: Midvale Ridge
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform scale – small scale low, irregular limestone ridge giving rise to a strong
landform rising out of the surrounding vale.
Landscape pattern – large, geometric fields dominate the landscape divided by a
regular pattern of hedgerows. Smaller fields around villages.
Sense of enclosure – open ridge with enclosure provided by woodland.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – the area combines a remote quality of the open
ridges with activity on the outskirts of Swindon and Oxford.
Settlement pattern/transport network – pattern of small villages on spurs with densely
built up areas of Oxford and Swindon including commercial, residential and light
industrial development. Rural areas are accessed by narrow rural lanes while main
roads link major settlements.
Skyline – a simple skyline punctuated by tree belts, clumps, windmills and church
towers.
Inter-visibility – the ridge is prominent and visible from the surrounding Upper Thames
Clay Vales.
Sensitive landscape features – moderate density of sensitive features including some
limestone grassland, heath, tree clumps, ancient woodland, windmills, Roman remains
and parkland.

Moderate-low
This ridge has a strong
landform and simple
skyline and is already
characterised by
windmills that take
advantage of the
elevation provided by
the ridge. However, the
subtle focal features on
the ridge (tree belts,
clumps, windmills and
church towers) are
sensitive landscape
features. This is a
tranquil, rural landscape
that has high intervisibility with the Upper
Thames Clay Vales.
The presence of
woodland could provide
a screen for low level
elements.

Moderate-high
Due to the small scale,
low nature of the ridge,
this landscape has a
higher sensitivity to
3MW turbines than
1.3MW turbines. 3MW
turbines may appear out
of scale with the
landscape.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large and moderate scale clusters have been discounted for reasons of
landform scale.
The sense of exposure on the plateau means that spacing between turbine clusters should generally be larger than 7km (for 1.3MW
turbines) or 10km (for 3MW turbines) to avoid `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 116: Berkshire and Marlborough Downs
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform - a bold and large scale rolling chalk landscape dissected by valleys - a
strong structural form.

Moderate-high
This landscape has a
strong structural form
that means in theory it
could accommodate
large scale features.
However, it is highly
exposed and any
development is likely to
be very visible. Its
remote, rural character
and presence of focal
points on the skyline
present further major
constraints to
development. It has a
moderate density of
sensitive landscape
features and generally
only its scarps are
visible from adjacent
landscapes.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is large this landscape
could in theory
accommodate 3MW
turbines. However other
constraining
characteristics in this
landscape are the sense
of remoteness /
tranquillity and the
presence of historic
landscape features on
the skyline.

Landscape pattern - strongly rectilinear fields, typical of 18th and 19th century
enclosure, dominate the downs. Some areas of open downland remain on scarps and
valley sides.
Sense of enclosure - the downs are open and exposed. Enclosure is provided only by
the valleys and woodlands/ shelter belts that lie scattered across the downs.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - A remote, rural landscape. The M4 erodes
tranquillity locally.
Settlement pattern/transport network - generally a low density settlement pattern with
settlement in valleys. Marlborough and Devises are main towns linked by the A4/ A361.
Skyline - Generally open, expansive and simple. Focal points include stone circles, hill
forts, and barrows on the ridges.
Inter-visibility - the scarps and skylines are particularly visible from adjacent
landscapes, such as the Upper Thames Clay Vales and the Avon Vales.
Sensitive landscape features - moderate density of sensitive landscape features
including a stone circle, ancient tracks, barrows, hill forts, sarsen stones, chalk grassland
and tree clumps.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
The sense of exposure on the downs and extensive visibility means that spacing between turbine clusters should generally be larger
than 7km (for 1.3MW turbines) or 10km (for 3MW turbines) to avoid `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 117: Avon Vales
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform - expansive, gently undulating, lush clay vale between the Cotswolds and the
Berkshire and Marlborough Downs. Varied landscape scale.

Moderate-low
This landscape has a
large scale landform and
no prominent skyline. It
could therefore
accommodate vertical
features. It is a
landscape characterised
by settlement and built
features and it has a low
density of sensitive
landscape features.
However, its intervisibility with adjacent
sensitive landscapes
raises its sensitivity to
built development.

Moderate
Since this landscape
has a varied landscape
scale, including areas of
smaller pastoral fields, it
is likely to be more
sensitive to 3MW
turbines that 1.3MW
turbines.

Landscape pattern - landscape pattern is a mosaic of large and small fields and
woodland.
Sense of enclosure - although the landscape is largely open, a sense of enclosure is
provided in some areas by hedgerows and woodland.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - relatively high density of settlement compared to
surrounding landscapes - is an active, settled landscape.
Settlement pattern/transport network - settlements arose as a result of prosperity in
the wool trade and include Calne, Chippenham, Melksham and Trowbridge. Settlements
are linked by a major road network.
Skyline - the skyline is not prominent in this vale landscape. Church spires are important
elements.
Inter-visibility - Long views into the vale from enclosing high ground (Cotswolds,
Salisbury Plain & West Wiltshire Downs and the Berkshire & Marlborough Downs).
Sensitive/rare landscape features - there is a low density of sensitive landscape
features. These include abandoned flood meadows in the Avon, former commons,
woodlands and landscaped parks.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage due to the varied
landscape scale.
The sense of enclosure provided by hedgerows and woodland mean that inter-visibility between adjacent turbine clusters should not be
a critical issue.
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Countryside character area 118: Bristol, Avon Valleys and Ridges
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform – a moderate scale landscape of varied landform and `confused undulations'.
Landscape pattern – variable hedgerow pattern - large scale fields above the limestone
scarps and small and irregular fields in the valleys.
Sense of enclosure – generally enclosed quality within an undulating landscape.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – this is a busy landscape close to Bristol where the
influence of housing, commercial development and the M4 and M5 affect the landscape.
Away from Bristol the character is deeply rural.
Settlement pattern/transport network – generally a dense settlement pattern with
numerous villages, hamlets and the city of Bristol linked by a hierarchy of rural lanes,
main roads and motorways.
Skyline – varied skylines of the hills and ridges are a distinctive characteristic. Dundry
Hill is a prominent landmark on the skyline.
Inter-visibility – The Cotswolds overlook this landscape from the east and the Mendip
Hills lie to the south providing a degree of inter-visibility between adjacent landscapes.
Sensitive/rare landscape features – moderate density of sensitive landscape features
including old mills, woodlands, parks, anciently derived field patterns, limestone scarps,
hill forts and stone circles.

Moderate-low
This landscape has a
variable landform with a
sense of enclosure. It is
already affected by
man-made features and
exhibits a moderate
density of sensitive
landscape features.
Visual character is
variable, but the
landscape is overlooked
by the Cotswolds to the
east and the Mendip
Hills to the south.

Moderate
As a result of the varied
undulating topography
(described as `confused
undulations’ in places)
this landscape is likely
to be more sensitive to
larger scale turbines
which may appear out of
scale with the
landscape.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large scale clusters have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
The `confused undulations' of the landform provides some enclosure and may enable closer spacing of adjacent turbine clusters than
would be acceptable in more open landscapes.
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Countryside character area 130: Hampshire Downs
(only the western tip of the Hampshire Downs landscape character area falls within the South West region)
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform - strongly rolling chalk landscape dissected by dry valleys - a strong structural
form.

Moderate-high
This landscape has a
strong structural form
that could in theory
accommodate large
scale features.
However, it is highly
exposed and any
development is likely to
be very visible. Its
remote, rural character
and high density of
sensitive landscape
features present further
constraints to
development, although
its simple skyline
provides an opportunity
to accommodate a
carefully sited landmark
feature. Generally only
its scarps are visible
from adjacent
landscapes.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is large this landscape
could in theory
accommodate 3MW
turbines. However,
constraining
characteristics in this
landscape are the sense
of remoteness /
tranquillity and high
density of sensitive
landscape features.

Landscape pattern - large scale landscape of strongly rectilinear fields dominate the
downs. Some areas of open downland remain on scarps and valley sides.
Sense of enclosure - the downs are open and exposed. Enclosure is provided only by
the valleys and woodlands/ shelter belts that lie scattered across the downs.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - A remote, rural landscape. The M3 erodes
tranquillity locally.
Settlement pattern/transport network - widely dispersed settlement linked by a
complex of remote and narrow lanes. Major settlements of Basingstoke, Winchester and
Andvover lie in the valley and are linked by main roads and the M3.
Skyline - Generally open, expansive and simple. Focal points include hill forts, copses
and barrows on the ridges.
Inter-visibility - Salisbury Plain and the West Wiltshire Downs landscape character area
lies to the west of the Hampshire Downs.
Sensitive landscape features - high density of sensitive landscape features including
hill forts, Roman estates, stone circles, ancient tracks, barrows and distinctive tree
clumps.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
The sense of exposure on the downs means that spacing between turbine clusters should generally be larger than 7km (for 1.3MW
turbines) or 10km (for 3MW turbines) to avoid `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 131: The New Forest
(only the northern tip of the New Forest landscape character area falls within the South West region)
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform - a moderate scale plateau of shallow ridges and valleys - a strong structural
landform, dipping to the north.

High
This landscape has a
strong structural form
that could in theory
accommodate large
scale features.
However, the ridges are
highly exposed and any
development is likely to
be very visible. Its wild,
remote, and deeply rural
character and extremely
high density of
sensitive/rare landscape
features are major
constraints to
development of wind
turbines.

High
Since the landform scale
is moderate this
landscape is likely to be
more sensitive to 3MW
turbines than 1.3MW
turbines. However, the
wild, remote, and deeply
rural character and
extremely high density
of sensitive/rare
landscape features are
major constraints to
development of wind
turbines of any size.

Landscape pattern - an extensive and complex mosaic of woodland, wood pasture,
heath, grassland and pockets of small scale enclosed fields.
Sense of enclosure - heathland moorland is open and exposed. A sense of enclosure
provided by woodland, and valleys between the plateaux.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - A wild, remote and deeply rural landscape. The
M27/A31 erodes tranquillity locally.
Settlement pattern/transport network - sparsely settled with Forest villages inland;
larger settlements on the coasts - Christchurch, Lymington, Fawley, Hythe and
Marchwood. Open narrow roads on the heaths and narrow, hedged lanes on lower land.
Skyline - Generally open, expansive and simple on the highest plateaux, less distinct on
lower ground to the north. Woodland is a feature of many skylines.
Inter-visibility - the Forest is visible from Salisbury Plain and the West WIltshire Downs
to the north. There are also views from the Isle of Wight and the South Hampshire
Lowlands.
Sensitive/rare landscape features - high density of sensitive landscape features
including ancient wood pasture, ancient woodland, Bronze Age barrows, Iron Age field
systems, hill forts, common land, lowland heath, lawns and wetland habitats.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
The sense of exposure on the heather moorland and extensive visibility in these areas means that spacing between turbine clusters
should generally be larger than 7km (for 1.3MW turbines) and 10km (fro 3MW turbines) to avoid `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 132: Salisbury Plain and West Wiltshire Downs
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform - a bold and large scale rolling chalk plateau dissected by broad chalk valleys
- a strong structural form including dramatic hills and deep chalk combes.

Moderate-high
This landscape has a
strong structural form
that could in theory
accommodate large
scale features.
However, it is highly
exposed and any
development is likely to
be very visible. Its
remote, rural character
and presence of focal
points on the skyline
present further
constraints to
development, although
the presence of military
activity reduces
sensitivity in places. It
has a high density of
sensitive landscape
features and generally
only its scarps are
visible from adjacent
landscapes.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is large this landscape
could in theory
accommodate 1.3MW or
3MW turbines.
However, constraining
characteristics in this
landscape are its
remote/ rural character,
the presence of focal
points on the skyline
and the high density of
sensitive landscape
features which increase
landscape sensitivity.

Landscape pattern - strongly rectilinear fields, typical of 18th and 19th century
enclosure, dominate the downs. Some areas of open downland remain on scarps and
valley sides.
Sense of enclosure - the downs are open and exposed. Enclosure is provided only by
the valleys and woodlands/ shelter belts that lie scattered across the downs.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - A rural landscape whose tranquillity is interrupted by
military activity on Salisbury Plain. Major roads erode tranquillity locally.
Settlement pattern/transport network - generally a low density settlement pattern with
settlement in valleys - the valleys, which contain main roads, lead to Salisbury.
Skyline - Generally open, expansive and simple. Focal points include Salisbury
Cathedral, stone circles, hill forts, white horses and barrows.
Inter-visibility - the scarps and skylines are particularly visible from adjacent
landscapes, such as the Dorset Downs and Cranborne Chase to the south, the
Blackmoor Vale & Vale of Wardour to the south-west, the Avon Vales and Berkshire and
Marlborough Downs to the north, and the Hampshire Downs to the east
Sensitive landscape features - high density of sensitive landscape features including
long barrows, round barrows, ancient boundary features, stone circles, ancient tracks
and Ridgeways, hill forts, Ridgeways, white horses and distinctive tree clumps.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
The sense of exposure on the downs and extensive visibility means that spacing between turbine clusters should generally be larger
than 7km (for 1.3MW turbines) or 10km (for 3MW turbines) to avoid `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 133: Blackmoor Vale and Vale of Wardour
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform - expansive, undulating, lush clay vales fringed by Upper Greensand hills and
scarps.

Moderate
This landscape
character area is
moderately sensitive to
wind turbine
development because
although it has a large
scale landform, a sense
of enclosure and no
prominent skyline, it is a
rural landscape with
high inter-visibility with
adjacent remote
landscapes and a
moderate density of
sensitive landscape
features.

Moderate-high
Due to the complex
landscape mosaic that
overlies the large scale
landform, this landscape
is likely to be more
sensitive to larger wind
turbines.

Landscape pattern - landscape pattern is a complex mosaic of small scale medievalderived field systems and woodland.
Sense of enclosure - a sense of enclosure is provided by hedgerows and woodland,
providing screening for buildings or infrastructure associated with development.
Villages, manor houses and church towers are important visual elements in the vale.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - Lush, remote and intensely rural character away
from the main roads. The A303, A30, A350, A352, A357 provide movement and erode
tranquillity.
Settlement pattern/transport network - villages, scattered farmsteads and the
occasional country house. Tortuous lanes link older villages; straight enclosure roadlink
the more recent ones.
Skyline - the skyline is not prominent in this vale landscape.
Inter-visibility - Long views into the vale from enclosing high ground (Mendip Hills, West
Wiltshire Downs, Cranborne Chase and Yeovil Scarplands).
Sensitive/rare landscape features - there is a moderate density of sensitive landscape
features including former open field systems, wet meadows, acid grassland, woodlands
and landscaped parks.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
The sense of enclosure provided by hedgerows and woodland mean that inter-visibility between adjacent turbine clusters should not be
a critical issue.
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Countryside character area 134: Dorset Downs and Cranborne Chase
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform - a bold and broad scale chalk landscape with intricate valleys.

Moderate-high
The landscape has a
strong, large scale
physical landform that
could in theory
accommodate large
scale features.
However, it is a highly
exposed, remote and
rural landscape with
some important focal
points on the skyline.
The area has a high
density of sensitive
landscape features that
provide further
constraints to
development. Generally
only the scarps are
visible from adjacent
landscapes due to its
elevated position.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is large this landscape it
could in theory
accommodate 3MW
turbines. However,
constraining
characteristics in this
landscape are its
remote/ rural character,
the presence of focal
points on the skyline
and the high density of
sensitive landscape
features which increase
landscape sensitivity to
wind turbines of any
size.

Landscape pattern - strongly rectilinear fields, typical of 18th and 19th century
enclosure, dominate the downs. Some areas of open downland remain. Smaller scale,
older, field systems survive in the valleys.
Sense of enclosure - the downs are open and exposed. Enclosure is provided only by
the valleys and woodlands/ shelter belts that lie scattered across the downs.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - A remote, rural landscape with little access or
movement, except for the movement of agricultural vehicles at harvest time.
Settlement pattern/transport network - low density settlement pattern and generally
poor access. The A354 provide a main route through the area and there are other main
routes in the west of the area.
Skyline - Numerous focal points including hill forts, barrows on the ridges and grand
houses of Cranborne Chase.
Inter-visibility - the scarps and skylines are particularly visible from adjacent
landscapes, such as the Blackmoor Vale and the Vale of Wardour, Yeovil Scarplands,
Marshwood and Powerstock Vales from the Weymouth Lowlands, and from the West
Wiltshire Downs.
Sensitive landscape features - high density of sensitive landscape features including
hill forts, chalk grassland, chalk carvings, flood meadows, royal hunting ground at
Cranborne Chase, rich archaeology and distinctive tree clumps on top of the downs.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
The sense of exposure on the downs and extensive visibility means that spacing between turbine clusters should generally be larger
than 7km (for 1.3MW turbines) or 10km (for 3MW turbines) to avoid `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 135: Dorset Heaths
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform – broad-scaled, undulating basin dominated by heathland and fringed by
Chalk ridge of Isle of Purbeck to south and Dorset Downs to the north. Valleys are open
and flat-bottomed.
Landscape pattern – a large scale mosaic of heather, blocks of conifer woodland and a
patchwork of small fields with frequent hedgerow trees and woodlands.
Sense of enclosure – very open and exposed landscape of heathland contrasts with
strong enclosed nature of secondary woodland mosaics at the edges of the heathland
and in pockets within it. Undulating basin may mean inter-visibility within the area is
reduced slightly.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – little movement on heathlands but major roads
located on valley sides. Area is remote away from settlement and roads.
Settlement pattern/transport network –major conurbations of Poole and Bournemouth
are key influence, sparsely populated with scattered settlements across the rest of the
area linked by narrow, winding lanes but with straighter main routes created by turnpikes
and enclosure. Major routes lie on the slightly higher land and on the valley sides.
Skyline –Urban expansion has altered the landscape, but open skylines remain in rural
areas unaffected by development.
Inter-visibility – there are views over this landscape from the elevated chalk ridge of
South Purbeck to the south and from the upland chalk landscape of the Dorset Downs to
the north.
Sensitive/rare landscape features – heathland is particularly sensitive, with 95% of the
heathland in this area protected and conserved. Heathland is increasingly rare in the UK
as a whole.

Moderate-high
Whilst the Dorset
Heaths is a large scale
landscape there is little
vertical movement over
the heathland and long
views over this
landscape from adjacent
landscapes would make
any turbine development
highly intrusive. The wild
nature of the landscape
away from the urban
areas and the rarity of
the heathland landscape
across the UK increases
its sensitivity to
development.

High
Although the landform
scale is large, the
presence of heathland
and irregular and
intricate mosaics of
secondary woodland
and pasture make this
landscape more
sensitive to 3MW than
1.3MW turbines.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
The open character of this landscape means that the spacing between any turbine developments should be greater than the minimum
7km (for 1.3MW turbines) or 10km (for 3MW turbines).
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Countryside character area 136: South Purbeck
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform – moderate scale landscape of diverse landform - a prominent chalk ridge
forms a backbone running east to west. To the south is a flat limestone plateau and to
the west an undulating clay vale and land-slipped area around Kimmeridge.
Landscape pattern – intricate and diverse landscape pattern consisting of large scale
open grassland landscape on the Chalk ridge, irregular hedged fields in the Corfe Valley
and coastal vale, and large rectilinear fields on limestone plateau.
Sense of enclosure – the landscape is generally open and exposed, particularly on the
coast and ridge. A degree of enclosure is experienced in the more sheltered valleys
where copses and woodlands are present.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – distinct sense of tranquillity on the open and remote
ridge and plateau, greater movement in the valleys, increasing towards Swanage.
Settlement pattern/transport network – large number of villages, hamlets and farms in
the valleys with a dense network of lanes.
Skyline – Corfe Castle and Nine Barrow Down dominate the skyline. There are a
number of fine prominent church towers in Corfe Valley that provide visual focus.
Inter-visibility – there are extensive views from Chalk ridge to adjacent landscapes
such as the Dorset Downs and Cranborne Chase (LCA 134), the Dorset Heaths (LCA
135) and the Isle of Portland/Weymouth Lowlands (LCAs 137/138).
Sensitive landscape features – there is a moderate density of sensitive landscape
features including Corfe Castle, Neolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age sites, quarries, old
sheep enclosures, cliff formations and chalk grassland.

Moderate-high
The strong landform
means that in theory this
landscape could
accommodate large
structures such as wind
turbines. However, this
is a visually sensitive
landscape whose
landmarks (Corfe Castle
and Nine Barrow Down)
are important features of
the open chalk ridge and
anything that would
detract from these
features would threaten
landscape character.

High
Since the landform is
diverse and of a
moderate scale, and the
landscape pattern is
intricate, this landscape
has a higher sensitivity
to 3MW turbines than to
1.3MW turbines.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large clusters of turbines have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
The open and exposed character of the landscape means that spacing between turbine developments should be large, although the
chalk ridge provides a barrier to views.
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Countryside character area 137: Isle of Portland
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform – Portland rises abruptly out of sea with a simple and strong moderate-large
scale landform - steep cliffs in north, and plateau sloping southwards.
Landscape pattern –regular pattern of small fields divided by dry stone walls.
Sense of enclosure – generally open and treeless, exposed landscape.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – Portland is a busy isle with considerable movement,
Settlement pattern/transport network – Portland is densely settled with stone villages
forming visual features. Roads are generally small except for the A354 that links the
Island to the mainland.
Skyline – low skyline dominated by buildings, signs, pylons, quarries as well as Verne
Prison and Naval Base.
Inter-visibility –views of the dramatic cliffs of Portland from the Weymouth Lowlands as
well as from the Dorset Downs (134) and South Purbeck (136) beyond.
Sensitive/rare landscape features – there is a moderate density of sensitive landscape
features including Mesolithic sites, ancient field systems, dry stone walls and the historic
stone quarries.

Moderate
The plateau of the Isle
of Portland has strong
landform. However, it
has an open character
and few trees, meaning
any development would
be highly visible. The
existing skyline of manmade features on
Portland reduces
sensitivity to turbines.
However, inter-visibility
with adjacent sensitive
landscapes increases
sensitivity, as does the
moderate density of
sensitive landscape
features found on the
island.

Moderate-high
Although this landscape
has a strong landform,
the island itself is not
large and the moderate
scale of the landscape,
overlaid by a small scale
landscape pattern,
indicates that it is likely
to be more sensitive to
3MW turbines than
1.3MW turbines.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large clusters of turbines have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
The open and exposed character of the landscape means that spacing between turbine developments should be assumed to be larger
than the minimum spacing (i.e. 7km for 1.3MW turbines and 10km for 3MW turbines).
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Countryside character area 138: Weymouth Lowlands
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform – moderate-large scale, varied landscape, united by a broad ridge and valley
pattern and spectacular coastline.
Landscape pattern – fields are mainly large and rectilinear with low hedges or dry stone
walls.
Sense of enclosure – generally open ridges with greater enclosure on lower ground
provided by woodland and scrub e.g. around Osmington.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – Weymouth sprawls out into the Lowlands reducing
tranquillity on the north side of Portland Harbour.
Settlement pattern/transport network – urban influence is dominated by Weymouth outside Weymouth the few villages are compact and mainly on low valley slopes,
farmsteads and hamlets on valley sides located close together along narrow lanes.
Ridges are almost free of settlement, and only crossed by a few roads.
Skyline – ridges provide open skylines. Coastal views are dominated by the Isle of
Portland, attractive manor houses and prominent church towers exist in west.
Inter-visibility – views over the lowlands from the Dorset Downs (134) and South
Purbeck (136).
Sensitive/rare landscape features – there is a low-moderate density of sensitive
landscape features including ancient field systems, church towers, prominent coastal
chapels, and Chesil Beach.

Moderate-low
The underlying broad
ridge of the Lowlands
area is a strong
landform that in theory
has the potential to
accommodate large
scale structures.
Movement (particularly
around Weymouth)
reduces sensitivity to
turbines, as does the
low density of sensitive
landscape features.
However, inter-visibility
with adjacent sensitive
landscapes and the
open character of the
landscape increases
sensitivity. Overall
landscape sensitivity is
moderate-low.

Moderate-low
Since the landform scale
and landscape pattern
are large, this landscape
could in theory
accommodate 3MW
turbines. However, intervisibility with adjacent
sensitive landscapes
and the open character
of the landscape
increases sensitivity.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
The open and exposed character of the landscape means that spacing between turbine clusters will be important in avoiding cumulative
impacts (i.e. spacing should be greater than 7km for 1.3MW turbines and greater than 10km for 3MW turbines).
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Countryside character area 139: Marshwood and Powerstock Vales
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform – large clay bowl-shaped vale, surrounded by irregular ridges and hills of exposed
Upper Greensand that rise to the Powerstock Hills. Slumped cliffs and prominent headlands
along the coast.
Landscape pattern – regular, medium-sized fields, with trimmed hedgerows in vale. Fields
becoming larger with fewer hedgerow trees towards coast, although rhythm remains. On
steeper ground small, irregular pasture fields divided by overgrown hedges.
Sense of enclosure – landscape of contrasts between openness and enclosure – open vale
contrasts with complex surrounding ridges with woodland which provide enclosure. The
Powerstock Hills create an enclosed world with overgrown hedges and tree clumps and
small-scale complexity.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – vale has a lush, remote and undisturbed quality.
Bridport is only significant inland town, and the lack of busy major roads in the area means
little movement.
Settlement pattern/transport network – small hamlets and many large farmsteads linked
by winding, narrow lanes in clay vales, many compact villages on valley floors elsewhere.
Major routeways are A3066 only the ridge and the A35 running parallel to the coast.
Skyline – skyline is broken by woodland, hillforts and barrows.
Inter-visibility – the area is surrounded by elevated land, including the Blackdown Hills,
Yeovil Scarplands and the Dorset Downs that have views across the landscape.
Sensitive/rare landscape features – widespread evidence of ancient settlements e.g.
Beaminster and common fields of high Middle Ages. Other sensitive features include hill
forts, barrows, unimproved grasslands, wet flushes and marshy areas of high nature
conservation interest.

Moderate-High
Although the large scale
central vale could in
theory accommodate
large scale features, the
diverse and small-scale,
intimate landscape that
surrounds the vale is
sensitive to large-scale
features such as wind
turbines. The
combination of exposure
(high visual sensitivity),
remoteness, important
skyline features and
sensitive landscape
features combine to
reduce the landscape’s
capacity to
accommodate turbines.

High
The irregular landform
and small scale
landscape pattern
indicates that this
landscape would be
more sensitive to 3MW
turbines than 1.3MW
turbines.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage. However, the
Upper Greensand ridges and hills are likely to be more sensitive to larger clusters than the central vale.
Inter-visibility across the open vale means that the spacing between adjacent turbine clusters should be more than the assumed
minimum (7km for 1.3MW turbines and 10km for 3MW turbines). The more enclosed areas, such as the undulating hills surrounding the
vales would be more suited to a higher density of smaller scale clusters.
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Countryside character area 140: Yeovil Scarplands
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform – a landscape of strong, broad ridges and steep scarps with a varied
landform at a local scale - wide valley bottoms, ridgetops and combes are united by
scarps of Jurassic limestone.
Landscape pattern – medium-sized fields with dominant field pattern in clay vales
extending up and over rising ground, some areas also have strong geometric field
pattern.
Sense of enclosure – open character on the ridges, strong sense of enclosure in
valleys
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – remote and rural area, particularly strong in the
valleys.
Settlement pattern/transport network – intricate network of winding lanes linking
numerous villages and hamlets which are rarely more than 2 miles apart along valleys.
Major roads along the valley bottoms converging at Yeovil. Straight lanes lead up and
over the downs.
Skyline – high church towers, large mansions with landscape parks and hill forts for
focal points. Yeovil is a significant urban feature in the landscape.
Inter-visibility – views over surrounding lowlands such as the Somerset Levels and
Moors, the Marshwood and Powerstock Vales, and the Blackmoor Vale and the Vale of
Wardour. There may also be inter-visibility with the Dorset Downs.
Sensitive/rare landscape features – moderate density of sensitive landscape features
including hillforts (South Cadbury and Ham Hill), moated sites, small castles from the
Middle Ages, streamside pastures, remnant orchards, ancient holloways, stone walls on
the uplands and semi-natural ancient woodland.

Moderate
The strong landform of
ridges in theory could
accommodate large
features such as wind
turbines. The open
skylines and moderate
density of sensitive
features also allow for
potential
accommodation of wind
turbines. However, the
open ridges (high
visibility), important
landmarks such as
hillforts and church
towers, remote
character and the intervisibility with adjacent
lowlands may contribute
constraints.

Moderate-high
Although the broad
ridges could in theory
accommodate large
scale structures, the
varied landform and
complex pattern of
fields, woodlands,
orchards and hedges
indicates that overall this
landscape is more
sensitive to large 3MW
turbines than 1.3MW
turbines.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large clusters of turbines have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
The undulating landform provides some enclosure and may enable closer spacing of adjacent turbine clusters than would be acceptable
in flatter landscapes.
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Countryside character area 141: Mendip Hills
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform scale – moderate-large scale central limestone plateau rising abruptly out of
surrounding smaller scale landscape of hills, dramatic gorges, cliffs and escarpments.
Landscape pattern – the plateau is characterised by medium-sized fields divided by dry
stone walls, edges of plateau and slopes are predominantly smaller and more irregular
fields with overgrown hedgerows.
Sense of enclosure – little enclosure on open plateau. Topography and woodland of
surrounding hills and valleys increase the sense of enclosure outside the plateau area.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – the area combines a remote quality of the open
plateau with lack of tranquillity due to considerable activity throughout the rest of the
area, particularly related to quarrying activities and tourist attractions.
Settlement pattern/transport network – scattered farmsteads on plateau with compact
villages at foot of slopes and in valleys. Road pattern is concentrated in the valleys.
Skyline – prominent and simple skyline with a few conspicuous landmarks such as
Cranmore Tower and a radio mast at Penn Hill. Fine church towers are focal points.
Inter-visibility – escarpments would be highly visible from Somerset Levels and Moors
(142), Mid Somerset Hills (143), Blackmoor Vale and the Vale of Wardour (133), Avon
Vales (117) and Bristol, Avon Valleys and Ridges (118). Potentially some more elevated
views from the Yeovil Scarplands (140) and Cotswolds (107).
Sensitive landscape features – dense network of sites of high archaeological interest
(ritual, industrial and agricultural), also many other sensitive features including gorges,
cliffs, escarpments, church towers, dry stone walls, limestone grassland and heathland.

Moderate-High
Although the moderatelarge scale central
plateau has a strong
landform and simple
skyline that could in
theory accommodate
large structures, this
landscape is a tranquil,
remote landscape that
has high inter-visibility
with adjacent areas
(particularly from the
south and east) and a
high density of sensitive
landscape features
including karst features,
prehistoric ritual sites,
fine church towers and
industrial archaeology.
Conifers on the plateau
could provide some
screening at a low level.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is large this landscape
could in theory
accommodate 3MW
turbines. However,
constraining
characteristics in this
landscape are the sense
of remoteness /
tranquillity, inter-visibility
and high density of
sensitive landscape
features which increase
landscape sensitivity.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large clusters of turbines have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
The sense of exposure on the plateau means that spacing between turbine clusters should generally be larger than 7km (for 1.3MW
turbines) or 10km (for 3MW turbines) to avoid `visual clutter', while the surrounding hills could accommodate closer spacing of individual
turbines.
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Countryside character area 142: Somerset Levels and Moors
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform – a broad area of low-lying flat land of peat moors/ clay levels with slightly
raised `burtles'.
Landscape pattern – sinuous lanes and irregular fields characterise the older clay
Levels and strong rectilinear pattern of `rhynes' characterise the reclaimed Moors.
Sense of enclosure – open character of a largely treeless landscape.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – remote on the inland Moors, more activity nearer
the coast around the M5 and settlements of Bridgwater and West-super-Mare.
Settlement pattern/transport network – few buildings out on the Moor; settlements on
`burtles' on the Levels (near the coast). Older roads are sinuous and narrow, following
former sea walls. Newer roads are raised and straight. Main roads nearer the coast
(M5, A370).
Skyline – expansive open skyline interrupted only by pollarded willows - the Mid
Somerset Hills form a backdrop to views.
Inter-visibility – Because this landscape is surrounded by hills, there is inter-visibility
between the Somerset Levels and Moors and the Mid Somerset Hills (LCA 143), the
Bristol, Avon Valleys and Ridges (LCA 118), the Mendip Hills (LCA 141), the Yeovil
Scarplands (LCA 140) and the Vale of Taunton and the Quantock Fringes/Quantock Hills
(LCAs 146 and 144).
Sensitive/rare landscape features – moderate density of sensitive landscape features
including wet pasture, prehistoric trackways, Iron Age `lake villages', dunes and tidal
flats on the coast, `burtles' (marking position of former river channels), rhynes and withy
beds.

Moderate-high
The strong, flat landform
in theory could
accommodate large
scale features such as
wind turbines. However,
the open character, long
views and high intervisibility with adjacent
landscapes would make
any development highly
visible. There is also a
presence of sensitive
landscape features that
would pose a constraint
to development.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is large this landscape
could in theory
accommodate 3MW
turbines. However,
characteristics such as
the open character, long
views and high intervisibility with adjacent
landscapes and
presence of sensitive
landscape features
increase landscape
sensitivity.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage
Because of the exposure and long distance views across the open landscape consideration should be given to spacing between any
turbines or turbine clusters to avoid `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 143: Mid Somerset Hills
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform – moderate scale strong landform of low hills and ridges that rise abruptly
from the Somerset Levels and Moors.
Landscape pattern – small and irregular fields of early enclosure.
Sense of enclosure – well wooded with good tree and hedgerow cover providing
enclosure.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – although there is more settlement and a dense road
network than the adjacent Levels and Moors, this remains a rural landscape.
Settlement pattern/transport network – numerous villages and hamlets linked by a
dense network of winding lanes.
Skyline – varied skylines of the hills and ridges are a distinctive characteristic.
Glastonbury Tor is prominent skyline feature with St Michael's Tower at its summit.
Inter-visibility – From the hills there are expansive views across the Somerset Levels
and Moors (LCA 142). There is also inter-visibility with the adjacent Mendip Hills (LCA
141), the Yeovil Scarplands (LCA 140) and the Blackdownss (LCA 147).
Sensitive/rare landscape features – moderate density of sensitive landscape features
including woodlands, orchards, anciently derived field patterns, ancient trackways and
hedgerows.

Moderate
The strong landform of
low hills and ridges, the
sense of enclosure
provided by vegetation
and the active nature of
this settled landscape
could in theory
accommodate features
such as wind turbines.
However, these
prominent hills are
extremely visible from
the adjacent Levels and
Moors and the
distinctive and varied
skylines are sensitive
features of this
character area.

Moderate-high
The moderate scale
landform and small and
irregular landscape
pattern of the hillocks
indicates that this
landscape would be
more sensitive to 3MW
turbines than 1.3MW
turbines.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large clusters of turbines have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
Because of the location of the hills within the flat landscape of the Levels and Moors, consideration should be given to spacing between
turbine clusters to avoid `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 144: Quantock Hills
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform scale – medium-scale landform of central ridge with great variance between
steep and gently undulating sides.
Landscape pattern – unenclosed on top, irregular field pattern on sheltered fringes, on
eastern dip-slope large fields are present.
Sense of enclosure – ridge and moorland is open and exposed giving impressive views
over surrounding landscape, some beech clumps are present, slopes have thickly
wooded combes dissecting them and valleys have distinct sense
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – an air of solitude and wildness unusual in the
Somerset landscape.
Settlement pattern/transport network – area has very few settlements, narrow lanes
meander through hills, very little vehicular access.
Skyline – a strong, prominent skyline with very little vertical movement on the skyline.
Inter-visibility – this prominent area is visible from the Vale of Taunton and Quantock
Fringes (LCA 146) that wraps around the base of the Quantock Hills.
Sensitive landscape features – this area has a high density of sensitive landscape
features including Bronze Age monuments, wooded combes, heathland habitats, sunken
lanes, ancient field boundaries and historic parks.

Moderate-High
The strong ridge
landform would in theory
be able to accommodate
wind turbines. However,
this small landscape
character area is remote
and wild and any
moving turbines would
alter this character. The
hills are prominent in
views from the Vale of
Taunton and Quantock
Fringes and contain a
high density of sensitive
landscape features that
make it particularly
sensitive.

High
The medium scale
undulating nature of the
landscape implies that
this landscape is likely
to have a higher
sensitivity to 3MW
turbines than 1.3MW
turbines.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large clusters of turbines have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
Due to the extent of this character great care should be taken to ensure that the skyline does not become dominated by vertical
elements or `cluttered'.
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Countryside character area 145: Exmoor
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
1.3MW turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform scale – large scale upland landscape of central high moorland, with smaller
scale diverse landscape of steep valleys and combes around the edges.
Landscape pattern – large, regular, straight-sided fields usually enclosed by earth
banks and stone walls extend up to moorland edge, some smaller and irregular fields
exist in the more sheltered areas. Lines of beech trees are a prominent feature.
Sense of enclosure – open and wild landscape with long views contrasts with sheltered
and wooded hollows and valleys.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – very remote and tranquil landscape, only movement
is from tourist activity and traffic movement.
Settlement pattern/transport network – Scattered farmsteads are typical of the
moorland with villages concentrated in sheltered valley bottoms, commonly clustered
around fords and bridges. Narrow moorland roads dominate the central area, narrow
sunken lanes are found in the older farmland, turnpike roads form through-routes at the
edge of the high ground and main roads are located in valleys.
Skyline – gentle, rounded and open skylines with very few man-made features. Hillforts
are focal features.
Inter-visibility – the are views to the prominent skyline of Exmoor from the Vale of
Taunton and Quantock Fringes (LCA 146), the Devon Redlands (LCA 148) and the Culm
(LCA 149).
Sensitive landscape features – high density of sensitive landscape features including
Bronze Age monuments (barrows and hillforts), species-rich grassland, ancient
woodlands, stone walls, ancient field boundaries, lines of beech trees, hedge banks and
sunken lanes.

Moderate-high
Although the large scale
landscape and strong
skylines of the central
high moorland is able to
accommodate large
features such as wind
turbines, the open
landscape means any
development would be
highly visible from
adjacent landscapes.
The landscape is also
densely packed with
sensitive and rare
landscape features
which heighten its
sensitivity.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is large this landscape
could in theory
accommodate 3MW
turbines. The most
constraining
characteristics in this
landscape are its
remote/ rural character,
inter-visibility and the
high density of sensitive
landscape features.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
Because of the exposure and long distance, panoramic views across the open moors spacing between adjacent turbine clusters should
be greater than the minimum 7km (for a 1.3MW turbine) or 10km (for a 3MW turbine) to avoid inter-visibility or `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 146: Vale of Taunton and Quantock Fringes
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to 1.3MW Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines
turbines

Landform scale – a large scale lowland vale wrapping around the Quantock Hills.
Landscape pattern – irregular, medium-sized fields bounded by thick hedgerows on
top of hedge banks. Lines of alder are conspicuous along streams.
Sense of enclosure – the landscape is very open and woodland is sparse (although
more abundant in the south). Enclosure is provided by hedge banks and hedgerows.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement – a rural landscape, but with dense network of
roads accommodating mineral extraction and industrial activities. M5 erodes
tranquillity locally.
Settlement pattern/transport network – scattered settlement of farmsteads and
hamlets linked by winding lanes, major towns of Taunton and Wellington. M5 has
significant local impact.
Skyline – no prominent skyline (hills in adjacent areas form skyline). Church towers
are prominent focal points. Hinckley Point is a negative landmark.
Inter-visibility – views from surrounding upland areas of the Quantock Hills (LCA
144), Exmoor (LCA 145), Devon Redlands (LCA 148), the Blackdowns (LCA 147),
and the Mid Somerset Hills (LCA 143).
Sensitive landscape features – there is a moderate density of sensitive landscape
features including cider orchards, late medieval fields, hedge banks, church towers,
manor houses and hill forts.

Moderate
The large scale landscape
of the vale, the sense of
enclosure provided by the
layers of hedgerows,
existing man-made
features and sense of
movement means that
this landscape is not
highly sensitive to wind
turbines. However, intervisibility with adjacent
sensitive landscapes, the
presence of subtle focal
points such as church
towers and the moderate
density of sensitive
landscape features all
heighten sensitivity to
wind turbine development.

Moderate-high
Although the landform
scale of the vale is large,
the landscape pattern
(formed by the network of
hedgerows) is at a smaller
scale. This characteristic
of the landscape
increases sensitivity to
larger turbines.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
Because of the potentially long views across the vale, consideration should be given to spacing between any turbines or turbine clusters
to avoid `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 147: Blackdowns
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to 1.3MW Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines
turbines

Landform - moderate scale strong landform of ridges and vales with some steepsided combes.

Moderate
This landscape is
moderately sensitive to
wind turbines. The strong
landform and enclosure
provided by undulating
landform and vegetation
provides opportunities to
accommodate such
features. However, the
rural character of the
landscape (particularly
inland) and the presence
of sensitive landscape
features increase
sensitivity to turbines.

Landscape pattern - large scale parliamentary fields with straight roads on former
heathland with small scale ancient field systems in the valleys.
Sense of enclosure - enclosure is provided by the undulating topography,
hedgerows, woodlands and shelterbelts that restrict views. However, there are long
views from the open ridge tops.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - this landscape has a sparsely populated, remote
interior, and a more densely populated coastline.
Settlement pattern/transport network - small rural villages are focussed in valleys
along the springline - larger settlements are on the coast. These are linked by rural
lanes, although the A30, A303, A375, A35, A358 and A3052 provide access into and
across the area.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is moderate and parts of
the landscape is
characterised by old
enclosures, this
landscape is likely to be
more sensitive to 3MW
turbines than 1.3MW
turbines.

Skylines - skylines are broken by woodland, shelter belts and tree clumps.
Inter-visibility - the hills overlook the Vale of Taunton the north and the Devon
Redlands to the west.
Sensitive/rare landscape features - This landscape has a moderate density of
sensitive landscape features including wet grassland, wet heath, dry heath, stone
churches, salt marshes along the coast, Bronze Age barrows and hill forts.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large clusters of turbines have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
The undulating landform and tree cover in this landscape provide some enclosure and may enable closer spacing of adjacent turbine
clusters than would be acceptable in more open landscapes.
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Countryside character area 148: Devon Redlands
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to 1.3MW Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines
turbines

Landform -moderate scale hilly landscape on red sandstone cut by steep sided
valleys and dissected by the wide Exe Valley.

Moderate
The sense of enclosure
provided by undulating
landform, vegetation and
existing man-made
features and the sense of
movement relating to
existing man-made
features mean that this
landscape is not highly
sensitive to man-made
features. Skylines are
open and uncluttered
indicating that they could
accommodate carefully
placed features.
However, the intervisibility with adjacent
landscapes and the
moderate density of
sensitive landscape
features represent
constraints to
development.

Landscape pattern - an irregular pattern of fields and varied hedgebanks give great
variety to the landscape - landscape pattern is much simpler in the low lying vales
and on river floodplains.
Sense of enclosure - enclosure is provided by the undulating topography,
hedgerows, woodlands and parkland planting that restrict views. However, there are
long views from the open hill tops.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - the large coastal towns, Exeter, the M5. trunk
roads and Exeter airport all bring movement to the landscape and reduce tranquillity.
Settlement pattern/transport network - the settlement pattern is characterised
scattered farmsteads and villages linked by narrow winding lanes. However, there are
some larger settlements, notably Exeter, Exmouth and Tiverton that are linked by a
number of main roads including the M5.
Skylines - skylines are generally open and broken only by woodland.
Inter-visibility - the Blackdown Hills overlook the Redlands from the east, the Culm
overlooks the area from the north-west, and Dartmoor overlooks the area from the
west.
Sensitive/rare landscape features - This landscape has a moderate density of
sensitive landscape features including Bronze Age barrows, Iron Age hill forts,
Roman roads, river mills, saltings, ancient field patterns and medieval flood
meadows.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is moderate, undulating
and the landscape
characterised by old
enclosures, this
landscape is likely to be
more sensitive to 3MW
turbines than 1.3MW
turbines.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large clusters of turbines have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
The undulating landform and tree cover in this landscape provide some enclosure and may enable minimum spacing of adjacent turbine
clusters
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Countryside character area 149: The Culm
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to 1.3MW Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines
turbines

Landform -moderate scale rolling landform across a large area with steep cliffs at the
coast.

Moderate
The strong, rolling
landform, generally open
skylines and moderate
density of sensitive or rare
landscape features
means this landscape is
capable of
accommodating large
features such as turbines.
However, this is an open
landscape where any
features would be highly
visible and a remote,
tranquil area that is
sensitive to disturbance.
The hill top settlements
are important visual
features. The area is also
sensitive to inter-visibility
from adjacent remote
landscapes such as
Exmoor and Dartmoor.

Landscape pattern - an intricate mosaic of field patterns - long, narrow, former
common fields around hamlets; irregular older fields on the valley sides; rectilinear
patterns on the high ridges and wet valley bottoms.
Sense of enclosure - open, treeless ridges are typical allowing wide views.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - a remote and sparsely populated landscape.
Presence of main roads adds movement locally.
Settlement pattern/transport network - a sparsely populated landscape of small
hamlets, farmsteads and market towns linked by narrow, winding, muddy lanes.
Some main roads traverse the landscape, linking the coastal towns (Bude & Bideford)
to Exeter.
Skylines - largely open skylines with occasional nucleated hill top settlements, often
with a prominent church.
Inter-visibility - the area is overlooked by Exmoor to the north and by Dartmoor to
the south. There may also be limited inter-visibility with the Devon Redlands to the
east, South Devon to the south and the Cornish Killas to the west.
Sensitive/rare landscape features - This landscape has a moderate density of
sensitive landscape features which include Bronze Age barrows on ridges, ancient
field patterns including remnant medieval strip fields and church towers on the
skyline.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is moderate and rolling,
and the landscape pattern
an intricate mosaic of
fields, this landscape is
likely to be more sensitive
to 3MW turbines than
1.3MW turbines.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large clusters of turbines have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
The undulating landform and provides some enclosure and may enable closer spacing of adjacent turbine clusters than would be
acceptable in flatter landscapes
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Countryside character area 150: Dartmoor
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to 1.3MW Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines
turbines

Landform -large scale upland granite landscape, rising dramatically out of the surrounding
lowlands to dominate much of South Devon.

Moderate-high
Although Dartmoor has a
strong physical landform
that could in theory
accommodate large
features such as wind
turbines, this is a highly
sensitive landscape by
virtue of its open and
exposed character, high
visibility from adjacent
landscapes, remote and
wild character and high
density of sensitive
landscape features.

Landscape pattern - a large scale unenclosed moorland landscape with small, irregular
fields around the edges and some rectilinear fields associated with the `newtakes' of the 19th
century.
Sense of enclosure - open, exposed and sometimes bleak landscape with panoramic views
across the moorland and over surrounding landscapes.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - a remote and sparsely populated landscape that is truly
wild in places.
Settlement pattern/transport network - isolated farms and small lie in the sheltered valleys
linked by sunken, winding lanes. Villages lie beyond the outer edge of the moor, but are
linked by ancient lanes. Main roads are absent except for A382 that follows a valley.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is large this landscape
could in theory
accommodate 3MW
turbines. The most
constraining
characteristics in this
landscape are its open,
remote and wild
character, inter-visibility
with adjacent landscapes
and high density of
sensitive landscape
features.

Skylines largely open skylines, but with important visual landmarks such as tors, stunted
and distorted trees, standing stones, engine houses and chimneys, stone circles, cairns,
burial chambers, stone crosses and hillforts forming.
Inter-visibility - Dartmoor overlooks The Culm to the north, the Devon Redlands to the east,
and South Devon to its south.
Sensitive/rare landscape features - This landscape has a high density of sensitive
landscape features which include standing stones, stone circles, cairns, burial chambers,
stone crosses, reaves, hillforts, deserted settlements, ancient land divisions, ruined mine
buildings (engine houses and chimney) and stone walls.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage
Because of the exposure and long distance, panoramic views across the open moors consideration should be given to the spacing of
turbine clusters to avoid inter-visibility or `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 151: South Devon
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to 1.3MW Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines
turbines

Landform - strong moderate scale rounded hills separated by steep valleys forming
an incised plateau.

Moderate
The strong landform in
theory enables the
physical form of the
landscape to
accommodate wind
turbines. However, many
of the skylines are open
making them visually
sensitive and the
landscape is remote and
rural away from major
conurbations. The simple
skylines would enable
some form of
development, although
views down Rias are
particularly sensitive. The
inter-visibility with
Dartmoor also increases
sensitivity.

Landscape pattern - a patchwork landscape with irregularly shaped larger fields on
higher flatter land and more intact, smaller fields on the valleys sides. Pattern is
emphasised by the network of wildflower-rich Devon banks.
Sense of enclosure - open and exposed on the hills tops and near the coast;
enclosed within valleys and along sunken lanes fringed by Devon banks.
Spectacular views along rias are typical
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - a remote fertile agricultural landscape inland with
more movement and loss of tranquillity around conurbations of Torbay and Plymouth.
Settlement pattern/transport network - farmsteads and hamlets are connected by
ancient sunken lanes that are bordered by high Devon banks. Churches are a feature
of the built landscape. Coastal resorts are the largest and include the City of
Plymouth.
Skylines - skylines are often open and simple, although woodland is common on
skylines.
Inter-visibility - this landscape is visible from the sensitive landscape of Dartmoor to
the north. It is also visible from the Cornish Killas on the opposite side of the Tamar
and from the Devon Redlands.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is moderate and rolling,
and the landscape pattern
an intricate mosaic of
fields, this landscape is
likely to be more sensitive
to 3MW turbines than
1.3MW turbines.

Sensitive/rare landscape features - This landscape has a moderate density of
sensitive landscape features which include the wildflower rich Devon banks, tidal
mudflats, saltmarsh habitats, rugged cliffs, woodlands and stone churches.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large clusters of turbines have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
Because of the wide views across this incised plateau, consideration should be given to the spacing of turbine clusters to avoid intervisibility or `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 152: Cornish Killas
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to
turbines up to
1.3MW

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform - moderate scale undulating slate plateau occupying large tracts of
Cornwall with many wooded valleys and rias.

Moderate
The strong landform in
theory enables the
physical form of the
landscape to
accommodate wind
turbines. The enclosure
provided by the
undulating landform and
vegetation also reduces
sensitivity. However, it is
an intensely rural
landscape where many of
the skylines and open.
These characteristics
combined with the
presence of a relatively
high density of sensitive
landscape features
increase landscape
sensitivity.

Moderate-high
The moderate scale of the
landform, the small scale
landscape pattern and the
undulating nature of this
landscape indicate that it
is more sensitive to 3MW
turbines than to 1.3MW
turbines. Turbines of this
size are likely to appear
out of scale with the
landscape.

Landscape pattern - landscape pattern is a small scale mosaic of irregular
medieval-derived fields divided by Cornish hedges. Larger fields or unenclosed land
occurs on highest hills.
Sense of enclosure - valleys provide enclosure, but otherwise the landscape is open
with wide views across a uniform landscape. High hedgerows and woodland on
lower slopes may provide screening opportunities.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - Intensely rural character away from the main
roads.
Settlement pattern/transport network - The landscape is characterised by
scattered farmsteads and hamlets linked by ancient narrow lanes. However, the A30,
A38 and A39 provide major routes through the area.
Skyline - the skylines are simple and open, except where old engine houses and
their chimneys, windfarms or masts form landmarks.
Inter-visibility - Views over the landscape from granite outcrops such as Bodmin
Moor, Hensbarrow and Carnmenellis.
Sensitive/rare landscape features - relatively high density of sensitive landscape
features including medieval-derived field systems, Cornish hedges, hill forts, cliff
castles, disused mine buildings and their chimneys, coastal heathland and ancient
woodlands.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large clusters of turbines have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
Because of the wide views across this uniform landscape consideration should be given to the spacing of turbine clusters to avoid intervisibility or `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 153: Bodmin Moor
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to 1.3MW
turbines

Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines

Landform - large scale upland granite landform with sheltered valleys.

Moderate-high
This landscape character
area has a moderate-high
sensitivity to wind turbines
because although the
landform is strongly defined
and of a large scale, there is
little sense of enclosure and
any vertical structures would
be highly visible. In addition,
this is a remote landscape
whose skyline is defined by
distinctive features and the
area is highly visible from
many adjacent landscapes.
Bodmin Moor also has a high
density of sensitive
landscape features such as
remnant Bronze Age
settlements, ancient
abandoned field enclosures,
tombs, cairns, standing
stones, tors, mine engine
houses, granite churches
and crosses that form
constraints to development.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is large this landscape
could in theory
accommodate 3MW
turbines. However, the
most constraining
characteristics in this
landscape are its sense of
remoteness, wild
character, inter-visibility
with adjacent landscapes
and high density of
sensitive landscape
features.

Landscape pattern - dominated by unenclosed moorland with small pockets of
enclosed land with irregular medieval-derived fields divided by Cornish hedges.
Sense of enclosure - valleys provide enclosure, but otherwise the landscape is open
and exposed with wide views across the open moors.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - a remote and, in places, desolate landscape.
Settlement pattern/transport network - The landscape is characterised by small
villages and hamlets on the edges of the area. Open and unenclosed tracks are
typical of the moor while narrow, sunken winding lanes link settlements on the edges.
The A30 carries heavy traffic, particularly in the summer.
Skyline - the skylines are simple and open, but sensitive where tors, old engine
houses and their chimneys or masts break the skyline.
Inter-visibility - High points provide impressive views over the surrounding
countryside and, conversely, skylines of the moor are highly visible.
Sensitive/rare landscape features - high density of sensitive landscape features
including remnant Bronze Age settlements, ancient abandoned field enclosures,
tombs, cairns, standing stones, tors, mine engine houses, granite churches and
crosses.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage
Because of the exposure and long distance, panoramic views across the open moors consideration should be given to the spacing of
turbine clusters to avoid inter-visibility or `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 154: Hensbarrow
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to 1.3MW Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines
turbines

Landform - large scale upland granite landscape that has been dramatically altered
by the china clay industry.

Low
This landscape has a low
sensitivity to wind turbines
because it has a large
scale landform and has
already experienced large
scale change as a result
of industrial activity and its
skylines, while highly
visible from adjacent
landscapes, are affected
by man-made features. It
is a busy landscape with a
sense of enclosure and a
low density of sensitive
landscape features.

Landscape pattern - large scale pattern of tips and pits contract with small scale
enclosed landscapes around mining settlements.
Sense of enclosure - tips and man-made earthworks provide a sense of enclosure,
but otherwise the landscape is open and exposed - views are interrupted by manmade earthworks and spoil mounds.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - busy with lorry movements and machinery.
Settlement pattern/transport network - the landscape is characterised by mining
settlements on the edges of the area. Open and unenclosed tracks are typical of the
moor, although roads have been widened to accommodate lorry movements. The
A30, A 391 and A390 carry heavy traffic.

Low
Since the landform scale
is large this landscape
could in theory
accommodate 3MW
turbines.

Skyline - skylines are dominated by conical or flat topped spoil mounds and are
distinctive.
Inter-visibility - high points provide impressive views over the surrounding
countryside and, conversely, skylines of the moor are highly visible.
Sensitive/rare landscape features - sensitive landscape features - ancient field
enclosures, Cornish hedges, standing stones, tors, mining villages, industrial
archaeology, and remnant heathland are now scattered at low density across the
area.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
The man-made earthworks and spoils mounds provide some enclosure and may enable closer spacing of adjacent wind farms than
would be acceptable in open and unspoilt moorland landscapes.
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Countryside character area 155: Carnmenellis
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to 1.3MW Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines
turbines

Landform - relatively small outcrop of granite with a large scale, rounded landform.

Moderate-high
This landscape character
has a moderate-high
sensitivity to wind turbines
because although the
landform is strongly
defined and of a large
scale, there is little sense
of enclosure and any
vertical structures would
be highly visible. In
addition, this is a remote
landscape whose skyline
is defined by distinctive
features and the area is
highly visible from many
adjacent landscapes.
Carnmenellis also has a
high density of sensitive
landscape features such
as ancient field
enclosures, Cornish
hedges, standing stones,
tors, mining villages,
industrial archaeology,
and remnant heathland
that raise sensitivity.

Landscape pattern - dominated by small scale rectilinear enclosures of the
18th/19th centuries and irregular older fields - unenclosed land remains only in the
centre of the area.
Sense of enclosure - bleak, exposed and largely treeless landscape with wide views
across the upland moor.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - bleak and remote landscape with little movement
excepot on the A394 through the area.
Settlement pattern/transport network - The landscape is characterised by
dispersed farmsteads and hamlets linked by narrow, winding lanes. The A394 is a
major route.
Skyline - skylines are open and simple except where tors, old engine houses and
their chimneys or masts break the skyline. These are important visual features.
Inter-visibility - High points provide impressive views over the surrounding
countryside and, conversely, skylines of the moor are highly visible.
Sensitive/rare landscape features - high density of sensitive landscape features
including ancient field enclosures, Cornish hedges, standing stones, tors, mining
villages, industrial archaeology, and remnant heathland.

Moderate-high
Since the landform scale
is large this landscape
could in theory
accommodate 3MW
turbines. The most
constraining
characteristics in this
landscape are its open,
remote and wild
character, inter-visibility
with adjacent landscapes
and high density of
sensitive landscape
features.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, no scales of development have been discounted at this stage.
Because of the size of this area, inter-visibility with adjacent landscapes and long distance, panoramic views across the open moors,
consideration should be given to the spacing of turbine clusters to avoid inter-visibility between adjacent clusters, or `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 156: West Penwith
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to 1.3MW Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines
turbines

Landform - relatively small outcrop of granite with a moderate scale, rounded
landform rising to a summit at its centre.

High
This landscape is highly
sensitive to wind turbines.
Although this area has a
strong physical landform,
it is an exposed
landscape with a wild and
mysterious character. It
also has sensitive
skylines with important
landmark features, and a
high density of sensitive
landscape features
including granite Cornish
hedges, standing stones,
hill forts, cliff castles,
quoits, standing stones,
stone circles and the
industrial archaeology
associated with tin and
copper mines.

Landscape pattern - dominated by small scale irregular prehistoric fields that
provide a strong field pattern- unenclosed land remains only in the centre of the area.
Sense of enclosure - bleak, exposed and largely treeless landscape with wide views
across the upland moor.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - this is a sparsely populated peninsula with a wild,
ancient and mysterious character.
Settlement pattern/transport network - The landscape is characterised by
dispersed farmsteads and hamlets and crossed by a maze of minor roads, lanes and
trackways. The A30 and A3071 are the only main roads.
Skylines - skylines are open and simple except where tors, quoits, old engine
houses and their chimneys or masts break the skyline. These are important visual
features.
Inter-visibility - High points provide impressive views over the surrounding
countryside and coast and, conversely, skylines of the moor are highly visible.

High
This landscape is highly
sensitive to any turbine
development. Due to its
wild character, sensitive
skylines and high density
of sensitive landscape
features including granite
Cornish hedges, standing
stones, hill forts, cliff
castles, quoits, standing
stones, stone circles and
the industrial archaeology
associated with tin and
copper mines.

Sensitive/rare landscape features - This is an historic landscape of international
importance with a high density of sensitive landscape features including prehistoric
field enclosures, Cornish hedges, standing stones, hill forts, cliff castles, quoits
(megalithic tombs), standing stones, stone circles, industrial archaeology associated
with tin and copper mines, coastal heathland and remnant moorland.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large clusters of turbines have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
Because of the size of this area and high inter-visibility with adjacent landscapes and the coast, consideration should be given to the
spacing of turbine clusters to avoid inter-visibility between adjacent clusters, or `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 157: The Lizard
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to 1.3MW Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines
turbines

Landform - a moderate scale, gently undulating-rolling plateau cut by incised valleys,
rising to larger scale landform at Goonhilly Down.

Moderate-high
Although this landscape
has a strong landform, it
is an exposed and remote
landscape where any
vertical elements would
be highly visible. Open,
elevated skylines of the
downs are highly visible
from adjacent areas and
the landscape has a
moderate density of
sensitive landscape
features.

Landscape pattern - dominated by small scale irregular prehistoric fields with larger
scale regular fields on the edge of the downs - unenclosed land remains on Goonhilly
Down.
Sense of enclosure - exposed and windswept, particularly on the plateau - sheltered
within the valleys.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - this is a sparsely populated, remote and rural
area within little settlement or movement except for traffic on the main road and the
turning wind turbines.
Settlement pattern/transport network - The landscape is characterised by small
fishing ports and dispersed farmsteads and hamlets. The landscape is crossed by
ancient trackways - the A3083 is the only main road.

High
Since the landform scale
is moderate, this
landscape is likely to be
more sensitive to 3MW
turbines than 1.3MW
turbines. However, this
landscape is highly
sensitive to any turbine
development.

Skylines - skylines are open and simple except where Goonhilly Earthstation,
Goonhilly windfarm, Predannack airfield and Bronze Age barrows break the skyline.
Inter-visibility - High points provide impressive views over the surrounding
countryside and coast and, conversely, skylines of the downs are highly visible.
Sensitive/rare landscape features - This landscape has a moderate density of
sensitive landscape features including prehistoric field enclosures, Cornish hedges,
rounds, woodland, Bronze Age barrows, fishing villages and ancient trackways.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large clusters of turbines have been discounted for reasons of landform scale.
Because of the size of this area, the presence of existing features (wind farm, Earthstation, airfield) on the skyline and inter-visibility with
adjacent landscapes and the coast, consideration should be given to the spacing of turbine clusters to avoid inter-visibility between
adjacent clusters, or `visual clutter'.
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Countryside character area 158: Isles of Scilly
Key characteristics

Sensitivity to 1.3MW Sensitivity to 3MW
turbines
turbines

Landform - highly broken small scale granite islands

High
This is a small scale
landscape which is highly
sensitive to wind turbines
because of its small scale,
its lack of enclosure, its
wild and remote
character, its simple
skylines and high density
of sensitive landscape
features.

Landscape pattern - small scale fields surrounded by a strong framework of
evergreen hedges are distinctive of cultivated areas. Other areas are an unenclosed
mosaic of semi-natural habitats.
Sense of enclosure - treeless and windswept, exposed islands.
Sense of tranquillity/ movement - this is a sparsely populated, remote set of islands
but accommodating many visitors in the summer. Uninhabited islands are particularly
wild and remote.

High
Since this is a small scale
landscape it is highly
sensitive to turbines
whether they be 1.3MW
or 3MW.

Settlement pattern/transport network - many of the islands are uninhabited others are characterised by scattered farms linked by a dense network of trackways.
The A3110, on St Mary's, is the only main road.
Skylines - skylines are open and simple.
Inter-visibility - inter-visibility within the island group and surrounding seascape only.
Sensitive/rare landscape features - this landscape has a high density of sensitive
landscape features including dunes, beaches, heathland, Napoleonic forts, castles,
prehistoric field enclosures, megalithic barrows, chambered barrows, standing
stones, granite tors and ancient churches.

For the purposes of this strategic target setting exercise, large, moderate and small scale clusters should be discounted for reasons of
landform scale.
Because of the small size of the island group, consideration should be given to the spacing of individual turbines to avoid inter-visibility
between adjacent turbines or other sensitive visual features, or `visual clutter'.
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ANNEX 5 – FORECASTING SOUTH WEST ELECTRICITY DEMAND TO 2020
Table 35: Forecasts of the South West’s electricity demand by 2020
Existing policy measures only – Scenario 2a
2003 Domestic electricity demand
2003 I & C electricity demand
2020 Domestic electricity demand
2020 I & C electricity demand

1
2
3
4

UK
115,761
222,785
126,767
246,601

All Energy White Paper measures – Scenario 2b
2003 Domestic electricity demand
24
2003 I & C electricity demand
25

123,986
238,614

2020 Domestic electricity demand
2020 I & C electricity demand

105,252
204,748

GVA and household growth
2003 Households
2020 Households
% increase in households
2003 GVA
2020 GVA
% increase in GVA

26
27

5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

28
29

25,145,000
28,736,000
14.28%

13

768,515
1,164,774
51.56%

16

Assuming existing policy measures – Scenario 2a
Forecast in UK increase in domestic electricity efficiency = 3/(1 x 7)
Forecast of SW domestic electricity demand in 2020 = 11 x 15 x 19

14
15

17
18

SW
11,656
13,464

GWh
GWh
GWh
GWh

Total UK demand
2003
38 338,546 GWh
2020
39 373,368 GWh

Total SW demand
2003
42
25,120 GWh

GWh
GWh

2003
40 362,600

2003
GWh

GWh
GWh

2020
41 310,000

GWh

2,138
2,515
17.63%

Households
Households

65,497
104,907
60.17%

1995 £,000s
1995 £,000s

Use of different UK forecasts has required the
use of different definitions of electricity
demand, resulting in the use of different figures
for electricity demand. See notes and section
on Understanding Electricity Demand below,
for explanations.

0.96
13,139

GWh

Assuming EWP policy measures – Scenario 2b
=26/(24 x 7)
0.74
30
=28 x 15 x 30
10,909 GWh
31

12,484
14,421

19
20

43

26,905

GWh

Forecast of UK increase in I & C electricity efficiency = 4/(2 x 10)
Forecast of SW I & C electricity demand in 2020 = 12 x 18 x 21

21

0.73
15,750

GWh

=27/(25 x 10)
=29 x 18 x 32

32

22

33

0.57
13,071

GWh

Forecast of total SW electricity demand in 2020 = 22 + 20

23

28,888

GWh

=33 + 31

34

23,979

GWh

Forecast of percentage change in SW electricity demand

35

36

11.6% reduction

37

22,509

15.0% increase

Adjusted SW electricity demand in 2020 for EWP policy measure option
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Notes on Methodology
It has been assumed for the purposes of this forecast that the two key factors that will affect electricity demand to 2020, specific to the South West, are growth in household
numbers and regional Gross Value Added (GVA)
Other factors relating to changes in electricity demand, e.g., efficiency in use, use of appliances, industry energy intensity are assumed to be consistent across the UK.
The forecast of electricity demand in each sector is assumed to be a product of the current regional sector demand, the growth in GVA or household growth and a factor that
takes into account all other UK wide variables.
The UK factor is calculated by dividing the forecast UK demand by the product of the current UK demand and UK growth in GVA or household growth. This factor is
characterised as being the increase in electricity efficiency within the sector, though in reality it also takes into account all other UK factors like increased appliance use,
changes in energy intensity etc.
In carrying out this estimate, figures have had to be drawn from many different sources, all of which use a different base from which to define electricity demand. In order to
make meaningful comparisons it has been necessary to increase pro rata the current South West demand figure, which represents 7.42% of the UK electricity sales figure to
which it most closely relates. This % has then been applied to the other current UK demand figures, as outlined below, in order to get a comparable figure for South West
demand. Whilst not 100% accurate it provides the most meaningful basis for comparison within a forecasting process that by definition has a significant margin of error.
The absolute figure for SW electricity demand calculated using the EWP policy measures assumptions (number 34) is based on a higher figure for electricity demand (than
number 23). See section below on 'Understanding Electricity Demand' for explanation. In order to be able to compare the two figures, the SW electricity demand is adjusted
by applying to the relative percentage change in electricity demand to the equivalent figure for South West electricity demand (25,120 GWh).
Notes on Sources
Existing policy measures only
Existing electricity consumption in South West (number 42) taken from March 2005 Energy Trends (electricity sales) and increased pro rata to take into account on site
generation within industrial and commercial sector, to make it compatible with existing UK consumption (number 38) taken from DUKES table 5.5 (final consumption users) and forecast of UK demand, see below.
March 2005 Energy Trends
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/inform/energy_trends/dec_04.pdf
2020 forecast of UK electricity demand, assuming existing policy measures only (number 39), taken from Annex 4 of Updated Energy and Emissions Projections November
2004 - Addendum: Projections beyond 2010. The figure has been increased to take into account of electricity consumption within Iron and steel industry (figure excluded
from overall forecast in Updated Energy and Emissions paper). Iron and steel figure taken from DUKES and increased by % forecast in Updated Energy and Emissions
Projections paper. See section below on Understanding Electricity Demand
Annex 4 of Updated Energy and Emissions Projections
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/sepn/euets.shtml#uepaddendum
November 2004 - Addendum: Projections beyond 2010.
All Energy White Paper measures
Existing electricity consumption in South West (number 43) taken from March 2004 Energy Trends (electricity sales) and increased pro rata to make it compatible with the
figures for existing (number 40) and forecast (number 41) UK electricity consumption referred to in the Energy White Paper associated document, Estimates of Primary
Energy Demand and Electricity Generation - DTI note, which refer to gross electricity generated (major power producers). Energy White Paper figures from 2001. Figure
used here taken from DUKES table 5.6 for 2003. See section below on Understanding Electricity Demand
Digest of United Kingdon Energy Statistics (DUKES)
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/inform/dukes/dukes2004/index.shtml
Energy White Paper associated document
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/whitepaper/est_energy.pdf
GVA and household growth
GB households taken from ODPM website. Scottish figures extrapolated from 2011. 2003 figure extrapolated between 2001 & 2006.
NI households taken from Household Projections for NI 2002-2025, NI Statistics & Research Agency, Jan 2005 (Principal projection)
SW households taken from ODPM website
ODPM webite link http://www.odpm.gov.uk/stellent/groups/odpm_control/documents/contentservertemplate/odpm_index.hcst?n=1572&l=3
SW and UK GVA projections taken from RDA spreadsheet - summary info on second worksheet
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Understanding Electricity Demand
As a result of having to use two different forecasts for UK electricity demand for the two scenarios, see data sources above, two different
definitions of electricity demand have also had to be used to ensure internal consistency within the calculations. The figures for South West
electricity demand have been adjusted pro rata to make them consistent with the assumptions behind the UK figures.
Table 36 below illustrates the relationship between the various electricity consumption figures used within the electricity demand forecasts
contained within scenarios 2a and 2b.
Table 36: Relationships between electricity demand assumptions 2003

Total electricity supply
Minus electricity generated by ‘other
generators’
Minus net imports
Electricity generated by ‘major power
producers’
Minus energy industry use
Minus system losses
Minus statistical difference between supply
and demand
Electricity consumption by ‘final users’
Minus sales from other generators
Plus energy industry use supplied by public
distribution system (major power producers)
UK electricity sales
SW electricity sales

40

GWh DUKES
table ref.40
400,780 Table 5.3
-36,019 Table 5.3
- 2,160 Table 5.3
362,600 Table 5.3 &
table 5.6
-31,413 Table 5.3 &
table 5.5
-29,862 Table 5.3
-960 Table 5.3

Notes

This corresponds to the figure of 354,000 GWh for 2001 quoted in the
Energy White Paper associated document and is the figure used as UK
electricity demand for 2003 within scenario 2b
32,515 GWh (table 5.3) minus 1,102 GWh (table 5.5) of iron and steel
consumption counted as energy industry use

338,546 Table 5.5
-17,252 Table 5.3
+4,841 Table 5.5

This figure is used as UK electricity demand for 2003 within scenario 2a

325,033 Table 5.5

This is the UK figure closest in equivalence to the corresponding SW
demand figure contained within the March 2005 Energy Trends
From March 2005 Energy Trends. Represents 7.42% of UK electricity
sales.

25,546

Data taken from Digest of United Kingdom Statistics (DUKES) 2004, DTI.
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ANNEX 6: FORECASTING HEAT DEMAND
As there is no UK % target for renewable heat, there is less political sensitivity, compared to
electricity demand, about the precision with which estimates of heat demand by 2010 and 2020
were made. For this reason, a slightly simpler methodology, which is explained below, was used
to establish estimates of SW heat energy demand for 2010 and 2020.
An estimate of future total UK energy demand by sector, for 2010 and 2020 is shown in the table
below. As with annex 5, the demand figure for 2020 assumes that all of the measures set out for
energy efficiency in the Energy White Paper are implemented.
Table 37: Projections for Total UK Energy Supplied (000's GWh) UK, split by sector:
2003
(from
DUKES)
312
446
143
900

Sector
Industry
Domestic
Services
Total

2020 with
EWP
measures
253
320
152
725

2010
325
389
163
877

From this total energy supplied data, an estimate was made of how much of this was for heat
(covering space and water heating, as well as industrial process heat and drying). The resulting
estimated proportions of the energy shown in table 37 used for heat are shown in the table
below:
Table 38: Estimate of % sectoral energy supplied used for heating for UK (000's GWh)

Sector

% of energy
supplied
used for
heat

industry
domestic
services
Total

77%
80%
63%

2003

2010

2020 with
EWP
measures

312
446
143
900

325
389
163
877

253
320
152
725

Finally, this data was applied pro-rata to provide figures for the South West. The same figures
and approach were used as for electricity demand, as explained in annex 5. Domestic heat
energy supplied was applied pro-rata on the basis of the % of UK households that are in the
SW. Services and Industry heat energy supplied was calculated pro-rata on the predicted SW
GVA as a % of the UK GVA.
Table 39: Estimate of energy supplied used for heating for SW (000's GWh)
Sector

2003

2010

industry
domestic
services
Total

26
33
12
71

28
33
14
76
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Sources:
• Sectoral splits of energy end use taken from PIU Energy Review background paper
"Energy productivity to 2010 - potential and key issues"
http://www.strategy.gov.uk/downloads/files/PIUd.pdf
• Data for UK energy demand on as supplied basis, broken down by sector, for 2003 taken
from the Digest of UK Energy Statistics (DUKES)
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/inform/dukes/dukes2004/index.shtml
• Data for total energy demand, split by sector, for 2010 and 2020 taken from supporting
analysis for Energy White Paper “Sectoral energy and emissions projections in the
energy white paper” http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/whitepaper/projections%20_wp.pdf
• Data on Household projections and GVA as for annex 5
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ANNEX 7: ON-SITE GENERATION
Analysis from London Renewables Toolkit of % carbon saving vs. impact on build cost
What do the graphs tell us?
The following graphs illustrate the annual carbon savings and cost increase on base build for
each technology relevant to the individual development scenarios. Technologies to the left of the
vertical dashed line and above the bottom horizontal dashed line will meet the 5% target for
reduction of carbon emissions without placing an undue burden on developers. Those above the
middle horizontal dashed line (and to the left of the horizontal line) will generate savings of 10%
or more and those in the top left hand section of each graph will meet a target of 15% carbon
emission savings without adding more than 5% to the base build cost (i.e. these are the most
effective technologies for the specific development).
On several graphs some technologies register as unsuitable for particular developments as their
% carbon savings are slightly under the 5%, 10% or 15% criteria, or their % cost increase is
slightly above the 5%, 10% or 15% criteria. In reality, these technologies may be suitable if the
circumstances are more favourable than those of the feasibility study figures. (e.g. the PV panel
selected costs less than the average used in this study).
Additionally, it may be possible to install 2 types of low cost technology to generate a target,
instead of one larger technology.

Development details
The graphs are based on feasibility studies carried out as part of London Renewables’
‘Integrating renewable energy into new developments: Toolkit for planners, developers and
consultants’. The findings are based on modelling scenarios and should therefore only be used
as an illustrative guide.
Building types and location scenarios were selected to reflect typical examples of the more
common developments coming forward for planning consent in the South West. Build costs do
not include land purchase costs as these would vary greatly from site to site.
Developments are all classified as ‘major’, i.e. a minimum of 10 housing units and 1,000m2 of
non-domestic building.
Technologies were selected based on: location, energy uses in the building (applicable to hot
water demand and cooling demand only, as surplus electricity can be exported to the grid), size
and type of development and issues such as roof space for solar applications. In some
situations, technologies not considered in this study for a particular development type may
actually be suitable in practice. Therefore, technologies should not be excluded without
consideration at the initial planning stage.
The following table details build cost assumptions made when calculating the percentage cost
increase resulting from the installation of renewable energy technologies.
Table 40: Build cost assumptions

Development

Build rate cost*

Total build cost

Central retail block
Small retail unit

£850 / m2 GIFA
£750 / m2 GIFA

£2.5m
£1.0m
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Prestige office
Standard office
Infill naturally ventilated office
Hotel
Care homes & sheltered
housing
Medium density housing
Infill medium density housing
Residential tower
Primary or secondary school
Sports centre / health club
with pool
* = building type + location type

ANNEX 7

£1,800 / m2 GIFA
£1,400 / m2 GIFA
£1,200 / m2 GIFA
£2,200 / m2 GIFA
£1,200 / m2 GIFA

£7.9m
£5.8m
£1.6m
£6.6m
£3.6m

£1,100 / m2 GIFA
£1,400 / m2 GIFA
£1,600 / m2 GIFA
£1,200 / m2 GIFA
£2,100 / m2 GIFA

£4.2m
£1.6m
£9.7m
£3.6m
£6.3m

Further notes can be found after the graphs

Technology costs
The additional capital cost rate for each size of the individual renewable technologies is given
below:
Table 41: Additional capital costs for individual renewable technology

Technology

Capital cost rate (extra)a

£800 / kW
GSHP (50%)
£800 / kW
GSHP (100%)
£1,000 / kW
GSHP (85%)
£200 / kW
Ground cooling (50%)
£200 / kW
Ground cooling (100%)
£400 / m2 panel
SWH (50%)
£400 / m2 panel
SWH (5%)
£400 / m2 panel
SWH (10%)
£400 / m2 panel
SWH (15%)
£200 / kW
Biomass heating (33%)
£200 / kW
Biomass heating (50%)
£200 / kW
Biomass heating (100%)
£2,720 kW
Biomass CHP (33%)
£2,720 kW
Biomass CHP (50%)
£1,000 / kW
Wind (5%)
£1,000 / kW
Wind (10%)
£1,000 / kW
Wind (15%)
£850 / m2 panel
PV (rooftop) (5%)
£850 / m2 panel
PV (rooftop) (10%)
£850 / m2 panel
PV (rooftop) (15%)
£85 / m2 panel
PV (cladding) (5%)
£85 / m2 panel
PV (cladding) (10%)
£85 / m2 panel
PV (cladding) (15%)
a
Marginal cost of the renewable technology, i.e. cost of renewable system minus the cost of any
conventional technology or building components replaced.
b
Costs of technologies are based on estimates of current market prices, obtained from a
number of sources. They are for general guidance only and accurate calculations should be
carried out for each installation.
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Technology options
Full details of the technology options, based on the legend accompanying the graphs:

Legend
GSHP (50% / 100% / 85%)

Ground cooling (50% /
100%)
SWH (50% / 5% / 10% /
15%)
Biomass heating (33% /
50% / 100%)
Biomass CHP (33% /
50%)
Wind (5% / 10% / 15%)
PV (rooftop) (5% / 10% /
15%)
PV (cladding) (5% / 10% /
15%)

Definition
Ground source heat pump (GSHP) will provide 50% / 100% /
85% of the annual space heating and domestic hot water
demand
Ground cooling system will meet 50% / 100% of the annual
cooling demand
Solar water heating (SWH) installation will meet 50% / 5% /
10% / 15% of the annual DHW demand
Biomass heating system will meet 33% / 50% / 100% of the
annual SH and DHW demand
Biomass CHP unit will meet 33% / 50% of the annual SH and
DHW demand
Wind turbine/s sized to reduce annual carbon emissions by
5% / 10% / 15%
PV (rooftop) installation sized to reduce annual carbon
emissions by 5% / 10% / 15%
PV (cladding) installation sized to reduce annual carbon
emissions by 5% / 10% / 15%

CSE: Peter Capener: Wardell Armstrong
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Figure 25: Graphs illustrating % of carbon saving vs. impact on build cost - all technologies &
build types
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Prestige office
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Infill naturally ventilated office
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Hotel
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Medium Density Housing
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Residential Tower
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Notes for tables
Central retail block
1. All renewable energy system data is calculated on the basis of Sales Floor Area
2. Reference development costs are quoted in Gross Internal Floor Area
3. PV: total system size is constrained by available roof and/or facade area
4. PV: several different types of PV are available with varying costs and performance
characteristics. Site specific costs will depend on system selection.
5. PV Cladding: assumes PV replaces high quality, high cost cladding, e.g. marble. The cost /
m2 shown is the over cost on high quality cladding.
Small retail unit
1. All renewable energy system data is calculated on the basis of Sales Floor Area
2. Reference development costs are quoted in Gross Internal Floor Area
3. The scenario consists of 5 retail units each with a sales area of 200m2, giving the total net
and gross areas shown in the scenario data box
Prestige office
1. All renewable energy system data is calculated on the basis of Treated Floor Area (TFA)
2. Reference development costs are quoted in Gross Internal Floor Area
3. Base costs include Category A fit-out but exclude tenants fit-out
4. PV: total system size is constrained by available roof and / or façade area
5. PV: several different types of PV are available with varying costs and performance
characteristics. Site specific costs will depend on system selection.
6. PV Cladding: assumes PV replaces high quality, high cost cladding, e.g. marble. The cost /
m2 shown is the over cost on high quality cladding.
Standard office
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All renewable energy system data is calculated on the basis of Treated Floor Area (TFA)
Reference development costs are quoted in Gross Internal Floor Area
Base costs include Category A fit-out but exclude tenants fit-out
PV: total system size is constrained by available roof and / or façade area
PV: several different types of PV are available with varying costs and performance
characteristics. Site specific costs will depend on system selection.
6. Wind: the use of wind generators will require detailed site analysis
Infill naturally ventilated office
1.
2.
3.
4.

All renewable energy system data is calculated on the basis of Treated Floor Area (TFA)
Reference development costs are quoted in Gross Internal Floor Area
Base costs include Category A fit-out but exclude tenants fit-out
PV: several different types of PV are available with varying costs and performance
characteristics. Site specific costs will depend on system selection.

Hotel
1. All renewable energy system data is calculated on the basis of Treated Floor Area
2. Biomass CHP: small system sizes (below, e.g. 50kWe) are unlikely to be available
3. Biomass CHP: this is still (in 2004) an emerging technology and requires detailed
investigation
4. PV: total system size is constrained by available roof and / or façade area
5. PV: several different types of PV are available with varying costs and performance
characteristics. Site specific costs will depend on system selection.
Care homes

CSE: Peter Capener: Wardell Armstrong
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1. All renewable energy system data is calculated on the basis of Treated Floor Area (TFA)
2. PV: total system size is constrained by available roof and / or façade area
3. PV: several different types of PV are available with varying costs and performance
characteristics. Site specific costs will depend on system selection.
Medium density housing
1. Both renewable energy system data AND reference development costs are quoted on the
basis of Gross Internal Floor Area (GIFA)
2. Biomass heating: cost of district heating network not included
3. PV: several different types of PV are available with varying costs and performance
characteristics. Site specific costs will depend on system selection.
4. Wind: the use of wind generators will require detailed site analysis
5. Wind: it is assumed that private wire is not practical due to market regulations so power
generated is exported to the grid. However, renewable energy generated from sources
within the cartilage of the site can be included in calculations of carbon emission reductions
Infill medium density housing
1. Both renewable energy system data AND reference development costs are quoted on the
basis of Gross Internal Floor Area (GIFA)
Biomass heating: cost of district heating network not included
2. PV: several different types of PV are available with varying costs and performance
characteristics. Site specific costs will depend on system selection.
Residential tower
1. Both renewable energy system data AND reference development costs are quoted on the
basis of Gross Internal Floor Area (GIFA)
2. Biomass heating: cost of communal heating pipework not included
3. Biomass CHP: small system sizes (below e.g. 50kWe) are unlikely to be available
4. Biomass CHP: This is still (in 2004) an emerging technology and requires detailed
investigation
5. PV: total system size is constrained by available roof and / or façade area
6. PV: several different types of PV are available with varying costs and performance
characteristics. Site specific costs will depend on system selection.
7. PV: as cladding it is assumed that material replaced is low cost therefore net cost of PV is
taken as full cost
Primary or secondary school
1. All renewable energy system data is calculated on the basis of Treated Floor Area (TFA)
2. PV: several different types of PV are available with varying costs and performance
characteristics. Site specific costs will depend on system selection
3. Wind: the use of wind generators will require detailed site analysis
Sports centre
1. All renewable energy system data is calculated on the basis of Treated Floor Area (TFA)
2. Biomass CHP: this is still (in 2004) an emerging technology and requires detailed
investigation
3. Solar water heating: discretionary system sizing used for this building type to reflect
increased potential for application of the technology
4. PV: total system size is constrained by available roof and / or façade area

CSE: Peter Capener: Wardell Armstrong
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5. PV: several different types of PV are available with varying costs and performance
characteristics. Site specific costs will depend on system selection.
6. Wind: the use of wind generators will require detailed site analysis.
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Table 42: Summary of viable renewable energy technologies for consideration within an on-site generation requirement

Summary based on meeting 5% carbon emission reduction in on-gas areas < 5% build cost increase

GSHP (50%)
GSHP (100%)
GSHP (85%)
Ground cooling (50%)
Ground cooling (100%)
PV (rooftop) (5%)
PV (rooftop) (10%)
PV (rooftop) (15%)
PV (cladding) (5%)
PV (cladding) (10%)
PV (cladding) (15%)
Biomass heating (33%)
Biomass heating (50%)
Biomass heating
(100%)
SWH (50%)
SWH (5%)
SWH (10%)
SWH (15%)
Wind (5%)
Wind (10%)
Wind (15%)
Biomass CHP (33%)
Biomass CHP (50%)
Total number of viable
technologies

Central
retail
block
√
√

Small
retail
block
√
√

X
√
X
X
X
√
√
√

Infill
naturally
ventilated
office
√
√

Prestige
office
X
√

Standard
office
√
√

X
√
X
X
X
√
√
√

X
√
√
X
X

√
√
X

√
√

√
√

X

X

X

Hotel
√
√
X
X
√
X
X
√
√
√

Care
homes &
sheltered
housing
√
√

√
X
X

Medium
density
housing

Infill
medium
density
housing

√

√

√
X
X

√
√
X

Residential
tower

√
√
X
√
X
X

√
√

√

√
√

X

√
√
√

√
√

√
√

1

3

5

3

√
X
X

X
X
X

√
√

√
√

X

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√

√
√
3

Primary or
secondary
school
√
√

Sports
centre /
health
club with
pool
√
X

√
√
4

3

5

4

4

4

5

Data taken from feasibility studies in London Renewables Toolkit
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Summary based on meeting 10% carbon emission reduction in on-gas areas < 5% build cost increase

GSHP (50%)
GSHP (100%)
GSHP (85%)
Ground cooling (50%)
Ground cooling (100%)
PV (rooftop) (5%)
PV (rooftop) (10%)
PV (rooftop) (15%)
PV (cladding) (5%)
PV (cladding) (10%)
PV (cladding) (15%)
Biomass heating (33%)
Biomass heating (50%)
Biomass heating (100%)
SWH (50%)
SWH (5%)
SWH (10%)
SWH (15%)
Wind (5%)
Wind (10%)
Wind (15%)
Biomass CHP (33%)
Biomass CHP (50%)
Total number of viable
technologies

Central
retail
block
X
√

Small
retail
block
X
√

X
X
X
X
X
X
√
√

Infill
naturally
ventilated
office
√
√

Prestige
office
X
X

Standard
office
X
√

X
X
X
X
X
X
√
√

X
X
X
X
X

X
√
X

X
√

√
√

X

X

X

Hotel
X
√
X
X
X
X
X
X
√
√

Care
homes &
sheltered
housing
√
√

X
X
X

Medium
density
housing

Infill
medium
density
housing

√

√

X
X
X

X
√
X

X
√
X
X
X
X

√
√
X

√
√

X

X
√
√

√
√

√
√

1

1

3

3

X
X
X

X
X
X

√
√

√
√

X

X
√
√

X
√
√
X
√
√
√
√

X
√
√

√
√
2

Residential
tower

Primary
or
secondar
y school
√
√

Sports
centre
/
health
club
with
pool
√
X

√
√
3

2

4

4

4

3

Data taken from feasibility studies in London Renewables Toolkit
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Summary based on meeting 15% carbon emission reduction in on-gas areas < 5% build cost increase

GSHP (50%)
GSHP (100%)
GSHP (85%)
Ground cooling (50%)
Ground cooling (100%)
PV (rooftop) (5%)
PV (rooftop) (10%)
PV (rooftop) (15%)
PV (cladding) (5%)
PV (cladding) (10%)
PV (cladding) (15%)
Biomass heating (33%)
Biomass heating (50%)
Biomass heating
(100%)
SWH (50%)
SWH (5%)
SWH (10%)
SWH (15%)
Wind (5%)
Wind (10%)
Wind (15%)
Biomass CHP (33%)
Biomass CHP (50%)
Total number of viable
technologies

Central
retail
block
X
X

Small
retail
block
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
√

Infill
naturally
ventilated
office
X
√

Prestige
office
X
X

Standard
office
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
√

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

√
√

X

X

X

Care
homes &
sheltered
housing
X
√

Hotel
X
√
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
√

X
X
X

Medium
density
housing

Infill
medium
density
housing

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

Residential
tower

X
X
X
X
X
X

√
√

X

√
X

X

X
X
√

√
X

√
X

0

1

1

2

Sports
centre /
health club
with pool
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

√
√

√
√

X

X
X
√

X
X
√
X
X
√
√
√

X
X
√

√
√
1

Primary or
secondary
school
√
√

√
√
3

2

2

1

2

3

4

Data taken from feasibility studies in London Renewables Toolkit
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Assumptions on technology mix for meeting on-site generation target
Residential
Based on current costs and energy outputs, the hierarchy of technologies, in £/tonne of carbon
saved, is as follows:
Table 43: Hierarchy of building-integrated technology based on current costs and energy outputs

Technology

biomass heating (individual domestic stoves/
boilers)
biomass heating (centralised boiler for
community heating or non-domestic heat
loads)
wind
heat pumps (non-domestic)
solar water heating
heat pumps (domestic)
PV

typical
installed
cost /kW

Annual
energy
output
/kW
(kWh)

£400

1260

266

1.5

£500

1260

266

1.9

£3,000
£1,000
£1,190
£1,333
£6,000

2628
2500
595
1995
800

1130
221
126
131
344

2.7
4.5
9.5
10.2
17.4

Annual
carbon £/kgCO2
saved/kW saved
(kg)

All of the assumptions are given later in this annex. The assumption is that developers, all other
things being equal, will choose to use the technologies that have the lowest £/tonne of carbon
saved.
This clearly shows that biomass community heating is likely to be the most cost-effective
technology. However, there are some major constraints to using this technology, a key one
being the need management of the system, centralised metering and billing, and the attitude of
potential house buyers.
Wind is next in the hierarchy41. However, application of this technology is likely to be severely
constrained by the lack of a suitable wind resource at many sites (in built up, urban areas), as
well as issues such as noise, and visual impact.
It is assumed that a logical approach, and an approach to be encouraged, is that for major
developments, developers will target the social housing component for renewable energy
supply. In practice, this will mean having an RSL, or local authority partner on board at the early
stages of a development, who will have agreed in principle to any proposed measures. The
advantages of such an approach are numerous, namely:
•
•
•

Social landlords are in a position to take on the management, administration and metering
and billing for providing community heating – or would be willing to engage an heat-ESCO to
do so. This would be necessary for community heating.
From the end of 2005, the Housing Corporation will require all new social housing build to
meet EcoHomes standard Very Good – this will further incentivise RSLs to consider
renewable energy options as a way of reducing carbon emissions
Social landlords have an interest in reducing running costs for their tenants, and in helping to
reduce fuel poverty - renewable energy systems, particularly those with no running costs

41

The cost figure for wind is based on stand-alone wind turbines in the range of 2.5-15kW. Projected installed costs for roof mounted
wind turbines (1-1.5kW) are lower than this, in the range of £1-2,000/ kW.
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(solar water heating and PV) can help in this. For this reason, RSL’s can take a longer term
view, and look at whole life costs, rather than just considering upfront capital costs
Heat pumps and community heating provide a way for social landlords to reduce the costs of
annual boiler servicing and inspection, and therefore they are already showing considerable
interest in these technologies for these reasons (e.g. use of heat pumps on social housing in
Cornwall)
RSL’s are likely to be able to bring additional funds to assist with the capital cost of
renewable energy systems, or will have greater access to grant funds (e.g. EST community
energy, EEC funding)

Therefore, the logic that has been applied is that developers will first aim to meet their 10%
target through the provision of renewable heat to social housing, looking first at the option of
biomass community heating, then heat pumps, and then solar water heating, in order of the
£/tonne hierarchy. Only after these options have been explored, will a developer then look at
how the remainder of their target can be met within other non-social housing dwellings on a site.
The key assumptions for the numbers of residential new build development are given in the
table below:
Table 44: Assumptions for number of residential new build developments
No. of new build dwellings to comply per year
% of new build that is major development
No. of new dwellings as part of major
developments
% social housing
No. of new social housing dwellings per year
Level of on-site generation target
Total delivered energy for new build
Total baseline CO2 emissions for new build
Target for CO2 reduction

25000
70%
17500
10%
1750
10%
148,554,082
34,549,499
3,454,950

measured as saving in CO2 emissions
kWh
kg/year
kg/year

The figure of 10% social housing is the current level of new build social housing, taken from the
Draft Regional Housing Strategy for the SW. For social housing, the suggested split between
technologies, based on 2000 new social home per year in the SW being built as part of major
developments, is as follows:
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Social housing
Table 45: Technology mix for social housing

Technology
PV
Wind
Solar water heating
Heat pumps
Biomass heating (individual boilers)
Biomass heating (centralised boiler for
community heating)
Renewable heat from CHP

No. of
Fraction of
dwellings
heat needs
served/ year
met
0
0
438
438

50%
95%

438
438

100%
100%

annual
energy
output (kWh)
0
0
546,875
2,909,375
0

3,062,500
3,062,500
Totals
% of total required

Annual CO2
saving (kg)

installed
MW/ year
0

115,451
171,828

581,875
581,875
1,451,030
42.0%

0.00
0.0
0.9
1.3
0.0
2.19
2.19
6.6

The rational for the mix is as follows:
Community heating, either from a centralised biomass boiler, or heat from renewable CHP, is
likely to be the most cost-effective, at suitable sites. However, the number of suitable sites will
be limited by:
•
•
•

The proximity of a CHP generation plant
The density of the heat load, extent of mixed development, and hence the economic viability
of developing community heating
The willingness of RSL to take on the management of a community heating network, or to
engage with an heat-ESCO to do this

For this reason, only half of the new social housing dwellings will have community heating, from
either larger scale renewable CHP, or biomass heating.
For the remaining dwellings, the next logical choice would be the use of heat pumps and solar
thermal. The use of solar thermal will be restricted to those dwellings that have roof area facing
between south east and south west. Assuming that 50% of remaining homes have suitable roof
orientation, and lack of over shading, then the assumption is that these would be fitted with solar
water heating panels. The other 50% would be fitted with heat pumps. It should be noted that
both of these technologies would require hot water storage tanks to be fitted.
The use of individual stand-alone biomass boilers for each property has been assumed to be
impractical for the following reasons:
•
•
•

The size of the heat load is too small for boiler sizes on the market (<15kW)
The only biomass stoves that are available burn either pellets or logs.
For urban areas, which is where the vast majority of major development, if not all, will take
place, logs are not likely to be cheaply available. Given current price predictions, pellets,
even purchased in bulk, are unlikely to be competitive with mains gas, and therefore would
not be viable in new build that can be connected to the gas mains.

For the remaining non-social housing, the suggested technology mix is as follows:
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Remaining non-social housing
Table 46: Technology mix for remaining non-social housing

Technology
PV
Wind
Solar water heating
Heat pumps
Biomass heating (individual boilers)
Biomass heating (centralised boiler for
community heating)
Renewable heat from CHP

No. of
Fraction of annual fossil
systems
heat needs energy saved
(kWh)
installed
met
1000
1,600,000
16
252,288
3831
50%
7,449,167
500
95%
3,325,000
0
0
0
0

0
0
Totals
% of total required

Annual CO2
saving (kg)

installed
MW/ year

688,000
108,484
1,010,958
196,375
0

2.00
0.10
8.0
1.5
0.00

0
0
2,003,817
58.0%

0.00
0.00
11.64

The rationale for this is:
•
•
•
•
•

Developers will avoid the use of community heating, due to the management complexities
involved
Although wind is one of the most cost-effective technology, viable deployment will be limited
to only a very few sites
Developers will be assumed to favour solar water heating, over and above heat pumps, as
the technology is relatively well known and understood, and will be easier to “sell” to house
buyers
It is assumed that solar water heating will be restricted to only those dwellings that have both
suitable roof orientation and lack of overshading, as well as having a hot water tank – this is
taken to be 25% of the homes
The split between PV and heat pumps is more arbitrary. The maximum number of PV
systems that could be installed, assuming that this is only on south facing roofs that don’t
already have solar water heating, is 25%, which would be 4500.

Non-domestic
The key factors for the quantity of annual new build are given below.
% of new build that is major development
Level of on-site generation target

70%
10%

Total baseline CO2 emissions for new build
Target for CO2 reduction

19,990,180
1,999,018

measured as saving in CO2
emissions
kg/year
kg/year

A suggested breakdown of the technology mix for non-domestic new build is given in the table
below. This has been split down into the five sub-sectors that are expected to have significant
employment growth in the SW over the next 15 years. Data on the number or m2 of new
building are not available. Therefore, the split by technology is given in terms of the relative
contribution to meeting the CO2 reduction target for that sub-sector.
Table 47: Technology mix for non-domestic new build
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Technology

PV
wind
solar water heating
heat pumps (non-domestic)
biomass heating (individual domestic stoves/
boilers)
biomass heating (centralised boiler for community
heating or non-domestic heat loads)
Renewable heat from CHP
Totals
Total annual emissions for subsector new build
(kg)

ANNEX 7

offices

health/
social

education

retailing

50%
5%
5%
15%

10%
10%
5%
25%

20%
20%
0%
20%

30%
5%
0%
20%

20%
0%
20%
20%

635,812
160,684
91,088
376,059

annual
fossil
energy
saved
(kWh)
1,478,633
373,683
431,469
1,979,257

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0

0

0.00

10%

25%

20%

20%

20%

339,058

1,784,517

1.27

15%
100%

25%
100%

20%
100%

25%
100%

20%
100%

396,317
1,999,018

2,085,879
8,133,438

1.49
7.18

7,400,153 2,651,217 3,845,621 4,051,636

hotels and CO2 saved
catering
(kg/year)

installed
MW/ year
1.85
0.14
0.72
1.70

2,041,551

The suggested split by technologies is only very much informed guesswork. The rationale is as
follows:





For offices, where electricity demand is a relatively high component of total energy use, and
where there is potential to offset cladding costs from BIPV, PV is assumed to have the
greatest share of the mix.
Hotels and catering have high hot water demand, and generally a good match in the SW
between the summer months and high demand for hot water, and therefore solar water
heating has a greater share in this sub-sector. Conversely, retailing and education have
relatively low demand for hot water.
Schools are likely to have the greatest potential for wind power; hence wind has the greatest
share of CO2 reduction in this sub-sector.
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Summary of total estimated new renewables capacity from new build (residential + non-domestic)
The summaries below assume that the on-site generation policy will be phased in gradually over time, starting first with large scale strategic
developments. An estimate of how this phasing-in would work, and the impact in annual installed capacity is given in the tables, based on the
technology mix given in section 6.
Table 48: Estimated new renewables capacity from new build – electricity

Year

Start

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

PV (or PV/ roof
mounted wind
turbines)
% BUILT major Annual
Total
developments Capacity installed
meeting policy Installed
capacity
requirement
(MW)
(MW)
0
0.00
0.00
0
0.00
0.00
30%
1.15
1.15
40%
1.54
2.69
70%
2.69
5.39
90%
3.46
8.85
90%
3.46
12.31
90%
3.46
15.78
90%
3.46
19.24
90%
3.46
22.70
90%
3.46
26.17
90%
3.46
29.63
90%
3.46
33.10
90%
3.46
36.56
90%
3.46
40.02
90%
3.46
43.49

Stand alone wind
turbines
Annual
Capacity
Installed
(MW)
0.00
0.00
0.07
0.10
0.17
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21

Total
installed
capacity
(MW)
0.00
0.00
0.07
0.17
0.33
0.55
0.76
0.98
1.19
1.41
1.62
1.83
2.05
2.26
2.48
2.69

Total Electricity

Annual
Capacity
Installed
(MW)
0.00
0.00
1.23
1.63
2.86
3.68
3.68
3.68
3.68
3.68
3.68
3.68
3.68
3.68
3.68
3.68

Total
installed
capacity
(MW)
0.00
0.00
1.23
2.86
5.72
9.40
13.08
16.75
20.43
24.11
27.79
31.47
35.14
38.82
42.50
46.18

Note on table:
For PV installed capacity, there is the potential for the market share of PV to become partially occupied by roof mounted wind, should the latter prove to be
viable. The precise split between the technologies cannot be estimated at this stage.
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Table 49: Estimated new renewables capacity from new build - heat

Solar water heating

Year

Start

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Heat pumps

Biomass heating
(centralised boiler
for community
heating)

Renewable heat from
CHP

Annual
Total
Annual
Total
Annual
% major
Annual
Total
developments Capacity installed Capacity installed Capacity installed Capacity
meeting policy Installed capacity Installed capacity Installed capacity Installed
(MWth)
(MWth)
requirement
(MWth)
(MWth)
(MWth)
(MWth)
(MWth)
0%
0%
30%
40%
70%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%

0
0
2.91
3.88
6.78
8.72
8.72
8.72
8.72
8.72
8.72
8.72
8.72
8.72
8.72
8.72

0
0
2.91
6.78
13.56
22.28
31.00
39.72
48.44
57.16
65.88
74.60
83.32
92.04
100.76
109.48

0
0
1.36
1.81
3.16
4.07
4.07
4.07
4.07
4.07
4.07
4.07
4.07
4.07
4.07
4.07

0
0
1.36
3.16
6.32
10.39
14.45
18.52
22.58
26.65
30.72
34.78
38.85
42.91
46.98
51.04

0
0
1.04
1.38
2.42
3.12
3.12
3.12
3.12
3.12
3.12
3.12
3.12
3.12
3.12
3.12

0
0
1.04
2.42
4.85
7.96
11.08
14.19
17.31
20.43
23.54
26.66
29.77
32.89
36.01
39.12

0
0
1.10
1.47
2.57
3.31
3.31
3.31
3.31
3.31
3.31
3.31
3.31
3.31
3.31
3.31

Total Heat

Total
installed
capacity
(MWth)

Annual
Capacity
Installed
(MWth)

Total
installed
capacity
(MWth)

0
0
1.10
2.57
5.15
8.46
11.77
15.08
18.39
21.70
25.01
28.32
31.63
34.94
38.25
41.55

0
0
6.40
8.54
14.94
19.21
19.21
19.21
19.21
19.21
19.21
19.21
19.21
19.21
19.21
19.21

0
0
6.40
14.94
29.88
49.09
68.30
87.52
106.73
125.94
145.15
164.36
183.57
202.78
221.99
241.20

Note on table:
The contribution from pellet stoves and boilers is not shown as it is assumed to be minimal. This is because the vast majority of major development is
expected to be in on gas areas, where the cost of pellets would be higher than mains gas for heating
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Assumptions used for on-site generation scenarios
General
all costs are before grants
fossil fuel base case new build gas condensing boiler, efficiency
carbon emissions for gas
carbon emissions for grid electricity
assumed average annual space and hot water demand for
social housing
assumed annual average electricity demand
estimated annual average CO2 emissions per dwelling
boiler replacement rate
Heat pump
assumed average size of heat pump unit for new social housing
assumed average size of heat pump unit for retro fit
annual fraction of domestic space and hot water demand met
by heat pump
heat pump domestic new build full load annual running hours
heat pump non-domestic full load annual running hours
CoP for heat pump
assumes that top-up is provided from electricity
based on standard installed costs of £4,000 for a 3kW unit
assumed load factor domestic
assumed load factor non-domestic
Solar water heating
for solar water heating, peak rating for 1m2 collector assumed to
be

1500
1975
6.7%

provides both space and water heating
kg/kWh
kg/kWh
kWh
to 2005 building regs, based on
NHER estimate of gas
consumption
kWh
kg/year
assumes replace every 15 years

3
5
95%

kW thermal
kW thermal
assumes top up heating from electricity

1995
2500
3.5

assumes top up heating from mains gas
overall average, allowing for water heating in summer

assumed average domestic annual hot water demand
annual useful solar fraction for solar water heating system
assumed average size of collector
typical size of domestic solar water heating system

2500
50%
3
2.1

assumed load factor

0.07
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90%
0.19
0.43
6300

0.23
0.29
0.7

kW

i.e. 70% peak efficiency - c.f. Aton
panel, Imagination solar, 2kW for
2.7m2

kWh
assume displacing mains gas
m2
kW
assuming 3m2 of collector area
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Wood fuel/ community heating
assumed average size of new build community heat exchanger
full load running hours for community heating
full load running hours for non-domestic loads
annual fraction of space and hot water demand met by
community heating
cost of heat main
estimate of length of heat main per dwelling
installed cost of heat exchanger, heat meter and connection to
heat main for each dwelling
assumed load factor
assumed load factor
for retro-fit to social housing, assume
average size of domestic reftrofit boiler/ heat exchanger
Wind
cost for wind is based on 6kW grid connect system
typical size of wind turbine
capacity factor for wind turbine
PV
typical size of household PV system
capacity factor for PV
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5
1260

kW

3 bed semi is 8kW for 1998 regs,
from NHER modelling

for domestic
load

2500
100%
£75.00
10
£500
0.14
0.29
50%
20

per m
m

for domestic
load
for non-domestic loads
of biomass installations for wood chip community
heating
kW

6
0.3

kW

2
0.09

kWp

from discussion with EST
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ANNEX 8: OUTCOMES FROM STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS
Notes from peer review meeting – Monday 14th March 2005, CREATE Centre, Bristol
List of attendees:
Ian Bright
Tim Horwood
Meyrick Brentnall
David Robins
Mike Twomey
Pete Grigorey
Mark Ellis-Jones
Lesley Seymour
Cheryl Cowlin
Stuart Todd
Julie Higginbottom
Rob Niblett
Richard Pymm
Alastair McMahon
Stephen Ward
Peter Capener
Martin Holley
Amy Hammond

Somerset CC
Cornwall CC
Gloucester City Council
North Somerset Council
GOSW
Environment Agency
WWF SW
Future Foundations
Regen SW
SWRA
M Baker (Property Services) Ltd
Gloucester County Council
DARE
CSE
CSE
Independent Consultant
CSE
CSE

Renewable electricity session
Scenario 2 – Technologies overdeveloped?
• Wind – low base (50MW) – political
• Wind
• Waste - uncertainty over what happens to residual waste?
• competition with MBT?
Which technologies to bridge the gap
• Energy from waste
• Building-integrated renewables
• Tidal lagoon – link to coastal defence
Ö could link to wind turbines
Ö habitats directive?
• Biomass – no strong view
• Need to be pro-active in promoting wind
• Wave / tidal – discuss with industry – how will growth work
Issues for further investigation
• Look at knowledge shortfalls among planning decision-makers
• Give developers closer steer on where to site (not just wind)
Ö landscape sensitivity work
Ö clearer framework
• Wind – need for greater consultation
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What happens if target not met?
Ö Target is not policy
Can we identify sites for wind?
Further discussion with waste and marine industry

Renewable heat session
Heat: Scenario 2 Plus?
Heat: Technologies
• What about on gas areas?
• Higher penetration rates for scenario
• Regional target?
• Role of carbon emissions trading?
• More emphasis on heat pumps
• Wood chip for district heating / hospitals? (in on gas areas?)
• Solar water heating developed further
• Representing electricity demand for HPs
Heat – Issues to explore
• District heating in on gas areas
• Development in on gas areas
• Untreated wood waste – ratio heat to electricity
• Cost of gas
• Arboricultural waste?
• Sustainable harvesting?
• Reduction in cost from new build?
On-site generation session
Level of target?
• Higher target so achieve lower
• Target large developments first
Ö Identifying strategic sites
• Is there anything we can drop off developers list
• Potential increase in prices for sale
• Demonstrate demand
• Need evidence base
Policy conflicts
• CO2 enables link to other issues
• Affordable homes – how targets for AH measured?
• Bringing together elements of sustainable development
• Need to provide indoor on how it links to SD
• Housing agenda and health
• Waste
• Conservation / heritage
• Energy efficiency / siting
• Link to sustainable communities agenda
Issues for further investigation
• Links to carbon trading
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Existing retro-fitting
Life cycle
Energy assessment procedure

General: planning implications
• Energy from waste become key performance indicator
• Link to CC adaptation – run-off, coastal defence
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Notes from peer review meeting in Taunton, 15th April 2005
List of attendees:
Ian Bright
David Rapley
Tim Horwood
William Wallace
Meyrick Brentnall
David Robins
Jackie Young
Mike Twomey
Neal Whitehead
Pete Grigorey
Mike Birkin
Mark Ellis-Jones
Don Alder
Cheryl Cowlin
Craig Frost
Stuart Todd
Peter Capener
Stephen Ward

Somerset County Council
Wiltshire County Council
Cornwall County Council
North Dorset District Council
Gloucester City Council
North Somerset Council
Plymouth City Council
GOSW
GOSW
Environment Agency
FOE (representing REN)
WWF SW (Link to ESG)
M Baker (Property Services) Ltd
Regen SW
SWRA
SWRA
Consultant
CSE

Summary of comments on draft planning policies:
Section

Comments

1
Background
2.1
Renewable
electricity

Reduce length

2.1.2
offshore

General
agreement (9),
agree to
disagree (X)
9

Replace should with will in E1 & E2 – need to be more 9
positive
E1 – take out as no time for implementation given
timescales for LDD?
REvision 2010 has already encouraged adoption of these
targets therefore not new to the region. RSS will only be
confirming current practice
2020 target – need for sub-regional breakdown? ~ do it now
or in future? Put in SPD? Review in 5 years?
Draft RSS should flag review to produce sub regional
breakdown within 1-2 years within explanatory text
Merge E1 &E2 together
Use 950 instead of 947 (balance of views seemed to be for
scenario 2b, so figures will change accordingly)
Should there be policy for off shore? YES
RSS should not be limited to just land-use planning issues

X
9

9
9
9
9

Marine spatial planning (may have a bearing in future)
Policy can demonstrate political support (i.e. support will be 9
needed from LPAs for on-shore grid cables as well as
possible grid reinforcement )
Policy has to be linked to on-shore implications e.g. move 9
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E4(i) as separate policy?
2.2
Renewable
heat

Section 3

Need definition of Renewable Heat- Glossary of terms?

9

Explain importance of heat beyond focus on renewable
electricity – general agreement on need to explain what
renewable heat is, how it is different to renewable
electricity, and why it needs a separate target
Link to PPS22 ref. to energy not just electricity – this will
provide extra justification for heaving a target in RSS
Emphasise potential link to social policies (regeneration/fuel
poverty)
Link to 10 GW CHP target? (could provide extra justification
for having renewable heat target in RSS)
Link to urban regeneration
Emphasise more important role for planners (i.e. in
matching heat loads to renewable CHP – suggest put this
point straight after targets/ policy)
Yes to heat targets in RSS
Give heat breakdown in table – (to give people more info
on how target is composed)
Agreed that renewable heat section real opportunity to give
SW flavour – therefore should cover benefits to region from
renewable heat
Table 5, too much detail? – this can be cut down
Link to biodiversity and energy crops

9

Should there be SPD to support RSS – yes
Adapt E4 (d) – adding appropriate scale – consult with
National parks? / AONBs - uncertainty as to whether to
have specific figures on scale within text
Note that green belts intended to protect setting of historic
towns
Need policy on community scale schemes ~ need to add
degree of community involvement as criteria as well as
reference to social and environmental benefits, currently in
intro para
Word ‘within’ for E4 (b) is useful PPS22 – uncertain whether
it takes into account proximity to designated areas
E4 – re-phrase so that describes characteristics of
development
Add something on urban areas – need to link to urban
regeneration
Too bland – need greater clarity in order to aid
interpretation
Cumulative impact - need more guidance at local level
within LDDs though reference here would be useful ~
covered under E4(a)?
Make reference to flood risk within E4
Use of ‘positively encourage’ – incorrect! ~ should come
from criteria. Refer to targets instead
Need more regional flavour for criteria e.g. agricultural
diversification, urban regeneration
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9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

?
9
9
?
9
9
9
9
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Section 4

Sec 5.1

Policy E5

5.2

policy E6

ANNEX 8

Do not represent technologies on map, clear message is
that there are few specific areas within region for any of the
main technologies - key point needs to be made that all
LPAs need to think about wind
Technology development in the SW will be very dispersed
Use pie chart map for 2010 plus constraints opportunities
map, including urban regeneration areas, PUAs, designated
areas etc and then text to describe the spatial distribution
for key technologies to 2020
Lose spatial map as currently stands

9

Energy hierarchy
Show Energy hierarchy as diagram
not just social housing refer to sustainable building code –
be aware of repeating national policy
Link to sustainable development strategy
Refer to national code for sustainable building and Future
Foundations
Define major developments earlier
Energy assessments for all developments – ‘deemed to
satisfy’ route for small developments
Policy should apply to all developments
All developments and not ‘seek’ ‘should put into effect’
2nd para – add text for small developments and ‘deemed to
satisfy’
Refer to WWF/ FF/ BRE code

9
9
9

Building-integrated RE
“Developers should take into account” paragraph needs
balance – e.g. say something like ‘There are costs as
well as benefit’
Remove word “Viable” – all developments ‘will’ not
should.
Agreed to Carbon based target – complex but needs
explanation

9
9

9

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9

(carbon based policy as follows: “Where
viable all developments should include a
proportion
of
their
energy
supply
from
renewable sources. Major developments will be
expected to provide, as a minimum, sufficient
on-site renewable energy to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions from energy use on-site by
10%.”)

Impact of charging fuel mix on undue burden over time?
(need to explore this is broader work)
Green tariffs don’t count – link to on-site generation only
(need to pin down definitions of what constitutes “onsite”)
Remove 2nd paragraph (re: LDDs), unless LPAs want
to go higher
For minor developments, need lighter touch policy –
potential for a ‘deemed to satisfy’ type approach
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5.2.1

LDDs should deal with smaller development
Major developments defined in RSS. Use current
definition (i.e. the one used for London) – LPAs can
define their own thresholds to suit their circumstances
Remove and place In supplementary doc
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REvision 2020: Notes from meeting with Western Power Distribution (WPD), 24th March
2005
Location: WPD offices, Bristol
Present
WPD: Christian Hjelm, Phil Mann – Primary System Design Engineers
Regen SW: Keith Gillanders
Project Team: Peter Capener, Stephen Ward
Meeting notes
1. Clarification of key issues (relating to grid connection in WPD area, covering Cornwall,
Devon, former Avon, Somerset)
1a. Maximum size of connection for offshore renewables into existing grid
For North Cornwall coast, west of Indian Queens substation, limit for connecting offshore
devices to existing northern 132kV line likely to be 60-100 MW – the higher figure for power
factor close to unity. 30MW of this earmarked for Wave Hub. Other connections in the same
area would reduce this capacity.
Would potentially be possible to connect 100MW offshore array by running dedicated 132kV line
from Indian Queens substation out to coast – e.g. Newquay. This would be a wooden pole
mounted line. Cost ~ £10 million.
Such a line would be classed a “sole use asset”, i.e. developer would have to pay full cost, but
would get a refund if another user were to connect to same extension within 5 years. No need to
apply to Ofgem for this investment, as covered by developer, and so not passed on to wider
consumers.
For east Cornwall (east of Indian Queens) it may be possible to connect 50-100 MW of capacity
to each 132kV line (one in north and one in south).
1b. Capacity of existing grid to absorb total proposed renewable electricity capacity for 2020
No major connection issues with targets proposed (as long as generation connected in small
clusters and dispersed across the South West as indicated by tables shown in meeting), except
for the north half of Devon, which could be major bottleneck. Northern part of Devon could
potentially have 300MW of renewable capacity connected by 2020, with combination of tidal
stream, wave, onshore wind and energy crop biomass CHP. Because of voltage rise and
capacity issues, this might require re-inforcement of the National Grid (NGC) 400/132kV
transfomer substation at Alverdiscott. There is, on average, a 5 year leads in time for NGC to
plan their works.
2. Suggestions for regional actions
•
•

Finance joint study (NGC/ WPD) into re-inforcement requirements for grid network in North
Devon area
Role for Regen SW in brokering discussions between offshore developers for possible
shared ownership of 132kV spurs to coast
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Need for Local Planning Authorities to start approving wayleaves for overhead grid
connections (pole mounted), to avoid additional cost burden of underground cable (approx.
10 times as expensive)
Need for further discussions with MoD to explore use of coastal zone between Pyworthy and
St Tudy – this would open up use of 132kV grid line in that area for developers to connect to.
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Commentary on changes to Draft Renewable Energy Planning Policies (longer
document)
Section

Recommendation from:

Section 1 Background
• General background reduced in length
• Extra section on electricity and heat

Workshop
Workshop

Section 2 Targets
S 2.1
• Combined policy E1 and E2
• Replaced ‘should’ with ‘will’
• Incorporated sub regional targets within policy
• Used 847 MW (scenario 2b figure) not 947 MW (scenario 2a
figure) as 2020 target
• Added more specific link with current RPG target
• Added policy on offshore focussing on grid connection
• Added need to develop sub regional 2020 targets, to text
S 2.2
• Add link to PPS22 to help justify heat target
• Used the heat target to provide more of a SW flavour
• Used specific figures for heat target
• Added more detailed technology breakdown to support
target
• Added link to social policies including fuel poverty,
regeneration
• Added technology mix table
• Removed original table 5 and incorporated key points within
new intro section
• Role of LPAs in helping to match heat load to CHP
emphasised – key issue for meeting target
Not Covered
• Link to CHP target not included, as target is a national one
with no regional equivalent, therefore considered to not add
any meaningful weight.
Section 3 Development Criteria
• Difficult to develop criteria that add anything to PPS22
without going into areas best dealt with by LDDs, therefore
criteria reduced significantly to focus on three issues of
particular importance to region, designated areas,
cumulative impact and minimising environmental impact.
• Flood risk added to list of impacts to be dealt with
• Added emphasis on this being only part of picture alongside
other issues highlighted within PPS22 and LDDs.
• Added stronger weighted support for the need to take into
account wider benefits as material consideration.
• Added reference to opportunity for National Parks/AONBs to
develop their own RE policies
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Not covered
• Adding positive criteria into list – considered not the place for
positive criteria, e.g. urban and regeneration opportunities.
Better flagged up elsewhere, e.g. under spatial guidance.
• Positive criteria to encourage development were not flagged
up in this list because criteria will apply to all developments
and not all developments may reasonably be expected to
meet them. May therefore restrict rather than promote
development
• Adding regional flavour to criteria difficult when by definition
these criteria should apply to whole region. Regional flavour
pulled out in spatial guidance and targets.
• Reference to community scale schemes not added due to
problems of defining community scale
• Reference to green belts not added in text as green belt
criteria taken out
• Rewording suggested by MB very helpful but in the end
superceded by decision to cut down criteria significantly and
place in context of PPS22 and LDDs
• Reference to targets in policy deemed unnecessary due to
other policies
Section 4 Broad Areas
• Broad areas map removed and replaced with opportunities &
constraints map and text providing spatial guidance
• Emphasised fact that technology development within the
region will be very dispersed without any identifiable areas
for technologies
• Pie chart map for 2010 targets retained.
Section 5 Sustainable Energy Use within New Development
• Energy Hierarchy diagram was introduced but then removed
as it seemed to give to much prominence to the hierarchy.
• Section reduced in length and sub sections merged with
section 5.2.1 removed (though if the longer document
becomes SPD then this could usefully go back in)
• Two policies combined into one
• Policy in this area placed more clearly within the context of
wider government and regional initiatives and building codes
• Policy now applies to all developments but target applies
only to major developments
• Policy says all development will ‘comply’ rather than ‘seek to’
• Word viable removed from policy
• Policy expressed in terms of carbon
• 2nd para in BIR policy removed referring to LDDs
• Reference to costs as well as benefits added in text
• Defined more clearly what constitutes on site
• Specifically excluding green tariffs as these could be
removed as soon as development has passed
• Assumed that LDDs should deal with approaches to small
development
• Emphasised that LPAs can define their own lower thresholds
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(but not higher)
Not Covered
• Reference to defining a ‘deemed to satisfy’ route for small
developments not included as needs further investigation,
though could be of value if it could be made to work

Project team

Comment on development of core policies document
Explanatory text reduced to minimum to support each policy. Text selected in discussion with
steering group.
Section 5 giving spatial guidance doesn’t have a policy and was therefore excluded from the
core policies document. However, it may be considered that this provides helpful SW specific
guidance that could be re-introduced in some form within RSS if space allows.

Commentary on additional points raised by participants following meeting
Distinguish between distribution and transmission when referring to the grid
This was considered a level of detail that would require significant explanation within a
document already restricted in length. However distinction will be made more clearly within the
full consultants report (draft does this partially, final report will do so more fully)
Reference to PPS1 paragraph
Referring to this paragraph would not be simple, as it would require further explanation of the
relationship with building regs and how this policy does not “replicate, cut across, or
detrimentally affect matters within the scope of other legislative requirements”. Again space
works against such an approach.
Use integrated sustainability assessments
To require such an approach will require wider discussions within the RA and is beyond the
scope of this project.
Use RPG Annex A definition of major development
RPG definition is for a development requiring a transport assessment or a residential
development over 100 households. This would seem to be setting the threshold a lot higher
than has been discussed to date.
LPAs promoting exemplar projects is discriminatory and unrealistic
This paragraph (second para on pg 15) could be removed if it is considered inappropriate by
others. It was felt to be helpful to emphasise the LPAs potential leadership role in promoting
good practice, it doesn’t mean to say that developments have to be funded by the public
sector.
More specific reference to urban areas
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Opportunities for urban development clearly highlighted within the revised section on spatial
guidance.
Supporting use of green tariffs
A policy that requires on site generation could be diluted by enabling the requirement to be met
by green tariffs, when there is no way of ensuring that the tenants of the building will continue
to use the tariff concerned.
Provide clarity around reference to BRE codes
Addressed within the explanatory text in section 5
Use text to emphasise national policy and broader context
Addressed within the explanatory text in section 5
Rewording of development criteria as proposed by MB
See comment under section 3 above
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ANNEX 9: REVIEW OF OTHER RSS POLICIES ON RENEWABLE ENERGY AND
THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SOUTH WEST

Part 1: Review
All the following RSS and RPG drafts were prepared prior to the publication of the PPS22
Companion Guide, also RPG for the West Midlands and the Partial Review of RPG13 predate
the finalisation of PPS22. RPG published prior to 2004 has not been included in this overview,
with the exception of RPG for the South West.
1. East of England draft RSS, 2005
Policy ENV8: General policy on renewable energy and energy efficiency
• Requires developers to maximise efficiency through design etc
• Requires energy consumption statements on developments over 1000 sq m or 50 dwellings
• Requires all developments above the same threshold to provide at least 10% of their energy
requirements from renewables
• Specifies sustainable locations for development
• Encourages use of landfill gas
• Encourages community based schemes
• Renewable energy targets for 2010 and 2020 are included in the supporting text and are not
the subject of a specific policy
Appendix C: Renewable energy generation: locational principles and criteria
Principles:
• LDDs should adopt the “regional energy hierarchy” in descending order of priority: first
reduce the need for energy use, second use it more efficiently, third use renewable energy,
fourth use clean and efficient fossil technology
• A spatial approach should be used to “guide broad locations for particular developments e.g.
wind.” Policies in LDDs should be related to sub-regional growth areas, settlements outside
growth areas, non-designated landscapes, designated landscapes
• Small scale community-based schemes are most likely to be permissible in areas which are
within or close to settlements, within suitable landscapes, close to the origin of the energy
source, close to groups of buildings in rural areas.
Area-based criteria
• Other policies in RSS are relevant to the location of renewable energy projects, such as
landscape character
• Sustainable Communities Plan growth areas: as these areas will see most development their
potential for energy efficiency, CHP and renewables should be used to the greatest possible
extent
• Settlements outside the growth areas: less development proposed but still many
opportunities to combine it with the use of renewable and energy efficient technology.
• Non-designated landscapes: seen as the principle locations for large scale developments
associated with wind, biomass and agricultural wastes, and for smaller schemes using
hydro, sewage gas etc. Biomass combustion plant to be as close as possible to the source
of the fuel.
• Designated landscapes: not suitable for large scale renewable energy projects, especially
wind. Small scale projects with mitigation may be acceptable
Technology-based criteria
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LDDs should specify detailed criteria covering energy efficiency standards, locational criteria
for specific renewable energy technologies
Guidance is provided in respect of six technologies.

2. South East draft RSS 2005
Proposals for renewable energy were considered during 2003/4 and have been fed into the
most recent draft of South east RSS
Policy EN1 Design for energy efficiency and renewable energy
High standard of efficiency through design are required, LDDs may use a variety of measures
including:
• Assessments of energy demand in new development
• Attainment of high efficiency ratings
• Use of on-site renewable resources
• Promotion in the large scale growth areas
Policy EN2 CHP
Policy EN3 Renewable energy targets
• Sets out minimum targets by installed capacity and share of capacity for 5 year periods to
2026
• Identifies the most significant resources by technology
Policy EN4 Sub-regional targets
• Provides sub-regional targets for 2010, 2016 and 2020
• Proposes the use of detailed assessments of local potential, use of community based
schemes, encouraging local supply chains, raising awareness
Policy EN6 Development criteria
• LDDs should contain criteria policies to support the development of renewables
• Lists five broad criteria
In addition RPG9 for the South East Identifies broad sub-regional targets using pie diagrams
to show the relative size of the resource by sub-area and how it is made up of the four main
technologies
3.

Yorkshire and the Humber RSS based on the selective review of RPG12, December
2004.

Policy R12 Energy generation transmission and supply
• Sets out targets for the installation of renewable energy generation capacity by 2010 as
minima, by sub-region and with an overall regional total.
• LDDs should include criteria policies to be applied in securing the sub-regional targets,
which will need to take account of designated areas.
• Encouragement of CHP projects
• Encouragement of clean coal technologies
Other policies provide some context for the development of renewables:
• Policy S4 deals with urban and rural design issues
• Policy S5 deals with Climate Change and the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
• Policy S6 deals with the sustainable use of physical resources
• Policy N3 deals with landscape character
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4. Draft RSS for North East England, November 2004
Policy 41 Sustainable energy use
• Requires a range of strategies to achieve higher efficiency ratings
Policy 42 Renewable energy generation
• Commitment to the achievement of a 10% target for the region
• Sets minimum sub-regional targets for installed renewable energy capacity
Policy 43 Planning for renewables
• Sets out 13 criteria for the assessment of renewable energy projects
Policy 44 Onshore wind development
• Identifies broad areas considered suitable for the development of major wind farms, which
are also shown on the Key Diagram
5. RPG11 for the West Midlands June 2004
Policy EN1 Energy Generation
Sets out the framework for LDDs:
• Encourage the development of renewables
• Provide spatial guidance
• Identify criteria including eight specified criteria
Policy ENV2 Energy Conservation
• Sets out the framework for LDDs:
• Minimise energy demands through design
• Encourage CHP and district heating
Other points:
• RPG11 does not include a target for renewable energy but encourages development that will
contribute to the national 10% target, and suggests that the region could possibly generate
15% of its energy from renewables
• Provides a general description of the technologies most relevant to the region.
6.

Partial Review of RPG13 for the North West, March 2004

Policy ER13 A framework for sustainable energy
• Includes the Energy Hierarchy in policy and a diagram in text
• Local authorities should set an example in initiating their own projects
Policy ER14 Energy efficiency
• Includes CHP
• Includes energy efficiency through good design, layout etc
• Text includes reference to the use of Supplementary Planning Guidance to cover design
issues, materials, layout etc.
Policy ER15 Renewable energy
• Sets a minimum target for renewable energy supplied in the region by 2010.
• Includes four criteria
• Includes encouragement for building-integrated renewables
• Supporting text includes sub-regional targets to 2010
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7. The London Plan, February 2004
Policy 4A.7 Energy efficiency and renewable energy
• Supports energy efficient and renewable technology
Policy 4A.8 Energy assessment
• Energy assessments will be required in respect of major developments, which should show
what steps have been taken to apply the Mayor’s energy hierarchy: using less energy, using
renewable energy and supplying energy efficiently.
Policy 4A.9 Renewable energy
• Major developments are to demonstrate how a proportion of energy will be generated from
renewables
Policy 4A.10 Supporting the provision of renewable energy
• Support for the development of a least one large wind farm
• Borough UDPs to identify sites for wind and other renewable developments
8. RPG10 for the South West, September 2001
Policy RE6 Energy generation and use
• Support national target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 12.5%/20%
• A minimum of 11-15% of electricity production to come from renewable sources by 2010
• Encourage community-based projects, CHP/DH, energy efficiency in new build and
redevelopment
Development plans should:
• Specify criteria for assessing renewable energy projects, to help in balancing benefits
against impacts
• Promote energy conservation through design, layout etc

Part 2: Implications
1. Energy Hierarchy and Energy Use Assessments
The Energy Hierarchy included within the East of England draft RSS and the North West RPG
Partial Review contains a logical series of four preferences that puts minimising the use of
energy and efficiency at the apex. The Hierarchy referred to in the London Plan is shorter and
surprisingly places energy efficiency after renewable energy.
The use of an Energy Hierarchy has been coupled with the use of Energy Assessments for
major developments in the London Plan.
An Energy Hierarchy has a certain value in helping to set the context for renewable energy
planning policy but it also has limitations. In particular:
• The majority of measures to achieve energy efficiency fall outside the planning system –
insulation standards, boiler and appliance efficiency standards, etc. Planning can influence
efficiency and overall use of energy to some degree: at the broadest level through the way in
which development is located and by reducing car use; and at a detailed level by encouraging
the use of passive solar design principles in individual buildings, estate layouts etc.
• There is nothing in Government policy which requires that energy efficiency should precede
the development of renewable energy. The two are seen as progressing in tandem. Some
campaigning groups opposing the development of renewables, particularly wind farms, will
stress that efficiency should come ahead of renewables. It may be fair to argue that there is little
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point in generating renewable energy which will be wasted through inefficiency, but in reality we
need both measures; efficiency and renewables. The approach taken by PPS22 is that
renewable energy projects should be positively encouraged where they satisfy criteria policy. If
an Energy Hierarcy is introduced into South West RSS it must be properly explained to ensure
that it is not used as a reason to hold up renewable projects in favour of efficiency measures.
The London Plan and East of England Draft RSS require that major developments present an
Energy Use Assessment as part of the planning process. In the case of London this is then used
to see if the Energy Hierarchy is being followed. An Assessment can also help in seeing how far
a particular development can meet a proportion of its needs from on-site renewables. Policies
to support the use of on-site renewables are encouraged by PPS22 para 8.
Major development must be defined. This could be done with reference to the General
Development Order 1995, 10 or more dwellings, site area of more than 0.5 hectares for housing
or one ha for other purposes, development of a building of 1,000 square metres or more.
Alternatively a customised definition could be introduced.
Suggestions for the South West RSS:
• Include an Energy Hierarchy along the lines used in the East of England draft
RSS/North West RPG13 Partial Review in text to support an overarching sustainable
energy policy.
• Include some qualifications to make it clear that energy efficiency and the
development of renewables are expected to proceed in tandem.
• Introduce a requirement that major developments (of a defined scale) should submit
an Energy Use Assessment alongside the planning application. These should
examine compliance with the Energy Hierarchy and identify how much energy can be
supplied by on-site renewables.

2. Regional renewable energy targets
Yorkshire and the Humber RPG12 Selective Review, South East Draft RSS, and the North East
draft RSS contain within policy a regional target for renewable energy for 2010 broken down
between sub-regions. The East of England draft RSS has targets for 2010 and 2020 for the
region as a whole but not for sub-regions, this is in text rather than policy. The North West
Partial Review has sub-regional targets for 2010 in text and a policy commitment to an overall
regional target.
PPS22 para 2 requires the inclusion of targets for renewable energy within RSS for 2010 and
2020, para 5 says that these can be broken down into sub-regions but not between
technologies. Targets should be minima and revised upwards once achieved. Neither PPS22
nor its Companion Guide specify whether targets should be in policy or text, but the implication
is that they should be in policy.
It could be argued that putting a target in policy is less flexible than having indicative figures in
text. The reverse argument is that as targets are minima there is an expectation that they are
flexible and should be exceeded. Having targets in policy gives them greater weight in relation to
the preparation of LDDs and development control decision making.
While PPS22 says that “fixed” technology targets should not be included within RSS because of
rapidly changing technology its Companion Guide, para 3.14 says that it will be helpful to
include supporting evidence that sets out the anticipated contribution of different technologies. If
it is clear that particular technologies have a major role to play up to 2010 and 2020 it is
important that this is made clear to facilitate public debate on RSS. This approach has been
taken in South East draft RSS which identifies key technologies, and in North East draft RSS
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which having identified on-shore wind as the single most significant technology goes on to
provide a specific spatial policy.
Suggestions for the South West RSS:
• Regional and sub-regional targets should be included within policy.
• Supporting text should make it clear that the figures are minima and not ceilings.
• The relative importance of the main technologies and how this is likely to change in
broad terms up to 2020 should be described in the supporting text.
• If spatial guidance is required for a particular key technology it should be provided in
policy

3. Criteria policies
Yorkshire and the Humber RSS does not contain any criteria policies specifically designed for
renewable energy but relies upon a number of its more general policies elsewhere and requires
LDDs to undertake the task of setting out these policies. East of England draft RSS requires
LDDs to include criteria policies by location based on suggestions contained within its appendix.
A number of regions have set out criteria policies at RPG/RSS level, in particular the South
East, the North East and the North West.
Criteria developed in the documents reviewed above tend to cover similar ground and are
focused on safeguarding generic planning concerns such residential amenity, road safety,
national designations etc. In addition there are examples of regionally specific policies, dealing
with particular world heritage sites for example.
PPS22 para 7 makes it clear that criteria policies should be set out within RSS and therefore
implies that it is not sufficient to simply require LDDs to do this job. PPS22 contains material
relevant to the preparation of criteria policies covering national designations, green belts etc.
The PPS22 Companion Guide offers advice on drafting criteria policies at RSS level. At LDD
level the Companion Guide, para 4.6 suggests that criteria policies should be focused on key
local issues.
Suggestions for the South West RSS
• A series of criteria policies should be prepared for South West RSS which will cover
both generic and regionally specific guidance, and provide a framework for LDDs.

4. Broad areas and spatial guidance
PPS22 para 7 says that criteria policies (developed at regional and sub-regional levels) should
be used to identify Broad Areas where the development of different types of renewable energy
may be considered appropriate. The Companion Guide provides more detail in Chapter 3, para
3.4 describing the interplay between the assessment of resources conditioned by criteria
policies and how this process can be used to generate targets and identify Broad Areas. It can
be argued that without some spatial reference points it is difficult to explain to the public what
achieving a particular target will mean on the ground. The Companion Guide Figure 3.1
illustrates the process making the point that Broad areas should only be identified using symbols
and not definable boundaries. The Guide provides examples of spatial guidance provided in the
South East and North East.
Identifying Broad Areas along with criteria policies and targets provides RSS with a “complete
package” which the public and interest groups can readily understand and respond to.
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East of England draft RSS includes a further approach to providing spatial guidance. Its
Appendix C relates its overall spatial development strategy to the development of renewable
energy, so that major growth areas are seen as key opportunities for renewables. Although
levels of development in the South West will not be as great as those in the East of England a
similar approach could be taken to making a significant effort to introduce on-site renewables
into growth areas.
Some of the other spatial guidance in the East of England RSS could probably be better
handled by criteria policies in the South West. In particular criteria can be set out for designated
and non-designated landscapes and developments in settlements outside growth areas.
Suggestions for the South West RSS
• RSS could identify the main strategic Broad Areas within which renewable energy
development must progress if the regional targets are to be achieved.
• These areas could be shown using symbols, distinguishing between different
technologies and be included within the Key Diagram or an equivalent map of the
region.
• Major growth areas could be identified as an opportunity for the introduction of onsite renewable energy technology

5. On-site renewables
PPS22 para 8 supports/encourages the use of policies requiring that a proportion of the energy
required by new developments should be met from on-site resources.
The London Plan and draft RSS for the East of England and the South East also take this
approach. The PPS22 Companion Guide provides examples of policies requiring the
consideration of on-site renewables
Suggestions for the South West RSS
• South West RSS should include an on-site renewable energy policy
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ANNEX 10: PROPOSED PLANNING POLICIES AND EXPLANATORY TEXT

SOUTH WEST REGIONAL SPATIAL STRATEGY
1
1.1

BACKGROUND
Introduction

The availability of energy is central to maintaining and enhancing the South West’s way of life. It
is widely taken for granted and expected to continue to underpin the region’s economic,
domestic and transport future. However during the period covered by RSS two major
challenges will affect the way in which energy is perceived and planned for. The first challenge
is Climate Change which has a global reach but requires locally and regionally based action to
put into effect national and international commitments. The second challenge concerns the
UK’s shift from being virtually energy self sufficient to becoming ever more dependant upon
external supplies of oil, coal and gas.
Both of these challenges are recognised by the Government, the 2003 Energy White Paper “Our
Energy Future – Creating a Low Carbon Economy” sets out a strategy to minimise energy use
and pollution and move towards an increasing proportion of energy generated from indigenous
renewable sources. The White Paper’s four goals are to: cut the UK’s CO2 emissions by 60%
by 2050, with real progress by 2020; maintain the reliability of energy supplies; promote
competitive markets in the UK and beyond, helping to raise the rate of sustainable economic
growth and improve our productivity; and ensure that every home is adequately and affordably
heated. These goals will contribute to and go beyond the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change and its Kyoto Protocol to reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
which contribute to global climate change.

1.2

The Difference Between Electricity and Heat

Energy essentially comes in two forms – electricity, or heat, and they are qualitatively different.
The former produces a flow of electrons that can be used to power electronic and electrical
devices. The latter is generally produced by combusting a fuel (e.g. gas or oil) to release heat
energy. Electricity is a higher grade form of energy, and this is reflected in the difference in the
price paid for it by end users.
Because of the qualitative difference between these two types of energy, they are produced
using different types of technology and are used to meet different end uses. The graphs below
(taken from the Energy White Paper) show a typical split for final energy consumption in the UK
by sector and by end use. These splits would be similar for the South West.
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Fig 2: Final Energy Consumption –
Breakdown by End-Use

End uses require energy either in the form of heat or electricity. Of the end uses shown in the
figure, after excluding transport, the majority of energy required is in the form of heat, for
providing hot water, and space heating for buildings. As heat energy forms such a large part of
energy demand, it is important that the RSS policies should support the development of
renewable forms of heat as well as electricity.
For this reason, this document sets out separate targets and policies for renewable electricity
and renewable heat. The use of renewable energy for transport is not covered as part of these
policies, and is dealt with in the transport section of the RSS.

1.2.1

Defining Renewable Heat

The term “renewable heat” refers to heat produced from the following (not an exhaustive list):
•
•

Solar water heating
Biomass heat only, using wood fuel.
o

•

Heat from renewable Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
o

•

Wood fuel can be sourced from forestry residues, clean recycled wood waste,
arboricultural residues, or energy crops (short rotation coppice). The fuel can take
the form of logs, wood chips, and pellets.

This would include heat from energy from waste, anaerobic digestion, and
biomass CHP

Ground source heat pumps
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REGIONAL AND SUB-REGIONAL RENEWABLE ENERGY TARGETS

2.1
2.1.1

Renewable Electricity Targets
Electricity from Onshore Renewables

Achieving the commitments set nationally within the 2003 Energy White Paper will require at
least 40% of electricity to be generated from renewable sources by 2050. In the shorter term the
Government is committed to the achievement of 10% renewable electricity by 2010 and is
aiming for 20% by 2020.
The South West, a region that imports far more electricity than it produces, has made a good
start and has a range of renewable energy installations. However, in 2005 only about 3% of the
region’s electricity demand is currently met by these indigenous renewables. Regional Planning
Guidance (RPG 10) set a 2010 target for renewable electricity based on a percentage of
generation within the region. This target formed the basis for the work done to establish the
2010 target outlined within policy E1. The detailed relationship between these figures is outlined
within [RSS associated document title].
Policy E1 Renewable Electricity Targets
Local Development Documents will include policies and development
proposals which contribute to the achievement of the following targets:
a)
b)

By 2010 a minimum target of 509-611 MWe installed generating capacity,
from a range of onshore renewable electricity technologies;
By 2020 a minimum target of 847 MWe49 installed generating capacity
from a range of onshore renewable electricity technologies. This
onshore target, together with offshore renewable electricity capacity,
will help to provide at least 20% of the Region’s electricity demand by
2020.

The RSS policy framework, complemented by Local Development Documents,
will facilitate the achievement of the minimum sub-regional targets by 2010
outlined in table 1:
Table 1: 2010 Onshore Renewable Electricity Targets
Sub-region
Former Avon
Gloucestershire
Wiltshire
Somerset
Devon
Dorset
Cornwall
Total

Installed Electricity Generating
35-52
40-50
65-85
61-81
151
64-84
93-10850
509-611

49

The renewable electricity capacity approved through the planning process will be monitored through the local planning authorities’
annual monitoring review. Capacity installed will be monitored by the Regen SW annual survey
50
Cornwall County Council adopted the bottom end of the range within their structure plan
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The targets outlined within table 1 have been consulted upon and agreed by the counties and/or
sub regions as part of the REvision 2010 Project.
Map 1 in section 4 suggests one way in which these 2010 targets may be met, though the
actual technology mix itself is not part of the targets and is provided for indicative
purposes only.
The 2020 target was developed and consulted on as part of the process of developing the RSS.
Discussions have been held with key regional and sub regional stakeholders identified by the
Regional Assembly and the renewable energy industry.
Table 2 outlines one way by which the 2020 target could be met in terms of potential technology
mix. The technology mix is not part of the target and is provided for indicative purposes
only. The assumptions that form the basis of this analysis can be found in the full report at
[insert website address when established] and are summarised in [RSS associated document
title].
Table 2: 2020 Onshore Renewable Electricity Targets
Onshore technologies
Onshore wind
Energy crops/FR
Building Integrated Renewables
Hydro
Energy from waste (eligible for RO)
Anaerobic Digestion
Landfill Gas
Total

MWe
550
100
50
15
100
2
30
847

GWh
1,445
788
131
66
832
17
250
3,529

Further work on establishing appropriate sub regional targets for 2020 (as opposed to the 2010
sub regional targets already outlined within this document) will be taken forward as an early
review of this RSS.
Planning has a key role to play in facilitating the development of renewable energy and the
achievement of the Policy E1 targets. PPS22 states that planning policies at regional and local
level should promote and encourage rather than restrict the development of renewable energy
resources. Local authorities should collaborate and engage with communities, the renewable
energy industry and other stakeholders to assist in the achievement of targets through
measures such as:
• detailed assessments of local potential, including within local authorities own estate
• promoting district heating CHP schemes
• supporting the development of the renewable energy industry within the South West
• encouraging the development of local supply chains, especially for biomass
• raising awareness and understanding of renewable energy amongst local authority
officers, members and the wider community
• encouraging community involvement with and where appropriate ownership of
renewable energy schemes
2.1.2

Electricity from Offshore Renewables

The South West has one of the best wave and tidal resources within the UK. As a result,
offshore renewables are likely to be increasingly developed off the South West coast after 2010,
and could play a significant part in achieving the 20% renewable electricity target by 2020.
However in order for the 2020 target to be met it seems likely that there will need to be some
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strengthening of the grid to accommodate the offshore capacity from marine technologies such
as wave and tidal stream.
Within the 2010 targets it was anticipated that there may be relatively small wave and tidal
demonstration devices amounting to some 6 MWe in place by 2010. Offshore wind was also
expected to make a contribution of 50 MWe towards meeting the 2010 regional target. Both
these assumptions now seem unlikely. With regards wave, it is expected that the Wave Hub will
be operating by 2010 with some 20 MWe capacity installed. However, it is likely that other parts
of the country that are more favourable for offshore wind will be exploited first and given the
timescales to 2010 any offshore wind seems unlikely.
The role of the planning system in encouraging offshore renewables is limited to associated
developments on the landward side of the low water mark. Relatively modest onshore
connections will facilitate the capture of very significant offshore resources. It is vital that local
planning authorities approach the planning and control of these associated developments in a
positive manner.
Policy E2 Offshore Renewable Energy Projects
Local Planning Authorities should encourage the development of offshore
renewable energy resources by facilitating connections to the electricity grid51
The relatively modest contribution from offshore technologies by 2010 will have grown
considerably by 2020 to 400 MWe as indicated within table 3:
Table 3: Offshore Renewables Target by 2020
Offshore technologies
Offshore wind
Wave
Tidal stream
Total

MWe
50
250
100
400

GWh
153
723
289
1,165

This assumes the commercial proving of wave and tidal technologies early within the next
decade together with government support to ensure commercial viability. The total offshore
capacity assumes a relatively small contribution from offshore wind. If this is to occur it is likely
to be within the Bristol Channel where depth of water will not make development too expensive,
as is the case in most other parts of the region.
A significant shift in technology mix is anticipated between the 2010 and 2020 renewable
electricity targets. For 2010 it is assumed that less than 10% of the target will be met by offshore
technologies. By 2020 it is expected that just over 30% of the target will be met by offshore
technologies. The rate of growth of onshore wind will fall from a 600% increase in capacity
between now and 2010, to a less than 60% increase in capacity between 2010 and 2020. The
justification for these assumptions, together with a summary of all other assumptions is outlined
within [RSS associated document title].
Meeting 20% of Electricity Demand by 2020
When taken together, the capacity from onshore and offshore technologies will generate
approximately 20% of the region’s electricity demand. However this estimate is totally
dependent on the assumptions made for how electricity demand will change between now and
2020.

51

The level of offshore capacity installed within the region will be monitored through the RDA Wavehub project and DTI consents
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The estimate of 2020 electricity demand in the South West used in table 4 assumes a high level
of energy efficiency in line with the assumptions within the Energy White Paper alongside
increased demand for electricity from growth in housing and GVA in the South West. The detail
behind these estimates is set out in [RSS associated document title]
Table 4: Total Renewable Electricity Target by 2020
Onshore technologies
Offshore technologies
Total
% Regional Electricity Demand

2.2

MWe
847
400
1,247

GWh
3,529
1,165
4,694
20%

Renewable Heat Targets

While there are currently no Government targets for heat production from renewable sources
this situation is expected to change during the RSS period. The Government commissioned a
Biomass Task Force in October 2004 to look at measures to support biomass energy in the UK,
including biomass heat.
PPS 22 talks about increasing the deployment of “renewable energy” in general, which is taken
to cover both renewable electricity and renewable heat. It is worth noting that the European
Commission (EC) White Paper on Renewable Energy Sources sets out a comprehensive
strategy and action plan to achieve the ambitious goal of doubling the renewables’ share of the
European Union’s total energy supply, from 6 per cent to 12 per cent, by 2010. This includes
renewable heat as well as electricity.
There is considerable potential in South West for the production of heat from renewable
sources, and the South West has a lot to gain from harnessing its renewable heat resources.
Some of the factors that mean that the SW has more to gain than perhaps other regions are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the SW has the best solar resource in the UK;
9.8% of the SW land area is covered by forests and woodland, providing a significant
resource of forest residues that can be used for biomass heating;
the SW has a small but established installer base for renewable heating technologies, as
well as a manufacturer of ground source heat pumps;
the SW has a high proportion of off-gas areas – for example, 18% of households are off-gas.
This increases the economic potential for renewable heating;
there is existing support for renewable heat within the South West Renewable Energy
Strategy, the Woodland Rennaissance programme and the AONB management plans;
there are a number of exemplar projects that can be built on, including the RDA and
Countryside Agency funded Bioscope project, to support biomass heating.

Some of the benefits that the region can gain from increasing the use of heat from renewable
sources are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

enhanced woodland management, leading to increased biodiversity
converting wood wastes into a resource
using renewable heating systems as a measure to reduce fuel poverty in “hard to treat
homes” in off-gas areas
local income from wood fuel supply
improving the economics of renewable Combined Heat and Power (CHP), and assisting in
delivery of renewable electricity targets
reduced heating running costs for tenants, social landlords, and owner occupiers
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helping to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from new buildings, particularly as part of major
urban regeneration
helping to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from existing buildings by retro-fitting renewable
heat systems, particularly through the installation of biomass boilers.

In order to encourage the use of these resources, particularly in strategic and other major
developments a renewable heat target has been introduced into RSS.
Policy E3 Regional Renewable Heat Targets to 2010 and 2020
The minimum targets for the generation of heat from renewable sources
outlined within table 6 should be achieved by the use of appropriate resources
and technologies:
Table 5: Regional Targets for Renewable Heat by 2010 and 2020
Timescale
2010
2020

Installed Thermal
Capacity (MWth)
105
503

There is a key role for local planning authorities within the region in ensuring a synergy between
sites for major new developments, and the location of renewable CHP generators, to ensure that
the heat from the latter can be effectively used, for example as part of community heating
systems.
These targets were developed and consulted on as part of the process of developing the RSS.
Discussions have been held with key regional and sub regional stakeholders identified by the
Regional Assembly and the renewable energy industry.
The assumptions that form the basis of this analysis can be found in the full report at xxxxx and
are summarised within [RSS associated document title]. The table below shows how these
targets could be achieved, based on a preferred scenario as outlined within [RSS associated
document title]. However, the actual technology mix itself is not part of the targets and is
provided for indicative purposes only.
Table 6: Indicative breakdown of how targets could be met
Technologies
Woodfuel heating
Heat pumps
Solar water heating
CHP (where heat is usefully used) from AD, EfW
or biomass
Total MW
Total MW after de-rating for heat pumps

2005 (MW)
3
2
4

2010 (MW)
47
21
35

2020 (MW)
247
107
138

0

8

42

9
8

111
105

534
503

For the purposes of target setting, the figure for heat pumps was de-rated (using a factor of 0.71) to allow
for the use of non-renewable electricity to drive heat pump systems.

These targets are challenging, but achievable, on the basis that:


A policy for on-site renewable energy generation in new build is put in place, as set out in
policy E6. This will directly stimulate installation of new renewable heat systems
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The UK government puts in place measures to support the economic value of renewable
heat (e.g. a renewable heat obligation), OR fossil fuel prices (for oil and mains gas, in
particular) rise at the high end of forecasts

The targets equate to roughly 0.2% of SW heat demand (excluding transport) by 2010 and 1.4%
by 2020 assuming that the full range of energy efficiency measures set out in the Energy White
Paper are put into place.
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DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY

Renewable energy proposals should be positively encouraged by planning authorities and
assessed using the criteria set out in Policy E4. Local Planning Authorities may prepare Local
Development Document criteria policies, which focus on key local issues, within the framework
provided by national guidelines and RSS. Regional SPD on Renewable Energy [RSS associated
document title] also contains detailed guidance relevant to Local Development Document
preparation.
The integration of wind and biomass production proposals into the region’s varied landscapes
will require careful consideration. The location and design of proposals should be informed by
landscape character assessments. In areas where a number of proposals come forward during
the same timescale, or a development is proposed near to existing developments, cumulative
effects must be assessed following the steps set out in the PPS22 Companion Guide,
(paragraph 5.24).
Within nationally designated areas, small scale renewable energy proposals will be considered
favourably subject to Policy E4. In the case of wind developments, large scale wind farms are
considered inappropriate and even modest scale proposals could result in a disproportionate
degree of landscape impact. Proposals for more than one wind turbine, or a turbine with a hub
height of 25 metres or more, are unlikely to be acceptable within the region’s designated areas.
The settings of designated areas are important and need to be protected from inappropriate
development. In assessing renewable energy proposals close to a designated area their
potential impact will be a material consideration. National Park Authorities may develop their
own policies for the types of renewable energy technologies that they see as suitable for their
area.
Internationally designated sites and areas of nature conservation significance are protected by
specific legislation. The purposes of designation will vary considerably between sites and may
not be in conflict with particular forms or scales of renewable energy development. The key test
in assessing a proposal is the extent to which it might affect the integrity of the designation.
Minimising any impacts caused by noise, odour, traffic, discharges to the air and watercourses,
and waste disposal will be important particularly in relation to nearby residential areas and
individual dwellings. Local Development Documents may wish to include more detail on
compliance with these requirements.
PPS22 makes it clear that the wider benefits of renewable energy projects must be given
significant weight as material considerations regardless of scale. These benefits could include:
CO2 reduction, the diversification of local rural economies, the creation of new jobs, particularly
in biomass production and processing, and support for the regeneration of urban areas,
including industrial and brownfield sites.
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E4 Development Criteria for Renewable Energy
Local Planning Authorities should consider the following regional criteria
alongside the full range of issues outlined within PPS22 and local criteria
contained within Local Development Documents:
a)

b)
c)

Within the region’s nationally and internationally recognised
designations, schemes should be of an appropriate scale and not
compromise the objectives of the designation;
Renewable energy schemes should not have a significant adverse
cumulative impact in conjunction with other similar developments;
Schemes should minimise and deal satisfactorily with any impacts
resulting from construction and operation including air quality,
landscape and visual impact, atmospheric emissions, noise, odour,
water pollution, flood risk, and the disposal of waste;

The wider environmental, community and economic benefits of proposals,
whatever their scale, (e.g. carbon reduction, job creation etc) are material
considerations that should be given significant weight in determining planning
applications.
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SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT

Map 1 illustrates the possible level and spatial distribution of the technology mix for the 2010
renewable electricity targets. However the mix outlined here is indicative only and is not part of
the targets outlined within table 1. For presentation purposes the map takes the mid point range
of the figures in table 1. The assumptions that form the basis of this analysis are fully set out at
www.oursouthwest.com/revision2010 and summarised in the [RSS associated document title].
Map 1: Sub Regional Renewable Electricity Targets for 2010 (MW)
Legend pie charts
illustrate technology
key only

Map 2 outlines the opportunities and constraints that present themselves for renewable energy
development within the South West, beyond the actual renewable energy resources themselves,
like wind speed, biomass resources etc.
Renewable energy development will be guided by the resources available for development (see
[RSS associated document title]), the development criteria outlined within section 3 and the
opportunities and constraints highlighted within map 2.
Consideration of all these factors suggests that there are no broad areas that should be
identified as major locations for renewable energy development within the region, as opposed to
any other. Whilst some areas do have greater resources than others, it seems likely that
development will take place in a more distributed manner across the South West.
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Map 2: Opportunities & Constraints on Renewable Energy Development

4.1

Principal Urban Areas (PUAs) and Areas of Special Need (ASNs)

PUAs offer considerable opportunity for renewable energy development.
As the largest producers of municipal and commercial/industrial waste, PUAs present significant
opportunities for developing Energy from Waste plants (utilising advanced thermal treatment),
although ,there may also be opportunities for smaller scale EfW plants in less populous areas.
EfW plants should be located close to good transport networks to facilitate the movement of
waste to the plant. As with EfW, large scale biomass plants will also need to be located close to
road networks. Locating EfW plants close to new industrial estates or housing developments,
maybe possible within ASNs and PUAs to supply process heat or district heating.
On existing industrial estates or other brownfield sites, opportunities exist for the development of
a range of different renewable energy schemes, from medium sized wind turbines in small
clusters to the installation of building integrated systems. PUAs and ASNs are expected to be
the focus for new development New developments offer significant opportunities for identifying
and utilising large heat loads to support biomass based community heating schemes and also
provide extensive opportunities for the integration of renewable energy technologies into
buildings.
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There is also considerable potential for retrofitting renewable energy systems to existing
buildings. There are many instances where this would fall within the planning system, for
example, as part of major refurbishments taking place as part of urban regeneration.

4.2

Off gas areas

The parts of the region that do not have access to the gas network and therefore have to rely on
higher cost fuels such as oil and liquefied petroleum gas to supply space heating and hot water,
offer significant opportunities for implementing renewable heat technologies such as biomass
boilers, solar water heating or ground source heat pumps.

4.3

Designated areas

Designated areas as highlighted within map 2 include, World Heritage Coasts, Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, National Parks and Nature Reserves, SSSIs, Ramsar sites, Special
Protection Areas and Special Areas of Conservation. Whilst it is not expected that there will be
the opportunity for the development of large scale renewable energy schemes within designated
areas, there are significant opportunities for the development of smaller scale renewables which
should be addressed in the management plans of these areas.

4.4

Non-designated rural areas

It is within the non-designated rural areas of the region where the larger scale development of
renewable energy is expected to occur, subject to site specific constraints.
The highest wind energy resource exists within Devon and Cornwall. However there are
increasing opportunities in the rest of the region, as minimum economic wind speeds52 reduce
over time. Lower economic wind speeds may result in reduced pressure on areas outside
designated areas with higher quality landscapes and the highest wind speeds. The region’s
settlement dispersal and landscape character suggests that the majority of wind farm
development in the South West is likely to be distributed in small and medium clusters53 through
out the region rather than concentrated in any one area.
There are opportunities for biomass plant development in almost every county in the region.
Plants should be located as close as possible to fuel sources to minimise carbon emissions from
transport.

4.5

Offshore

The best locations for wave energy devices depend on the technology employed.
In general, the wave energy available increases with water depth. Although more energy is
available further offshore, connection costs are increased due to the increased length of cable
required. To support these costs, commercial wave farms will need to be large, eg 50-100MW,
and there are a limited number of shoreline connection points that can accept this capacity, eg
Hayle and Padstow. There are also several no-go areas (shipping lanes, MOD restricted areas,
etc) that need to be avoided. Consequently, most of the development will be focused well off the
north and west Cornish coasts and possibly off north Devon.
52

An economic wind speed represents the wind speed at which a developer may consider a particular site to be economically viable.
Economic wind speeds may reduce over time in response to technology development and other economic factors
For the purposes of the study that has supported the development of the targets, Land Use Consultants assumed that large
clusters involved more than 10 turbines.

53
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Unlike wave energy, the best locations for tidal stream devices are in shallower waters where
there are strong currents. These include the Bristol Channel, the Isles of Scilly, several sites
around the Cornwall and Devon coastline and Portland Bill. Again, shoreline connection points
will be limited.
Although the offshore wind resource is very large, a major limitation to development is water
depth. There are similar locational constraints as for wave and tidal resources and again
connection costs can be considerable. The seabed shelves very quickly off most of the
southwest peninsular so there are a limited number of sites where offshore wind development
would be possible.

5

PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE ENERGY USE WITHIN NEW DEVELOPMENT &
REGENERATION

PPS22 emphasises the importance of developing positively expressed policies on building
integrated renewables. However, policies that encourage the on site generation of renewable
energy must be placed within a wider context of the need for development, both new build and
refurbishment, to incorporate the principles of sustainable energy design. This will involve
reducing building energy demand through energy efficiency and low energy design, before
meeting the resulting demand from first renewable energy and then fossil fuels or grid electricity.
This approach has been characterised as the ‘Energy Hierarchy’ within the South West, and will
ensure that energy efficiency opportunities are maximised before renewable energy is
considered within proposals for new developments.
While the majority of actions required to achieve greater energy efficiency and the clean use of
fuels fall outside the scope of the planning system, it is possible to influence the overall use of
energy by the way in which development is located and served by sustainable transport, and by
careful design.
There are several initiatives at both national and regional level that support the development of
policy in this area. These include:
•
•
•

•
•

the EU Energy Performance in Buildings Directive (EPBD) which us due to come into force
in the UK in January 2006. This will require all buildings, domestic and non-domestic, both
new and existing to have energy performance ratings;
it is already mandatory, under current building regulations, for all new domestic dwellings to
have a “SAP” rating, which is a measure of energy performance and CO2 emissions;
the UK Government, in partnership with industry, is currently developing a Code for
Sustainable Buildings (CSB). This will be a voluntary scheme to promote more sustainable
building practices. The CSB will apply to all new building developments, with the initial focus
on new build housing.
for the SW, the Future Foundations initiative has an ongoing programme to promote
sustainable construction within the South West;
the draft regional housing strategy proposes that all new social housing (see action B.2. in
RHS) should meet EcoHomes54 “Very Good” accreditation, where there is access to the
mains gas network, and “Good” accreditation in areas off the mains gas network;

54

The Building Research Establishment’s Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) is a measure of best practice in
environmental design and management of offices, industrial units and retail units. BREEAM assesses the performance of buildings,
management, energy use, health and well-being, pollution, transport, land use, ecology, materials, and water. The EcoHomes
Assessment is the version of BREEAM for new, converted or renovated homes, covering both houses and apartments. Both
BREEAM and EcoHomes assessments are expressed on a scale of “pass” to “excellent”, carried out by independent assessors who
are trained and licensed by the Building Research Establishment.
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the SW RDA has a policy that RDA funded new build projects should meet BREEAM “Very
Good” rating.

Major development proposals must be accompanied by an “Energy Use Assessment” which
describes how much energy is expected to be used within the proposal and goes on to consider
ways by which the “Energy Hierarchy” can be put into effect. Existing methods that could be
used to prepare such assessment are the BRE EcoHomes (for residential) and BREEAM (for
non-residential) tools, that include an assessment of energy use and carbon emissions, and are
already widely used by developers. Also, additional tools are in development to support the
implementation of the EPBD.
This energy use assessment should provide a baseline for annual CO2 emissions arising from
fossil fuel energy use within the building (i.e. energy used for heating, cooling, lighting and
appliances, and cooking, but not including industrial processes, transport or embodied energy).
This baseline for CO2 emissions should be before the use of any on-site renewable energy
generation, but after the application of measures to reduce energy use (including passive solar
design), and improved energy efficiency.
Policy E5 Sustainable Energy within Development Proposals
All developments will include a proportion of their energy from renewable
sources. Major developments will be expected to provide, as a minimum,
sufficient on-site renewable energy to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from
energy use on site by 10%.
Proposals for major developments must be accompanied by an energy use
assessment which sets the baseline for the calculation of the proportion of on
site generation and describes the measures that are being taken to put the
“Energy Hierarchy” into effect.
Although there are capital costs associated with installing renewable energy systems, there are
also benefits, financial and otherwise. These include the reduced energy costs arising from both
reduced energy use and protection from rising energy costs. There is potential for improved
comfort and health, improved capital value, reduced maintenance costs and environmental
impacts. Business benefits can include enhanced corporate social responsibility, prestigious
designs, exemption from climate change levy, renewable obligations certificates, local job
creation and increased community spirit.
The feasibility of supplying a proportion of renewable energy may depend on technical or
financial issues, and what is feasible is likely to change as energy prices vary, the costs of
technologies change, as grants become available and legislation is adopted. Developers will be
expected to demonstrate that they have explored all renewable energy options, and designed
their developments to incorporate any renewable energy requirements. A detailed justification
will be required from developers if they do not consider that it is feasible to provide the required
proportion.
Compliance with the 10% target will be measured with reference to the Energy Use
Assessment, which will give a baseline figure for CO2 emissions for a development, before the
use of any renewable energy. As well as enforcing compliance with this 10% target, Local
Planning Authorities (LPAs) will need to check that built developments comply with the plans
submitted as part of the Energy Use Assessment. 55
55

The Energy Use Assessment will therefore reflect actual practice and can be used to monitor the implementation of this policy by
recording renewable energy capacity installed and CO2 emissions saved.
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Major development proposals include significant urban regeneration projects covering new build,
refurbishment, conversion and change of use and are defined here, based on the ODPM PS2
definition used for reporting general developments, as:
•
•

for dwellings, the development of 10 or more dwellings or sites of more than 0.5 ha, if the
number is not given;
for all other uses, where the floor space will be 1000 square metres or more, or the site
is 1ha or more. Floor space is defined as the sum of floor area within the building
measured externally to the external wall faces at each level. Basement car parks, rooftop
plant rooms, caretaker’s flats etc should be included in the floor space figure.

Individual Local Planning Authorities may use lower thresholds for what constitutes a major
development and set higher percentages for on site generation, to suit their particular
circumstances, within their Local Development Documents. However for reporting purposes,
Local Planning Authorities will be required to monitor against the above definitions of “major
developments”.
Public authorities have a key role to play in providing examples of best practice in energy
efficiency and the capture of renewable energy. Local authorities in particular should develop
exemplar projects which are accessible to the public and properly explained.
Energy use on site is defined as that used for servicing buildings and includes energy used for:
•
•
•
•

Space and water heating
Cooking
Lighting, appliances, and equipment, including computers, lifts, etc.
Ventilation and cooling

It excludes energy used for:
•
•
•
•

Industrial processes (as these can change depending on who occupies the building)
Transport
Embodied energy (e.g. energy used in building fabric)
Energy used to provide water, food, and shared infrastructure

Eligible forms of renewable energy for meeting the target currently include: solar water heating,
photovoltaics (rooftop or cladding), biomass heating, biomass CHP, wind generators, microhydroelectric, ground source heating and cooling, and air and water source heat pumps. It can
also include heat from renewable CHP plants, such as: landfill gas, sewage gas, anaerobic
digestion, biomass, and energy from waste.
Off-site renewable energy generation would be eligible where there is a physical connection to
the site, via a heat main or private wire. However, buying in green electricity is not eligible, as
such arrangements can be temporary in nature.
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